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PREFACE 

The Commission instituted the present investigation, An Assessment of the 
Impact of Imports Under the Educational, Scientific, and cultural Materials 
Importation Act of 1982, Public Law 97-446, on the U.S. Hearing Aid Industry, 
investigation No. 332-215, on June 11, 1985, following receipt of a letter 
from the United States Trade Representative (USTR) at the direction of the 
President. !I In the letter, the USTR requested that the Commission institute 
a section 332 investigation under the provisions of the Tariff Act of 1930 (19 
U.S.C. 1332(g)) to assess the conditions of competition between imported and 
domestically produced hearing aids. The purpose of the request is to provide 
the USTR with information th~t will assist the President in making a 
determination as to whether duty-free treatment provided for conventional 
(standa~d) hearing aids entering under Tariff Schedules of the United States 
(TSUS) item 960.15 has a significant adverse impact on a domestic industry (or 
portion thereof) producing a like or dire~tly competitive article. Such 
imports enter duty free pursuant to the provisions of the Educational, 
Scientific, and cultural Materials Importation Act of 1982, Public Law 
97-446. Section 166(a) of that Act authorizes the President to narrow the 
scope of, or place conditions on, the duty-free treatment applicable to 
hearing aids under certain conditions. Applications for such action have been 
received by the USTR from two domestic producers of hearing aids. 

Public notice of the investigation was given by posting copies of the 
notice at the Office of the Secretary, U.S. International Trade Commission, 
Washington, DC, and by publishing the notice in the Federal Register of 
June 19, 1985 (50 F.R. 25476) .. £1 Questionnaires were prepared, approved by 
the Office of Management and Budget, and sent to all known firms in the United 
States that produced or imported hearing aids or components from 1981 to 
June 30, 1985, and to a sample of hearing aid dispensers. 11 

The information contained in this report was obtained from fieldwork by 
the Commission's staff, from the Commission's~files, from other Government 
agencies, from responses to questionnaires, and from other sources. 

!I The request from the USTR is reproduced in app. A. 
£1 The Federal Register notice of the institution of the Commission's 

investigation No. 332-215 is reproduced in App. B. 
11 The notice of the information collection, that was submitted to the OMB 

for review.and published in the Federal Register (50 F.R. 25476), is also 
reproduced in App. B. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Concern has been expressed to the United States Trade Representative by 
two U.S. producers of hearing aids that hearing aids imported duty free under 
the Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Materials Importation Act of 1982, 
Public Law 9.7:-44~ •. are eroding .. the competitive po·sition·in the U.S. market of 
U.S. made standard he~_dng:- aids .. " Hearing·: aids -have· beeh rec.ei vi.ng duty-free 
treatmel'.lt under .temporary tariff: provisions since February 1983·. Under 
section 166 (a)· of Public· Law. 97'-446, the Presiden't can place conditions on the 
duty-free entry-of~ standard--hearing· aids _if_ he. determines that" the_u.s. 
industry produc~ng• a.' like or. directly competitive hearing aid, o~ a portion 
thereof,. has suffered· a .. significaht ·adverse. impact· as the result of such 
duty-free· treatment·~ In. order to .make that· determination;· the President 
directed the United States Trade Representative to request that the U.S. 
International Trade Commission institute a section 332 investigation under the 
provisions of the Tariff Act of 1930 to assess the conditions of competition 
between imported and domestically produced hearing aids and to provide him 
with the information necessary to make his determination. 

Although Public Law 97-446 expired on August 11, 1985, imports of hearing 
aids and parts (and other goods for the handicapped as well) may still be 
entered free of duty under a Customs Service determination pending further 
direction from Congress. Legislation may be forthcoming that would make 
duty-free treatment of goods for the handicapped retroactive to 
August 11, 1985-(see page 7). 

The expanding U.S. ~arket for hearing aids is undergoing a shift in 
demand from standard h~aring aids to custom-made hearing aids. Many U.S. 
producers have responded by attempting to maintain their relative share in the 
growth market by reorienting production to that of improved custom-made 
hearing aids. Foreign producers, whose local markets are predominated by 
demand for standard hearing aids, have concentrated on refining standard 
behind-the-ear (BTE) hearing aids; however, several importers have established 
U.S. facilities primarily for producing custom-made hearing aids (p. 76). 

1. Structure of the domestic and foreign industry 

o The size of firms in the U.S. hearing aid industry varies 
from small to large, but the four largest account for over 
one-half of U.S. producers' shipments. 

Approximately 60 firms produce hearing aids in the United St,tes. Of the 
14 ~hat produce standard hearing aids •. 11 also produce custom-made hearing 
aids. Over 50 percent of producers' shipments in 1984 were accounted for by 4 
producers; and 11 accounted for over 90 p~rcent. Whereas there have been no 
new entries producing standard hearing aids since 1981, 9 of the leading 25 
producers of custom-made hearing aids began production after that year because 
of the. shift ·i~ demand ,·to, custom-made ·hearing aids and the relatively low 
capital investment r~quired for such prod_uction. Producers in the 
Hit'l.neapol.is. Minnesota. ,metropoli t~n area accounted- for· over half of u. s. 
producers'. ~hipmen_ts o_f hearing ,aids. in 1984 (p. 10). 
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o Reflecting the demand in local markets, foreign manufacturers 
emphasize the production of standard BTE hearing aids. 

The principal foreign producers of hearing aids are located in Denmark, 
West Germany, Switzerland, and Canada, with less prominent suppliers located 
in the United Kingdom, Austria, Japan, the Netherlands, Spain, and Italy. In 
these markets, with the exception of Canada and Italy, standard hearing aids 
reportedly supply over 90 percent of the demand. Reflecting this fact, the 
principal foreign producers have concentrated their research and development 
efforts on standard BTE hearing aids (the most widely used type of hearing 
aid) with respect to refining the product, providing more power, and reducing 
the costs of production (p. 66). 

o Among the affiliates of foreign manufacturers, three 
accounted for *** percent of U.S. producers• ship
ments of standard hearing aids in 1984, and seven 
accounted for 10 percent of U.S. shipments of cus
tom-made hearing aids .. 

Two U.S. affiliates of manufacturers in West Germany .and one affiliate of 
a producer in.Switzerland accounted for over*** percent of U.S. producers• 
shipments of standard hearing aids in 1984. Furthermore, in order to 

·participate in the growing custom-made segment of the market, five affiliates 
of producers in Denmark, Switzerland, and Japan have established manufacturing 
facilities in the United States since 1981. Combined with the two West German 
affiliates, they accounted for 10 percent .of U.S. producers• shipments of 
custom-made hearing aids in 1984 (tables 33 and E~2). 

2. Trends in U.S. shipments, inventories, exports; employment, profitability, 
and· investment. 

o The trend of U.S. producers' shipments of hearing ·aids 
moved .upwards during 1980-84 .. 

U.S. producers' shipments ·of hearing aids, .in terms of value, rose from 
$87 million in 1981 to $121 million in 1984, or by 39 percent. U.S. 
producers' shipments of standard hearing aids, however; fell from 
$49.0 million to $41.4 million, or by 16 percent. About 90 percent of total 
shipments of standard hearing aids consisted of BTE hearing aids. The value 
of custom-made hearing aids, on the other hand, grew from $38.0 million to 
$79.6 million, or. by 63 percent. As a result, the share of producers' 
shipments accounted for by ~tandard hearing aids fell from 56 percent to 
34 percent during 1980-84. The downward trend in the value of U.S. producers' 
shipments of standard hearing aids is attributed in part to greater public 
acceptance of custom-made hearing aids. Production capacity for standard 
hearing aids dropped 10 percent during 1980-84, and capacity utilization fell 
from 84 percent to 73 percent during the period and to 62 percent in the first 
half of 1985. (p. 22). 
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o U; S. producers' inventories of standard" hearing aids .climbed 
· during 1980-84. 

Since custom-made hearing aids are made to order, none· were held in 
Jnventory during 1980-.84. Inventories of standard hearing aids, however, rose 
by 47 percent during the period, from 29,000 units to 43,000 units. This· 
buildup in inventories of standard hearing aids reflects, in part, tne 
inability of many U.S. producers to anticipate the swiftness ~n 'the shift of 
demand toward custom-made·hearing aids (p. 31).: 

. o U.S. exports of hearing aids· and parts rose steadily during· 
1981-84, and then during January-June· 1985 ,· largely ·' 
because of an increase in exports of hearing aid parts. 

U.S. exports .. of hearing ·~ids and parts increased by 66 ·percent in terms 
of value during 1981-'-84, from $15. 2 million to $25. 3' million. ·Exports of 
hearing aids and parts were· 81 percent as large as total imports.in 1984; 
however, based on questionnaire responses, exports accounted for'7.1 percent 
of U.S. producers' shipments in that year. Exports of parts accounted for 
***percent of total exports in 1984, ·up from*** percent in·198l•' Exports of 

· parts go to U.S. subsidiaries and foreign firms in the ··principal producing 
countries. Since· a manufacturer in the United States is the warld's:largest 
supplier. of. hearing "aid components; a large. portion of these'. parts reenter· the 
United States as finished hearing ·aids (p. 48)" ; 

o The overall number. of production and related workers· 
increased, but .those involved in the· manufacture of· 
standard hearing aids declined. 

In 1981-8,4, the average number of production and related workers 'at 
companies producing hearing aids grew from 1,557 to 2,092, or 'by one:..third. 
However, during the period, the average number of workers engaged in the 
manufacture of standard hearing aids declined 23 percent, from 948 to 731, and 
hours worked fell by 20 percent, from 1.8 million to 1;4 'mi11ion. The number 
of workers involved in the production of custom-made hearing aids grew by 
123 percent, -from 609 to 1, 361, . and hours worked rose by i64 percent, from . 
1.1 million to 3. 0 milliOn. The share of all hearing· aid production' workers 
involved in making standard hearing aids dropped from 61 percent to 35 percent 
during 1980-84 (p. 12) .. .-

o Although·hearing aid manufacturers, in aggregate, remained: 
profitable during 1981-84 and January-June ·1985, 'the ratio 
of operating income to net ·sales ·declined.after 1983 for 
both standard and custom-made hearing ·aids~ but· for qui t'e 
different reasons: ·, • o:;. 

The ratio of operating income to net sales on standard· hearing aid 
operations, af·ter averaging 8 .1 percent during 1981-83, dropped to· 4·. 5 percent 
dur~ng January-June 1985. Similarly, the average markup per unit fell from·' 
64 percent to 47 percent between 1983 and the January-June 1985·period as 
production costs per unit rose 12 percent and the average selling price rose 
only 2 perce~t in a period during which net sales fell 12 percent (1984) and 
21 percent (January-June 1985). By contrast, net sales of custom-made hearing 
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aids expanded 39 percent in 198.4 and 18 percent during January-June 1985. Yet 
the ratio of operating income to net .sales dropped from 7 percent to 
1.2 percent between 1983 and January-June 1985, and the. markup per unit fell 
from 64 percent to 47 percent, reflecting .a 21 percent rise in the production 
cost per unit against an increase in the average sales price of only 9 percent. 

Lost econ.omies of scale and reduced profits caused by rising costs, which 
the standard hearing aid industry is experiencing, are typical of an industry 
that manufactures a mature product. On the pther hand, the custom-made 
hearing aid industry is experiencing difficulties typical of those of an 
industry manufacturing products in the early stages of their life cycle. 
Because of rapid entry, new firms must be ~ble to recoup startup costs.and 
continue improvements in componentry. ·Although these improvements generate 
increased sales, the higher production cost per unit reduces profitability. 
Also, production· is not able to move very far along the learning curve before 
adjustments have to be made for further innovations. During this early stage 
of production, companies producing custom-made ITE hearing aids had to adjust 
to the introduction of th~ canal hearing aid,. which was a major modification 
in tqat .indus .. try. (p. 36). 

o Since 1981, U.S. producers have invested more than twice as 
much in their custom-made hearing .aid operations as in 
their standard hearing aid operations ($19.5 million to 
$8. 8 million) . 

Between January 1.981 and June 1985, U.S. producers invested $12.9 million 
in capital expenditures on custom-made hearing aids compared with $6.2 million 
for standard hearing aids. Similarly, during the period, these_ producers 
invested $6.6 .million on research and development for custom-made hearing aids 
compared .with $2. 6 million for standard hearing aids. Capital investment 
amounted to 3.1 percent of.sales for standard hearing aids compared with 
5.1 percent for custom-made hearing aids. Similarly, research and development 
expenses amounted to 1.3 percent of sales for standard hearing aids compared 
with 2.6 percent for custom-made hearing aids (p. 44). 

3. The·u.s. market 

o The U.S. market for hearing aids is in a period of transition 
from standard hearing aids to custom-made hearing aids. 

The U.S. market has shifted from being *** percent standard hearing aids 
in 1981 (534,200 units out of *** units) to *** pe~cent custom-made hearing 
aids in 1984 C*** units put of ***. million units) and to *** percent 
custom-made hearing aids in the first half of 1985 C*** units out of 
***units). 'The impetus .for this change has been the further miniaturization 
of components, allowing the .custom-made hearing aids to be made more powerful,. 
thus permitting people with more severe hearing losses to be fitted with less 
cumbersome, less visible hearing aids. Market growth in this segment of the 
industry has also been assisted by improved education of dispensers 
(retailers) in administering and interpr~ting audiogram5 and in making ear 
molds for c;ustom-made heari~g aid .shells. Furthermore, manufacturers have . 
learned how to place the electronic components more effectively in the shells. 
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and on the faceplates. to. -improve i the. quality of s6und available from custom 
aids. All this has served·.to ·improve the··reputatiori of custom-made hearing 
aids among the hearing impaired. Consequent.ly, in addition to appealing to 
fi~st-time he~ring ai~ users, curr~nt wearers of BTE and eyeglass hearing aids 
are switc~ing to-custom-made. hearing'aids (p. 78) . 

.. ~ While no U;S. producers•of standard· hearing aids have gone 
out of.business during the study period, all but 2 of the 
14 U.S. producers.of standard hearing aids· had entered· the 
.custom-made' hearing aid market by June 1985. 

' . . . 
Standard hearing aid manuf ac tut"ers are:. faced ·with . a remaining ·market in 

which the end.consumer is likely to\have a hearing loss too profound to be 
adequat~ly assisted. by the relatively·small·custom,models. Therefore, a 

.. greater.portion of the remaining standard.hearing aid market requires 
·high~powered BTE hearing.aids, a market'segment in whtch producers in Denmark, 
_West Germany,. Switzerland·, and .. Canada are·most ·competitive.-· To maintain 
overall market shares, standard. hearing "aid suppliers., inCluding U; S. 
affiliates of foreign manufacturers, have had to add.facilities for producing 
custom hearing aids (pp. 78-79). 

i. ' ·~ l 

o The value of U. S; . consump.t.ion· of hearing aids increased. 
,,,... ! .. ' 

During 1981-84, the value ·of apparent U.S. consumption of hearing aids 
rose by *** percent, from *** million to *** million. Apparent U.S . 

. , consumptiqn of standard hearing aids grew only ·slightly, from $59. 5 million to 
$60.0 million; imports, he>weyer,- constitute.d an· increasing ·share of total U.S. 
conslµnption. of S~;indard. hea~ing· ai.ds. ~ith the. increasing popularity Of 
~us.tom-~d~ he~~~ng. aid!'!• w~ic'1.w;ere virtually .'all produced in the United 
States,,; ·apparent U.S. con~wnpt~_on :of ·such· aids increased· *** percent, from 
*** 1'.llillion to .***. mi.llion ._(p', 79). 

I \ • 
0

>, ~ ~ • 1 • 0 
: ~ 

o Ninety percent of hearing a-ids are sold through dispensers. 
; ~ .. 

Hearing aid dispensers (usually small retailers that sell only hearing 
aids) account for approximately 80 percent of shipments of standard hearing 
aids by both U.S. producers and importers and nearly all shipments of 
custom-made hearing aids. These dispensers usually determine the brands and 
types of. hearing a-ids from which the final customer wil'l choose. Because 
final cl.tstomers ~re usu~f1y·;-wu1i.ng 'to pay more for sophisticated, higher 
quality hearing aids 'from manufacturers ·-with reputations for service and 

. reliabUHy, the. dispensers.• choice· of lines to carry ·usually depends on which 
line:they ~eliey~.~ill ·gene~ate the greatest return on their investment rather 
than strictly. the lowest.priced hearing aids available (p. 31) . 

. o .. Federal Government purchases .of .. hearing aids accounted for 
. ~5 percent of .. u.s. consumption in 1984; other non-profit 

institutions.-1 percent; and other·hospitals and clinics, 
.7 percent. 

Purchases by the ·Federal ··Government * * *'accounted for ·5 percent of both 
U. s .. _p_rod~cers • domestic · shipment·s an4 U .·S. imports in 1984. However, sales 
to the Fede~al Government represented ***·percent of U.S. producers' domestic 
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shipments of standard hearing aids in 1984, compared with 5 percent of U.S. 
imports. Furthermore, the Federal Government accounted for 3 percent of U.S. 
producers' domestic shipments of custom-made hearing aids, whereas it did not 
purchase any imported custom-made hearing aids (tab!e 13). In 1984, the VA 
alone a~counted for *** percent of U.S. consumption of .standard hearing aids 
and *** percent of custom-made hearing aids. Imports supplied *** percent of 
the·VA's purchases of BTE hearing aids in 1984, ***percent of its eyeglass 
hearing aids, and *** percent o~ its body aids. * * * 

Other non-prof it institutions also purchased all of their custom-made 
hearing aids from U.S. producers in 1984, but 92 percent of their purchases of 
standard hearing aids were imported. Many questionnaire respondents asserted 
that it was· impossible or impractical to discern the nonprofit status of their 

·hospital.and clinic customers. Imports sold to these organizations amounted 
to 10.5 percent of total imports of standard hearing aids in 1984. Only 
0.9 perce~t of U.S. producers' domestic shipments of standard hearing aids 
were sold to hospitals and _clinics.: Imports accounted for 93 percent of the 
purchases of· standar~ hearing. aids by hospitals and clinics· in 1984 and 
2 percent of their purchases of custom-made hearing aids (table ·13). 

4~ U.S. i~orts 

o U.S. imports of standard hearing aids increased markedly . 

. The value of total U.S. imports of finished he~ring aids increased' by 
33 percent during 1981-84, from $17.4 million to $23.1 million (p. 63). 
Standard hear~ng aids accounted for 99 percent of total U.S. imports of 
hearing aids (the value of imports of custom-made hearing aids amounted to *** 
in 1981 and*** in 1984). Imports of BTE h~aringaids increased from 
$12.6 million to $20 million, or by 60 percent. Imports -of eyeglass hearing 
aids increased from $360,000 to $459,000 .and that of st·andard ITE heliring aids 
grew from $318,000 to $487,000. Of total .imports in 1984,· Denmark accounted 
for 43 percent; Switzerland, 20 percent; West Germany, 14 percent; Canada, 

· 7 percent; and the United Kingdom, 6 percent. U .·S. subsidiaries of foreign 
firms accounted for 71 percent of total imports in 1984. U.S. imports of 
parts for hearing aids increased from $3.0 million in 1981 to $8.2 million in 
1984 (p. 51). 

o Although imports of standard hearing aids increased by 
one-third after implementation of Public Law 97-446, other 
factors. including the shift in the market toward 
custom-made hearing aids, reported expanding quality 
differences· between imported and domestically produced 
standard hearing aids, and exchange rate fluctuations, 
also contributed to the rise in imports and the decline in 
the performance of the portion of the U.S. industry 
producing standard hearing aids. 

On the ba'sis of quantity' the ratio of imports to apparent consumption by 
all U.S. purchasers for all types of hearing aids slipped from *** percent 
<*** v. *** units) in 1981 to *** percent C*** v. *** units) in 1984, and to 
***percent (*** v. ***units) ·during January-June 1985 (table 34). For 
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standard hearing aids. however,· imports• ma~e up 39 percent r209 'OQO. ~''. .. :~'.3.~'' 000 
µnits) of apparent consumption of· .standard hearing aids in· 1981 · ~nd 52 pe·rcent 
( 261, 009 v. 505. 00~ uni ts)- in .l 984 ·(table 35 )'. ·. For purchas.es ·by commeZ:.'cial 
Cf9r profit) establishments in. 1984·, imports accounted for· 24· percent- ' .·. 
C 250, o·oo v. 1, 051, ooo units) of u; s. consumption· of air· types· of hearing ai'ds 
and '_53 percent (246 ,ooo v: -.4~6 ,ooo-.units> of ·u·.s .... consumption· of·:stan.dard~ · 
.hearing· aids (tables 13, 34.~ lind 35 >. . · 

: .. :·\ 
Imports and the import to consumption ratio for standard hearing aids 

jumped in 1983- an~ then_agdn _in l,9~4_, while u:s. ·.shipments·'declined·.' ··'While 
the shifts were ~oincident with the avaiiai>i1rtY. .C,f.-duty~free0··t:d~atmerit 'ror' 
ail hearing aids under ~SUS item 9~0.15, they were ·also coincident• with. \ · 
significant changes in other 11\arket factors. that influenced.· domestic shipments 
and .. trade. 

One such factor was the ·market ... shift toward the··.increased consumption df 
custom-mad~ }\earing aids' fr<;>l!l a• *** percent- . iricrease in 1982 : compared ··with' 
consumption in .1981, (314,000 v~ 271;000 units) to a--42-percent .. stirge in '1983 
over 1982 (***. v. **lie units) and to ·a*** percent:increase in 1984 over' 19'83 
<*** v. ***units) (table-40). As the U.S. industry adjusted to this shift in 
demand, there were declines in U.S. production capacity for standard hearing 
aids (from 423,000 units in 1981 to 380,000 units in 1984) collipared with ' 
increased capacity for custom-made hearing aids (from 379,000 units in 1981 to 
821,000 units ·in:.198.4) .. . : :As ;ali;eady· ~entioned, .. fc'apital lnves·tment 'was also 
lower in standard.hearing aid facilities than in the custom~made area Coo. 17 
and -4~_). 

{ .· 

An_oth.er .. facto~ .. in th.e import rise· in 1983 and' 1984 ·was the 'rei>ortedit .· 
incr,eased ~mphash on. improvements .of -standa"r'd BTE -hearing &1ij8· hi. foreign:.:.« 
manufacturers,,_ as u .. s. producers concentrated more effort on: custoµi.;;,jnade ''; 
hearing aids. Thus, rese~rch and -development experidHures .ias :~ · sha~· of sales 
by U.S. producers· dur.ing 1'he _-study .period• ·amounted> to- .ba1f· aS· much· for . ;_ 
stari!!ard heari.ng aids. as . for. cµst~m-made hearingi aids :cp. 4-7>. · 'one ind'icatit>n 
of" ·111: * * com~s f~om an exaJ:!liqatipp ;Of Veterans. Administration pu·rchases during 
the period. ··~\le .Vetet:ans AdminisJ;~_ation,··~ reported·!ly· the·;* * * "of· hearing:· · 
aids,. under .competitive .bi4ding ·:*· * ·* to.ward * *· * production,'··repor.ted that-
* * * BTE hea·17ing a~ds increas,~-. their ·share of VA purchases :from ***·percent 
in 1981 to ***.percent. in 1984 Cp. 92). 

A final facto~ ~~fecting: impo~t,. -levels was:.~the shift in. exchange rates 
during the .. periQd ·of ~sti,idy betw~en the dollar .-ahd currenci~s· of ·.the major 
supplying· ·countries.. ~rrend.es of .the tw~- "cou~~-~ies· supplying.' .the bulk of 
imported BTE hear,ing aid·~, - .D~n,mark and :;swi tzerl.and ;. depreciated· relative to 
the u.s. dollar: l>Y- 24'.8 percent· and·26.8 _p-erceti.t, res.pe.ctively: Capp. G). This 
percentage change prov.fdes an· ind~cat~·on of.: the· amount that· .'the do·Uar prices 
of imported BTE hearing :aids· could· have b.een.: red~Ced in-. the' U ! s·. · market 
without a ·reduction .in ·the foreign pr.of.its ·it:. there were no··dollat-denominated 
costs or contracts. There. were dolla:r-c;ie~om~na_ted:. costs~ however,'.: to the 
extent that imported BTE hearing aids incorporated U.S.-made components 

' (p,. 11). 
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o Imports under TSUS item 807.00 declined as duty-free 
imports under item 960.15 _grew .. , 

u.·s. imports. of .h~arin~<ai~s :.una~r TSUS item .807 .oo.,. whereby no -duty is 
applied t.«> the v.~due of u .. ;:>.~ljlade. compon.ents .contained in the imported 
~rti~i'e, fe_li ;f.rom. $1_2_:9 .. miii_.iqn :in .198.1' wh~n tl"ley accountE;!d:· for .. 74 .percent of 

.. total imports., ·to . $2. 6 mil Hon in, .1.98.4 . (table · 28) . , However, U.S. impqrts of 
hearing aids 'u~der-. ftem 9.6.9.. i.s. am-o.unted _to $19. 2 mill~o~ .in ~9a4 .. ~cc~.u~ting 
~or 82· percent ot: to,t.al i~qrts .. ~T1 ... 19a4 .. _(such i~ports ~nte,r,.duty .f~ee pursuant 
to the provisions of .Publi.c Law 97-446 ); (table. JQ-). If il'(lporters did not have 

·duly-free treatment available~_to,t_hem_-:through T_sii~ it~m 960.-lS, it ;is .likely 
that the bulk of.them would revert to importing their hearing aids under TSUS 
item .. 8~ 7 . 00 .. 

5. Factors of competition 
" ~- . . . ~· 

o Q_ispensecs .indicated that quality;, . service, and -reliability 
.Qf:the supp°lier ar.e. mo.re.-important factors. of .competition 
than price .. _in -choosing suppliers ,of hearing ·aids.-

.-· .... 

In resi:>pnse :to a coroniiss.ion. s':'rvey ,, dispensers mo.st often cited quality 
of products .. as. an extremely important factor .in selecting ·a supplier, followed 
by service a:nci reliability of supplier-.. Net: price was cpnsidered less. 
important .thar;i. these .fac,tors . ._. ~,ince there .are -a n~mber. c:>f ~upp.liers !imong 
both domestic producers and importers with ·stl'l'op.g .rep.u_t'ations for s.ervice and 
reliability with regard to standard hearing aids, neither of the.se can be 
considered as factors giving domestic or foreign producers an advantage. 

Many industry executives interviewed asserted, however, that the leading 
importers had an advantage at least in the reputation of offering higher 
quality BTE hearing aids than are generally available from the U.S. industry. 
This tends to be borne out in that (1) a greater portion of imports than 
domestically produced standard hearing aids are sold to hospitals and clinics, 
(2) * * *, and (3) the leading importers tend to import BTE hearing aids with 
higher average unit values than those imported by firms less successful at 
penetrating the U.S. market. With regard to custom-made hearing aids, service 
considerations essentially dictate that manufacturers be physically located in 
the United States. Quality is an important factor in choosing among domestic 
suppliers of custom hearing aids (p. 83). 

o Promotional incentives, aimed at dispensers, may be an 
important factor of competition. 

Nearly every industry representative interviewed reported that 
promotional incentives, particularly travel incentive programs, are the most 
important factor of competition among suppliers offering hearing aids of 
reasonably good quality. Typically, producers advertise these trips as 
educational tours that include discussions of technical developments in the 
industry as _well as factory visits.. _pispensers aHege_dly view them as free 
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vacations. .!I In order to earn the· trip~ dispensers must order a certain 
volume of hearing aids in .a given time period. Trips offer~d by foreign 
producers include Copenhagen, Berlin, Bavaria, Switzerland, Japan, and the 
Bahamas. U.S. producers nave reportedly 'countered with trips to Acapulco, Las 
Vegas, Phoenix, ana· the Bahamas. All indu.stry representatives with whom the 
issue was discussed claimed that the emergence'of travel incentive programs 
gives certain foreign producers a.distinct competitive advantage. Some 
representatives of foreign producers lamented the fact that once the incentive 
quota- is filled, _s9tl\_e _dispensers begin ordering from other suppliers to build 
points toward a trip to anothe-r foca~i:on ,- (p. '95 )-. - -

o Price differences between imported and domestically produced 
standard hearing aids were often outweighed by other 
factors of competition. 

Despite an average delivered price to retailers 6.6 percent above that of 
U.S. produced BTE hearing aid's in 1984 ($1-77.50 c·ompared with $166.50). U.S. 
imports.of BTE hearing aids ('91 percent of all imported standard hearing aids) 
increased by 26 ,500 .units' .in 1984 over 1983 (by 13 percent)' and u. s. 
producers' shipments fell by 24,300 units (by 9 percent). Imported BTE 
hearing aids ·continued to be priced· higher to the retailer in the first two 
quarters of 1985; howeyer, imports declined during that period by 21,000 units 
compared with those during the first·6 months of 1984 (by 18 percent). 
Producers' shipment::; aiso declined' in the first half of 1985, by 17, 200 units 
(by 14 perce'nt) (pp, i2 arid -55) ; · 

l/ The issue of prornotionul incentlven (i.e., free trips) was not brought tc 
the attention of the staff until after the questionnaires were mailed. 
Consequently, dispensers were not asked to judge the importance of that facto1 
of competition. 
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-THE E_DUCATIONAL_. SCIENTIFIC, AND CULTURAL MATERIALS 
... IMPORTATION ACT OF 1982 

Background 

The Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Materials Importation Act of 
1982 (the act) ~as .intended to provide the basis for U.S. implementation of 
the Protocol to the.sq-c~lled Florence Agreement on the Importation of 
Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Materials (7 U.S.T. 1831). The Protocol 
(97th Cong., 1st sess., Senate Treaty Document 97-2, p. 9), known as the 
Nairobi Protocol for its place of adoption, is a multilateral agreement 
sponsored by the United Natiqns Educational, Scientific, and Cultural 
Organization (UNESCO) and intended to expand the scope of duty-free treatment 
afforded under the earlier Florence Agreement to specified educational, 
scientific, and cultural materials (ESCH). Becau.se some of the articles 
covered by the Protocol are dt,1.tiable. under the Tariff Schedules of the United 
States (TSUS), domestic ,implementing .legislation is required to give effect to 
certain provisions. A gene~a~ overview of the Florence·Agreement (which did 
not include articles for handicapped .persons .other than the blind) and of the 
Nairobi Protocol, together with a discussion of their implementation by the 
United States, illustrates their range and objectives. 

The agreement 

The Florence Agreement was adopted by the General Conference of UNESCO in 
July-1950, and entered into force for 10 ·countries on May 21, 1952. The 
agreement provides for the exemption from.customs duties of specified 
publications, other information materials, and objects of cultural and 
artistic interest in order to promote the free exchange of ideas. The United 
States signed the agreement and an accompanying protocol of reservation in 
1959, but implementing legislation was not approved unt.U October 14, 1966. 
The agreement entered into force for the United States on November 3, 1966,· 
upon issuance of Presidential Proclamation No. 3754; but duty-free treatment 
conunenced on February 1, 1967. 

The agreement. ,obligated contracting parties to refrain from applying 
customs duties or other charges on enumerated classes of books, publications, 
and documents; on original works of art, hand.:.executed copies, and collector's 
pieces; on certain v.isual and auditory.materials: and on limited categories of 
scientific instruments and articles for the blind, as well as on books and 
publications in' Braille· or other raised characters. . Imports of ESCH for 
exhibit and reexport are also afforded free entry. Exceptions to these 
obligations can be made on grounds relati~g directly to national security, 
public order; or public morals. 11 Conciliation and'the referral of disputes 
to the Director-General of UNESCO were provided for in Articles VII and VIII. 

In the U.S. legislation implementing the agreement, 'iJ Congress adopted 
several new TSUS items covering certain books, toy books, periodicals, foreign 

11 Agreement,. art. V. 
11 Public Law 89-651 of Oct. 14, 1966, 80 Stat. 807. 
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tourist literature,· music, ·maps., a"tlases, charts. works of art. and antiques, 
with duty rates of ''free" for imports from any source. Additionally, 
specified articles imported by educational, scientific, and certain other 
institutions were granted free entry on a case-by-case basis, as approved by 
the Secretaries of Commerce·and the Treasury. The importing institution must 
establish that no domestically produced article of equivalent scientific value 

·.can be substituted for the.apparatus being imported; if such a showing is 
deemed insufficient by the"above officials,: appropriate duties must be paid. 
This procedure is·detailed in·headnote 6, part 4, schedule 8 of the TSUS. 

The Protocol 

The Nairobi Protocol·, drafted between 1973 and 1976, was opened for 
signature on March· 1, · +977, and r·epresents. both an extension of the agreement 
to additional categories of articlesand an application of original provisions 
to new product·s ,:· . . The· Protocol has eight annexes·. Four of these Annexes are 

,mandatory for contracting parties, ·and cover groups .of articles to receive 
, dt,lty-free treatJllent; a·. fifth· annex has. two. versions, one broader than the 
other. The. he~ring aids subject to . this·· investigation are covered· by Annex E, 
one of·the mandatory annexes. 

Under the Protocol, a contracting party is obligated to exempt the 
following articles from customs duties and other charges: !I 

(1) printed bootcs.; printed publications and documents of a noncommercial 

'character; mi~t"ciforlns .of ~ll .the foregoi~g; catalogs of visual and 
•• • '., '" •,· • • I • 

.auditory:material of an: educational, scientific, or cultural nature; 

. scientific. Uiap~ -'and char't~ ;' ~re hi te~tural, industrial. or engineering . . ' " . . . . . . . . . 

plans; and bibliographical information.for free distribution 

[ Aririex Al ; 
·:·' ··,· 

. .(2) works .of art .and. collecto·rs' pieces of an educational, scientific, or 

cultural character rAnnex B]; 

(3) scientific: ap?aratus·or instruments· imported by approved public or 

private scientific o'-l educaUonal in~titut.ions, when· articles of 
• ·.1 ' . • . . •. • 

equivalent. s.cientific ·value, are not manufactured in the importing 

· country;' spare parts,. ·coinponent·~· or accessories therefor; and tools 

f9r the maintenance, checking, gauging or repair of such apparatus or 

ins'trument's (within. s?e'ci.f°ied requirements) [Annex. DJ; and 

.!/ Th~se "other charges" would·,not include internal taxes or charges not 
exceeding:thos~ assessed· directly or indirectly on like domestic products, or 
fees and charges, other than customs duties, reflecting the cost of services 
rendered by the importing CO\.!~.try~.s government and .not representing either an 
indirect protect.ion to domestic products or a revenue tax on imports. 
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( 4) articles .. specially· designed for the use or advancement of the blind 

or other. physically or mentally handicapped persons, when the 

articles are importe·d by approved institutions concerned with the 

education of or assistance to such persons and when no equivalent 

objects are being manufactured in.the .. importing country [Annex 
" . 

E--!idopted by the United States without regard to the t)'J»e of 

importer and ,with no equivalency restrictions]: 

Contracting parties also ag_ree, to ext;end s~ch duty-free entry to either 
of the following: 

·. •. 

(1) visual and auditory materials, including films (or negatives); sound 

recordings; patterns, models (except toy models), and wall charts of 

an educational, sc1entlfic, or cultural character; videotapes; 

holograms; multimedia kits ; and c>'ther materials [Annex 

C. 1--originally adopted .bY the United S~ates !11 ; or 

(2) the same materials, when limited 'to those of an educational, 

scientific, or cultural character. rAnnex. ~.2]. 

Parties can choose to grant free entry to sports equipment (Annex F), musical 
instruments and equipment (Annex G), and/or m~terial and machines used for the 
production of books, publications, and documents (Annex H) under specified 
~ircumstances .. The United States has not adopted these three annexes. 

Ro duties or other charges .can pe assessed on any of the above articles 
upon export to another. cont.ra~ting party. Licenses and foreign exchange~ or 

'· both,· are to b~ provided by the parties to public and private .organizations 
importing the.printed, visual, ~nd auditory materials mentioned above. 
Pai:ties undertake to promote the free circulation of educational, .cultural, or 
scientific materials, as well as knowledge and ideas, and to assist in 
handling.imported materials for showing at public exhibition. The Protocol 
does not supersede any laws, regulations, or agreements relating to copyright,. 
trademarks, or patents. 

Restrictions on the importation or subsequent· circulation of these 
articles can be applied if directly based on national security, public·order, 
or public moral c.onsiderations. In addition, .. developing countries that are 
parties to the Protocol may suspend or limit any of their obligations when 

11 In the 1982 act, the broad coverage of .Annex C;l was adopted with respect 
to the United States in the hope that other countries would also adopt it. 
However, in proposed legislation to amend some of the provisions of the 1982 
act (JLR. 2885 and S. 1274), the .United States would implement'Annex C.2 with 
the potential of moving to Annex c;1 at a later date. 
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importation' of an ·article causes or 'threatens serious. irijur·y t.o 'n'ascent 
indigenous industry. !I. , All such res~rictive actions. can ·be ·implemented only 
upon notificat.ion and in a nondiscriminatory manner. A disp~te settlement 
mechanism is ·provided, c'alling for.'conciliatiori br uttim~tely for referral to 
the Dir.ector-General of UNESC9 .. fol:'. .. an ad.vi_~orYi- opinion.: i .; ·; '" 

In ratifying. the agre'emen't. 'the. United States. wa·!f permit:t~d to attach a 
reservation providing for. th!'!: su_spe_nsio~. of ~ny obligation\ und.er the agreement 
should a product ·be irapor.ted in increased quantities and 1,mder. such conditions 
as to ~~u~e serious· injury' to· the domestic iridtistry produd.'ng-. a like or 
directly comi)etftive proouct. ·Notif·ication and -consultation undet" t}le 
auspices of UNESCO are required. except in critical circumstances •.. prior to 
such U.S. action pursuant-to.the reservation;· Since"":theUnit~d·S'tat;.es has not 
yet formally ratified the Protocol, no such provision now exists in.tefation 
to it; however, domestic legislation providing for certain safeguar,ds to some 

. articles does exist (discussed . in the· next' section) . ,. 

u. s. · In'lplemfintatiorl · 

After·extensi~e interagency partid.pati~n.· including~;ork by officials of 
the Conunission, ·dtaft'legislation to give effect to the Prot6col was submitted 
to the Congress !I and. was enact~d ~s ,S\lbtitle .B; .. title I •. of, Publ:ic Law 
97-446 (96 Stat.' 2329, 2346. Jan. ii. 19·8-3). The. act, known as the 
Educational, Scientific~ and 'Cultur·a1 Materiai-s Itiiport'ation'·Ac't of 1982, had 
two basic functions. First, it established new provisions in the TSUS to 
provide duty-free entry for specified ESCH, but these provisions would become 

, -effective. only upon.P.residentialpl'oe1amation;' it was interioed .. ' 'tha'f the\ United 
-States- delay permanent.implementation ih-order to encou~age· other.countries to 

. ratify and implement .the Protocol·. ·' · . - -

Thus, with that goal in mind, the second P?rtio? of the act directed the 
.President to. proclaim a ·temporary duty-free treatment for: art'i:cles· for the 
handicapped covered by ·the new permanent .provisions and periniHed-' hinF'.to· do so 
for the remaining· articles .that would be· covered by .. thos·e tarfff'..'Ttenis 1'during 
the 2-112-year period after· enactment of the act·. ·ThiS teinpO'rary' t~I-iff 

• • •. - • . • : . . .. ··' • .t.• 
treatment was provided 1n Pres·1dent1al Proclamat1·on· No. 50·21 of1 • ' .... • ·· · 

·February 14, 1983· (48·F.R. 6883),·and.·formauy·'expired' on·August·li',:'1985; 
-i terns _ 960. 10 to. 960. 80 were established in the· Appendix -to· thlf TStJS- fbr' '.that 
purpose; along with two ... headnotes; The .first note ·states·' that': the· 'te'inpo'rary 
prov is ions prevail over any i terns in schedules 1 through 8. ·. · The' sec·ond' · 
headnote sets forth a broad definition of the term "physically or 'mentally 
handicapped persons" for purposes of the·three .. tariff"items•coveri'ng articles 
.for such persons. Under.the liberal:interptetation-'desired·by''the ·u:s:· .. .: 
Government, in order to_ assist ·handicapped persons·, ·an· enume·ration: of'!. the 
article~· to receive duty-free treatment was considered to"be impossibie.· 

The act also authorized the President to. limit duty-free. treatment .. 
applicable to artide's' for'. the handicapped and to 'toors.: fOr'.-those scier\tific 
instruments and apparatus· covered ·by the Florence .A:greenient; firi · Rtmer.•ll :·:·tools 

.!/ H.R. ·6093 and s. 2685,· ·97th Congress. 
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not imported along with the inst~ents· .and apparatus) ; ,Accordingly, the 
President may~ by proclamation, narrow the scope of, or place conditions upon, 
the duty-free treatment afforded to those articles, when such treatment 
(1) "has significant ·adverse impact ·on a domestic industry (or portion 

•thereof) rna~ufacturing or producing a like or directly competitive article" 
and (2) "iS not provided for in the Florence Agreement or the Nairobi· 
Protocol." '1/ 

U.S. TARIFF TREATMENT 

Hearing .. aids and parts thereof are no.w provided for eo nomine in TSUS 
item 709.50, ·with a column 1. rate of duty Z/ of 4.7 percent ad valorem; this 
rate is scheduled to be reduced to 4.4 percent ad valorem in 1986 and to 
4. 2 percent ad val~rem, .. "in 1987 and thereafter (table 1, app. C). Imports f~om 
least developed devel~ping countries (LDDC's) 11 are dutiable at a rate of 
4.2 percent ad valorem~ representing the final reduction in the column 1 rate 
of dutynegotiated in the Tokyo round of the Multilateral Trade Negotiations 
(MTN). ·The co1umn·2 rate of duty 4/ is 35 percent ad valorem. Hearing aids 
_that are the. product ·of designated -beneficiary developing countries are · 

1/ The· s'econd ·c.r'iterion effec~iveiy means. that. limitations on the duty-free 
treatment for "imports· 'of the' "two categories of articlel:i. covered by. this safe
guard provision can be imposed only to the extent that the United States has 
afforded duty-free entry on a scope broader than is required by the two 
agreements. Thus, . for exampl;e, if an appr:~yed ins_titU:tion were importing a 
braille computer terminal--withiri the man~atory mi,nimum coverage of Annex 
E--no limitation on.the' duty-free treatment for ~u~h an· article would be 
permissible un'der· the. ·u.s. 'statute. . . 

ZI The rates of duty designated as col. 1 rates are most-favored-nation 
(KFN) rates and are applicable to imported products from all countries except 
those Communist countries and ·areas enumerate4 in general headnote 3(f) of the 
TSUS. The 'People'' s ·Republic ·,~f China, Hungary, Romania, and Yugoslavia are 
the only Communist countries eligible for ·KFN-treatment. However, KFN rates 
would not apply to"products·of devEilopfog countri~s if preferential tariff 
treatment is'granted ~nder the Generalized ~yste~ of Preferences (GSP) or the 
Caribbean: Basin Economic Rec'overy Act .CCBERA),, or under the LDDC's rate. 

11 The' pre.fereriti81 rates of 'duty· designated ·as LDDC rates reflect the full 
U.S. MTN concession rates implemented withou~ ,staging for particular items and 
apply to cove.red· products of the LDDC's, enumerated in .general headnote 3(d) 
of the TSUS. When· no rate of duty is desigriated_as an LDDC rate for· a 
particular item, the 'col. 1 rate of duty ~pplies. 

~I The rates of duty design_ated as col, 2 rates apply to imported products 
from·those Communist countries and areas enumerated in g~neral headnote 3(f) 
of "the TSUS .. 
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Table 1. _ _;Hearing aids and parts ''thereof: U.S. rates of duty, by TSUS items 

(Percent ad valorem2 
·.\. .• " Staged col. 1 rate of 

Pre-MTN 
duty effective with 

TSUS col. 1 respect to articles 
item Description rate of entered on or after 
No.,!/ Jan. 1-- 3/ duty 1/ 

1980 1981 1982 1983 .. . . . 
709.50A Hearing aids and parts thereof-----: 6'1. 5.8!. 5 .6'1. 5.3'1. 5.1'1. 

Staged col. 1 rate of . duty effective with . 
respect to.articles. Col. 2 
entered on or after rate of . . Jan . 1--Continued duty 

1984 1985 1986 1987 

709.50A Hearing aids and parts thereof-----: 4.91, 4.7'1. 4.4'1. Ii. 2!. 35!. 

.!/ The designation "A" ~e~hs that all beneficiary developing countries are 
eligible for the GSP. 

11 Rate effective prior t~ Jan. 1, 1980. 
11 Rate negotiated in tn~.To~yo round·of the Multilateral Trade Negotiations in 

Geneva, t"o be achieved th~ough annual reductions, with the final reduction to be 
effective Jan. 1, 1987. · 1 

• • • 

.. 
eligible for duty-free el)try undet'.both the. GSP l/ .and the C~ERA, 11 
regardless of the developi.rig country concerned. Import& from Israel are 
likewise free of duty und~r ~he U.S.-Israel Free Trade Agreement 
Implementat~on Act. 

1/ The GSP affords nonreciprocal tariff preferences to developing coun
tries to aid their economic developmerit and.to diversify and expand their 
production and exports. The U.S .. GSP, ·~~acted in title V of the Tr~de Act of. 
1974 and renewed in the Trade and Tariff Act of 1984, appli~s to merchandise 
imported on or after Jan. ·1, i976,. and before. July .4, 1993. It provides 
duty-free entry to eligible articles imported' .directly from designated 
beneficiary developing countries. · . 

11 The CBERA affords nonreciprocal tariff preferences to developing coun
tries in the Car.ibbean B~Sin area to. aid their economic development and to 
diversify and expand their production and exports. The CBERA, enacted in 
title II of Public Law 98-,-6 7 and imp'l~ented by Presidential Proclamation No. 
5133 of Nov. 30, 1983,. applies to merchandise entered, or withdrawn from 
warehouse for consumption, on or after Jan. 1, 1984; it is scheduled to remain 
in effect until Sept. 30, 1995. It provides duty-free entry to eligible 
articles imported directly from designated Basin countries. 
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To the extent that a foreign-produced hearing aid is imported for a 
"physically or mentally handicapped person," under the headnote c,1efinitions 
enacted in the 1982 act or proclaimed in relation to the temporary provisions 
of Presidential Proclamation No. 5021 (specifically, TSUS item 960.15), the 
article could receive duty-free entry under the terms of the Protocol. 
However, the duty suspension under TSUS item 960.15 formally expired on 
August 11, 1985, and the 1982 act has not been given effect by the President. 
Although legis!Stion repealing the 1982 act. and modifying the tariff ·treatment 
contemplated therein has been introduced, with the ultimate goal of U.S. 
ratification of the Protocol, and although the legislation would retroactively 
permit duty-free entry pursuant to the Protocol for all covered articles, 
duty-free treatment expired under present law on August 11. It is the 
understanding of the Conunission staff that duty-free entry with the posting of 
suitable bond for the duties otherwise payable is being permitted by the 
Customs Service pending enactm~nt of that.legislation. 

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION AND USES 

A hearing aid is a miniature, portable sound amplifier for persons with 
impaired hearing to amplify sound before it reaches the receptor organ of the 
ear. In all hearing aids, the sound energy is converted into electrical 
energy,· amplified, and converted back into sound energy. The two primary 
groups of hearing aids are standard (conventional) hearing aids and 
custom-made hearing aids. 

Each standard and custom-made hearing aid has a volume control and an 
off/on switch (frequently in combination with the volume control), a battery 
compartment, battery (purchased separately from the hearing aid), and the 
following standard electronic components: (1) a microphone to convert sound 
energy into electrical energy, (2) an amplifier, and (3l a receiver to convert 
the electrical energy b~ck into sound energy. In addition to the standard 
features, there are a host of optional electronic components that are intended 
primarily to refine the amplified sound. These include the following: Cl) 
tone trinuner(s), to allow adjustments to low fr~quency gain (amplification); 
(2) gain trinuner(s), to provide fine adjustments ·of·gaip and for eliminating 
feedback; (3) a frequency dependent input compression trinuner, to minimize 
distortion and keep output below the user's discomfort '1evel; and (4) ~ .. 
telephone coil (telecoil magnetic induction system) to convert electri,cal 
energy to sound energy. 

. ;'fhe. four types of standard hearing aids are as follows: (1) 

behind-the-ear (BTE), (2) eyeglass, (3) body, and (4)-standard in-the-ear 
(ITE) (also referred to as a·:modular ITE). In ~TE hearing aids, the 
miniaturized electronic components are contained in a plastic housing that is 
design~d to fit snugly behind the ear (fig. ·1). The electronic components of 
eyeglass hearing aids are.housed in a specia~ly styled eyeglass frame, and 
sound amplification can be directed to one or both ears (fig. 2). In body 
hearing aids, the components are contained in a plastic or metal case and such 
hearing aids are generally carried in the user's pocket (fig. 3). The 
components of standard ITE hearing aids are enclosed in a standard-size shell 
that is worn within the concha of the ear and.extends partly into the ear 
canal (fig. 4). 
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Figure !.--Standard behind-the-ear hearing aid. 
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Figure 3.--Standard body hearing aid. 
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The two types of custom-made hearing aids .. are the ·ITE and the canal. The 
electronic components of custom-made ITE hearing aids are encased in a 
custom-made shell that is designed to fit the user's concha and ear canal 
(fig. 4). The. co~onents of a canal hearing aid ar.e' contained in a 
custom-made ·slieli that fits into the user's ear -:canal (fig. 5). 

,! •· 

The single mo~t important factor that determines the type of hearing aid 
an individual may. ·use is the degree of ··hearing lOss. Hearing loss is measured 
in terms.of hearing· threshold level in decibels -(dB's). The levels of such 
loss are generally_ '.'c!l~egorized as follows: mild, up to 25 dB's; moderate, up 
to 45 dB• s; moderate seve-re ~ up to 65 dB's·; severe;. up- to -80- dB's; and 
profound, above 80 dB's. Standard hearing aids, with the exception of 
standard ITE hearing aids,·~att~~ designed .to· aid most individuals with a 
hearing loss from .mild to profound. Because ,qJ the small size of standard ITE 
hearing aids, whi.ch limits the number, soph.istication, and power of electronic 
components· that·'can ·be embedded into the shell, such hearing aids are 
restricted to per~onii(whh mild. to mod,er~.t.e h~aring loss. Generl;llly, · 
manufacturers design arid, produce standard.:hearing aids that can. aid 
individuals wi,th certain degrees .of hear.ing loss •. such as mild to moderate, 
moderate"to severe, or severe to profound, and .. stock various models with 
different fitting ranges and optional componet:tts to·meet the .. demand for most 
request:s~ Consequently; some manufacturers produce and stock more than thirty 
models of BTE hearing aids, the most widely used.type of standard hearing aid. 

; t' ~ .. " ·'. ·,' 

The market for cµstom-made ITE hearing aids is restricted to people with 
mild to moderate-sever.e hearing loss. (Custom-made ITE hearing aids can be 
made more powerful than standard ITE hearing aids.) Canal hearing aids can be 
used.only by individu~J.s ~ith ~ild to.moderate hearing loss. These 
constraints are due to the fact that the relatively small s1ze of the shell 
limits the types of electronic components that can be encased in the hearing 
aid. People with small ear canals and those individuals with restricted 
finger dexterity who would have difficulty adjusting the tiny control elements 
are also excluded. 

. Because of the continuous miniatur_ization of e.l~ctronic components in 
recent years, such as the development of a butterf~y printed circuit board 
(which can be folded} and other innovations, manufacturers have been able to 
increase the amplification capabilities available in the ITE, BTE and canal 
hearing aids. Thus, people with profound hearin~ loss, which formerly could 
only be fitted with body~type hearing aids, can now be fitted with 
high-powered BTE or eyeglass types. In addition~ 'custom-made hearing aids 
have acquired greater amplification so that 80 percent' of peopie with some 
degree of hearing loss can now be fitted with such aids. 

PROFILE OF THE V.S. INDUSTRY !I 

Number and Location of Producers 

The U.S. hearing aid industry is made up of an estimated 60 firms, all 
but two of which manufacture custom hearing aids. Twelve, including 11 of the 

.!/ A profile of each significant U.S. producer may be found in app. E. 
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14·largest producers, produce both standard and custom-type hearing aids. 
Eight producers are affiliated with:foreigri manufacturers of hearing aids. 
Five firms * * *• rank in the·top 10 U.S. producers of both standard and 
custom-made hearing aids. Fourteen producers are publicly held companies. By 
far the largest concentration of U.S. 'producers.of hearing aids is in the 
Minneapolis, MN, area, where, in 1984·, eight ·firms accounted for 53 ,percent of 
total U.S. 'production. The remaining leading producers are located in 
Illinois, New York, New Jersey, Florida, Texas, and Arizona. 

Standard hearing aids 

Standard hearing aids are manufactured by 14 firms in the United States: 
2 of these producers are subsidiaries of major West German hearing aid 
manufacturers and another is an exclusive U.S. agent for one of the largest 
Swiss producers. The three leading manufacturers produced 50 percent of U.S. 
production of standard hearing aids in 1984, the next seven· accounted for 
43 percent. Most of the top 10 firms employ more than 100 workers each. The 
10 leading manufacturers of standard hearing aids also accounted.for 
46 percent of U.S. producers' shipments of custom-made hearing aids in.1984. 

Custom-made hearing aids 

Approximately 58 firms manufacture custom-made hearing aids in the United 
States; 7 of these companies are subsidiaries or exclusive U.S. 
representatives of foreign hearing aid manufacturers which also produce 
hearing aids in the United States. The three largest producers accounted for 
52 percent of producers' shipments in 1984; the next seven accounted for 
'38 percent of shipments of custom-made hearing aids. Several· of the top 10 
firms employ more than 100 workers· each. Most of the r~maining producers are 
small.enterprises generally employing less than 10 workers. Attracted by the 

-rapid growth of this segment of the hearing aid market, many establishments 
for the production of custom-made hearing aids opened since 1982. The capital 
investment required is less than $10, 000. Host of; ;the new entries market 
hearing aids on a·regional basis .. Because-of intense competition, a large 
portion of the new entries reportedly go.out of busiriess1within the first year 
of operation. 

Parts for hearing aids 

With the exception of the· shell, ··or case, and certain printed· circuit 
boards, the same components are used.for both standard hearing aids and for 
custom hearing aids. The most important of these interchangable components 
are receivers, microphones, and amplifiers. -Every supplier of hearing aids 
·contacted by the Commissions staff', whether manufacturing in the United States 
or in foreign locations, purchases the bulk, if not all, of these three 

·comi>onents from***, which has its principal.factory in Illinois and a 
·subsidiary facility in England.·!/ There are 'only a few alternative suppliers 

!I * * * also has a plant in Taiwan that·makes * * * which are used in its 
own production of electronic components. 
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in Europe and Japan, .. arid these are used as secondary- sources to assure · 
supply. · The recent advances in miniaturization of electronic components in 
hearing aids have been chiefly the result of.research and development by*** 
for ·products not related to hearing aids:· ,•When * * * makes improvements in 
hearing aid components '.as a spin off ·from :its 'other activities·, all ~hearing 
aid producers throughout the world benefit. 'There are·numerous ·domestic and 
foreign suppliers of other components such ·as.trimmers, capacitors', 
potentiometers, .volume controls, integrated.circuit chips, and printed circuit 
boards. Two important suppliers of these components are located in Kaine and 
Florida. Thesetwo_u.s. companies export approximately*** of their 
production to foreign hearing -a1d- manufacturers. 

Employment~ Hour Worked, and Wages 

During 1981-84, ··the average number of production ·and related workers 
employed by·producers·of hearing aids in the .united States grew by 34 percent, 
from 1, 740 to 2, 324 (.table 2) . However, the total ·number o·f man-hours worked 
by production workers·engaged in the manufacture of hearing aids during 
1981-84· increased 47. percent, from about 3.4 .million hours in 1981 to 
4.9 million hours in 1984 (table 3). Similarly, wages paid rose from 
$17.7 million in 1981 to $26.S million in 1984, or by SO percent (table 4). 
The average hourly wage during 1981-84 was $5.52, including fringe benefits. 
The growth in employment, hours worked, and wages was due primarily to the 

·.rise iri production .of .custom-made hearing aids. 

; I 

Standard hearing aids · 

.From 1981-84, the average number of production workers engaged in the 
manufactµreof standard hearing aids declined· from 1,027 to 789 '(23 percent), 
man-hours worked fell from 2 million to ·1.6 million (21 percent), and wages 
paid decr.eased:ll percent, from•$10.3 million to $9.2 mill'i'on.i. The ·average 

; "hourly wage paid· to such workers increased from $5 .19 in 1981, to $5. 90 in 
1984, reflecting, in part, the retention of workers with the greatest 
seniority as this segment of· the· industry declined. However,· 'the average 
hourly ·wage declined to $5. 43 in early 1985. · · · ' 

custom-made hearing aids 

As production of custom-made hearing aids expanded during 1981-84, the 
average number of, production and related.workers engaged in the manufacture of 

,. such aids increased 115 percent, from 713 to· 1, 535. · Concurrently, the number 
of man-hours worked grew by 146 percent, from about 1.4 million hours to 
3.4. million hours, and wages paid increased from $7.4 miliion·to 
$17 .3 million, or by 134 percent:· Combined, these data indicate that the 
average hourly wage paid custom workers declined from $5.38 in 1981 to $5.12 
in 1984.and to $4.54 in.1985. In contrast.to .the adjustments necessitated by 
the industry segment producing standard hearing ·aids, as-custom-made hearing 
aid producers expand, a larger proport~on of their workforce is.comprised of 
employees at entry level wages. 
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Table 2.--Average number of production and related workers in the hearing aid 
industry, by types, 198_1-84, January-June 1984, and· January-June 1985 .!./ 

.. 
January-June--Item 1981 1982 1983 1984 : ~ 
1984 1985 

Production and related 
workers engaged in . . .. 
the production of: . 

Standard: : . 
Behind-the-ear------: 882 843 : 704 702 666 608 
Eyeglass------------: '76 77 57 4·4· 37 .. 36 . . 
Body----------------: *** *** *** *** ·*** *** 
ITE-----------------: *** *** *** *** *** *** 

Total, standard---: 1.021 976 ·. '810 789 742 688 
Custom-made: .. ... 

ITE-----------------: 713 848 991 1,325 T;320 1,319 
Canal---------------: 98 210 193 274 

Total, custom- : 
made------------: 713 848 1 1 089 1.535 . 1 1 51:3 1.593 

Grand total-------: 1,740 1,824 1,899 : 2,324 2',255 2,281 
. 

11 Production and related workers include working supervisors and all. 
nonsupervisory workers (including group leaders and trainees) engaged'. in· 
fabricating, processing, assembling, inspection, receiving, storage, handling, 
packing, warehousing, shipping, maintenance, repair• janitorial aild'guard :se·rvices, 
product development', auxiliary production for plant's own use (e.g .• power plant), 
and recordkeeping and other serv~c~s closely associated with:the:above production 
operations. Does not inClude supervisory employees .above-. the working foreman 
level, their clerical staff, salesman, or general office workers. Respondents to 
the Commission's questionnaire accounted for approximately 90 percent of the 
industry, in terms of producers' shipments, compared with respondents responsible 
for data collected by the Hearing Industries Association. 

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S. 
International Trade Commission. 
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Table 3. --Man-hours ~orked: :by production :anii related workers in the production of 
hearing· aids, by .. types, '1981-84; January-June · 1984, and January-June 1985 !I 

~In thousand of hours} 
. ' January-June--.. 

Type 1981 . 1982 1983 1984 . ' '" . " . . 
1984 1985 . ' . ' .. . 

. ' 
Kan-hours WQ.r_ked by_ . ' .. . 

production and .. 
related workers: . ' . 

Standard: 
Behind-the-ear~-----: 'i,748 .. l,560 i,382 1,401 675 662 . 
Eyeglass-----~~~----: 127 128 98 79 39 37 
Bo"y.:..---.----:-~_,..: _____ : " *** ***. :. *** *** *** *** 
ITE--"'."'----------:----: " *** ··- ·- - .~** .: '*** .. *** *** *** 

Total, standard---: i.979 ... 1, 777 . . 1,565 : l,556 752 754 . 
' custom-made: : : 

ITE--~-----~---~:---~: , J.,364.: 1,.666 ·2,044 2,750 1,309 1,546 
Canal------~--------: 200 627 282 594 

Total, cus~om- ... ... : 
made---~·..:.:;. ___ ..:..::_: ···11374 '11;666 ·21244 31377 : 11591 21140 

Grand total-:-:-:--:-::--: 3,353. . 3,443 3 ,809 . . 4,933 : 2,343 2,894 .. 
~ : ' . ~!. : . ' .• - • . . . . . . . . 

!I Respondents .to the CQmin~ssiori '·S questionnaire . accounted for approximately 
90 percent of the industry,'. in' .terms of 'produc·ers'• 'shipments. compared with 
respondents responsible· 'for· data ·collect'ed ·by 'the Hearing "Industries ·Association. . . ·, ' . ' . ~ . . . . 

Source: :Compiled from d•ta submi-tted''in ·response ·to· questionnaires of t~e u.s. 
International. Trade Commis~lion-. · · · · 
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Table 4.--Wages paid to production and related workers engaged in the production 
of hearing aids, by types, 1981-84, January-June 1984, and January-June 1985 !I 

(Iri thousand of dollars) 

January-June--
Type .1981 1982 1983. 1984 

1984 1985 

Standard:· .. l 

Behind-th~-ear--------: 9,111 8,819 8 1 761 8,364 4,209 . 3,~0~ 
Eyeglass~-------------: 609 670 626 438 235 230 
Body------------------: *** *** *** *** *** *** 
ITE-------------~-----=~----*-*-*--------*-*-*--------*-*-*__.. __ ___, __ *_*_*__,. ______ *_*_*-=--------*-*-* 

Total, standard-----: __ ·:1~0~,2~6~7'--''---.:.9~·~9~38~,__--=9~·~8~0~6-..:..~~9~·~1~7~6--:.~-4~,6~4~4~'---.:?.4i,~09~1~ 
Custom-made: 

ITE------------~------: 7,390 8,30Q 12,143 14,483 6,578 7,855 
Canal-----------------=--~~~~~~~-=-~~1~·~3~5~9-..:..~~2u·~8~0~8......:...~~1~·~3~7~0......:...~~1~·~8~58~ 

Total, custom-made--:====7=,3=9=0:::::::====8=·=30=0=====1=3=·=5=0=2====1=7=·=2=9=1=====7==,9=4=8=======9=·=71=3== 
Grand total---------: 17,657 18,238 23,308 26,467 12,592 . 13,804 

.!I Respondents to the Commission's questionnaire accounted for approximately 
90 perc'ent of the industry in. terms. of producers' shipments, compared with 
respondents responsible for. data collected by the Hearing Industries Associa'tion. 

~ . . . 
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the· U.S. 

International Trade Commission. 

Manufacturing Process 

The production process for both standard and custom-made hearing aids is 
highly labor intensive. Because most electronic components• are purchased from 
outside sources, production is essentially an assembly p.rocess. Automatic 
equipment is used on a limited basis, primarily by several of the leading 
companies, mostly in p~oduction of integrated circuit chips and in soldering 
discrete components onto the printed circuit·boards. 

According to industry sources, approximately 25 percent of the production 
workers are cl8ssified as highly skilled, and the remainder as skilled. In 
the hearing aid industry~ highly skilled positions are those that require . 
judgment and considerable experience, while skilled·positions are those that 
generally only require about six months on the job training and experience. 
The production of custom-made hearing aids requires greater skill than does 
the production of .standard hearing aids; reportedly, that is because some 
degree of judgment and experience is required in the placement of the various 
electronic components within the relatively small shells of different sizes, 
in order to prevent electrical interference and feedback and to effect maximum 
performance. 
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Standard hearing aids 

The manufacture of plastic housings·fbr standard hearing aids is 
.generally contracted out, with the extrusion toolings being owned by the 
hearing aid manufacturers ... Metal 'cases for boc;ty hearing aids are.,usually 
procured from outside sources. Printed circuit boards may be produced 
in-house or· purchased externally. In ·most cases, however, the disc·rete 
electronic components are mounted manually onto a circuit board in-house, or 
are soldered automatically onto the board by one of various methods. ·Manual 
soldering is generally performed by placing 'th~ article under a'microscope or 
powerful -magnffying- glass ·to· enable the- assembler -to see .. the_· dis_cre_t~ _ _· 
coroPonents and wires and perform th~ soldering process. The actual assembly 
of standard hearing aids is c,fone by as·sembly iine process, ··and consists 
primarily' of placing and. securing the components in the housing,' 'and 
interconnecting the components. Tests are per~ormed during various assembly 
stages. After final assembly •. each product is tested for performance 
requirements and inspected for worlananship. Two subsidiaries of foreign firms 

·that produce standard hearing aids in the United States**.* 

Custom-made '.hearing.aids· 

The shells for custom~made hearing aids are produced to order in-house, 
and are made by the following process: (1) a negative impression is formed in 
~ reuseable gel from an earvimpression that is·· supplied ·by the hearing aid 
dispenser, (2) a liquid plastic is poured into the 'negative,·impression,; {3) 
after the plastic has solidified, the shell is cooked in a pressure cooker, 
and (4) two holes are drilled into the shell; one serves as a vent, the other 
as the receiver outlet. A faceplate for the opening of the s~ell is provided 
with an opening for the battery compartment, an on/off switch, volume control, 
and other adjustment· knobs; as' required. . ' : · 

. ··" ;:' 

Since each hearing aid is custom made~·"the' type· of components that are 
integrated 'into the hearing aid are either selected 1by a computer or by a·: 
highly skilled 1.ndividtial. The components to be selected include ·integrated 
circuit chips, which may be produced in-house or purchased from outside 
sources. After the shell has been made and the components selected, the 
production process .includes;' in part, ·the .foll.owing: ·;('l) attaching the 
integrated circuit chip.to 'the underside of the faceplate, (2) 'interconnecting 
the various electronic ·components to ~the integrated circuit chip 'by soldering 
wires to the different.components; (3) gluing·the ·faceplate to the: shell, (4) 
cutting and trimming the faceplate to the contour of the·shell, and (5) 
sanding and buff fog the final product. Thereafter; the completed· product is 
tested to ensure performance:quality and inspected for workmanship. 

Custom-made hearing aids are usually assembled in a· "batch-type" assembly 
process (certain functions· of assembly are performed by a group o~ workers in 
an assembly line process). However, in some plants, the complete assembly of 
the custom-made hearing aid, including the initial testing, is performed by 
one individual. 
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Production, Capacity, Capacity Utilization, and Productivity 

As shown in table 5, total U.S. production of hearing aids rose sharply 
from 631,200 units in 1981 to 900,900 units in 1984, or by 43 percent, and 
this growth continued into the first 6 months of 19.85. The rise in production 
was solely because of a marked increase in the production of custom-made 
hearing aids. During 1981-84, practical capacity of this industry expanded 
from 801,700 units to about 1.2 million units, or by 50 percent (table 6). 
Data on capacity utilization by U.S. ~~oducers of hearing aids indicate that 
the rate of utilization declined from 77.3 percent of capacity in 1981 to 
71.3 percent in 1983, but recovered to 75,.8 percent during January-June 1985 
(table 7). Capacity utilization in th_e production of custom-made hearing aids 
declined during 1981-83, from 72.6 to 70 percent, then expanded to 
75. 9 percent in 1984, and to 81. 9 percent in January-June 1985. 

Standard hearing aids 

Whereas total U.S. unit_ production of hearing aids grew 43 percent during 
1981-84, production of standard hearing aids fell 22 percent, from 356,200 
units in 1981, to 277,900 units in 1984. This shift in composition reflects 
growing public acceptance and sales of custom-made hearing aids. Production 
of BTE hearing aids declined 20 percent, from 316,000 units to 253,400 units; 
eyeglass hearing aids 40 percent. from 25.100 units to 12.700 units. and body 
hearing aids *** percent, from *** units to *** units. Production of standard 
!TE hearing aids, increased irregularly from *** units in 1981 to *** units in 
1984, or by *** percent. The production of BTE hearing aids averaged 
91 percent of total production of standard hearing aids. This was primarily 
because of the technological advances that enable most of the hearing 
impaired. including· those with profound hearing loss, to be fitted with such 
aids, and also because the control elements are more easily manipulated by 
individuals with finger dexterity problems. Although production declined by 
*** percent in the rest of the standard hearing aid industry during 1981-84, 
production by the three U.S. manufacturing affiliates of foreign producers 
rose*** percent, as they increased their share.of U.S. production from 
*** percent to *** percent between 1981 and January-June 1985 (table 8, 
fig. 6). 

Concurrent with the drop in production of standard hearing aids, 
production capacity declined 10 percent, from 422,700 units in 1981 to 380,100 
units in 1984. This decline continued during January-June 1985. Capacity 
utilization declined steadily from 84.3 percent in 1981 to 62.3 percent during 
January-June 1985. After increasing moderately in 19S2 over 1981 (from .227 · 
to .238 units per man-hour worked), productivity dropped slightly in 1984 (to 
.228 units), then much more sharply in Janaury-June 1985 (to .196 units) 
reflecting, in part, lost economies of scale (table 8, fig. 7). 

custom-made hearing aids 

During 1981-84. total production of ·custom-made hearing aids rose by 
127 percent .• from 275,000 units to 623,000 units, and this growth continued 
during January-June 1985. Production of custom-made ITE hearing aids 
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Table 5.--Hearing aids: U.S. production, by types, 1981-:-84, 
January-June 1984, and January-June 1985 !I 

.January-June--
Type 1981 1982 1983 1984 

1984 1985 

.. 
Quantity (1, 000 units) 

Standard: : 
Behind-the-ear--------: 316.0 304.2 270.1 253.4 129.6 102.4-
Eyeglass--------------: 25.1 24.6 19.2 12.7 6.7 4.6 
Body------------------: *** *** *** *** *** *** 
!TE-------------------: *** *** *** *** *** *** 

Total, standard-----: 356.2 340.2 295.6 277.9 142.1 114.2 
custom-made:------------: 

!TE-------------------: 275.0 315.9 436.2 525.3 244.6 268.6 .. 
Canal-----------------: 26.8 97.7 41.6 67.8 

Total, custom-made--: 275.0 315.9 463.0 623.0 286.2 336.4 
Grand total---------: 631.2 656.1 758.6 900.9 428.3 450.6 

Percent (total units) 

Standard: 
Behind-the-ear--------: 50.0 46.4 35.6 28.1 30.3 22.8 
Eyeglass--------------: 4.0 3.7 2.5 1.4 1.6 1.0 
Body------------------: ·*** . *** *** *** *** *** .. 
!TE------------------~: *** *** *** *** *** *** 

Total, standard-----: 56.4 51.9 39.0 30.9 33.3 25.4 
custom-made: 

!TE-------------------: 43.6 48.1 57.5 58.3 57.0 59.6 
Canal---------------~-: 3.5 10.8 9.7 15.0 

Total, custom-made--: . 43.6 48.1 61.0 69.l 66.7 74.6 
Grand total---------: 100.0 : 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

!I Respondents to the Commission's questionnaire accounted for approximately 
90 percent of the industry in terms of producers• shipments, compared with 
respondents responsible _for da.ta collected by the Hearing Industries Association. 

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S. 
International Trade Commission.· 
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Table 6:--Hearing aids: U.S. production capacity, by types, 1981-84, 
January-June 1984, and January-June 1985 !/ 

(In thousands of units) 

January-June--
Type 1981 1982 1983 1984 

1984 1985 

. . 
Standard: 
Behind-the-ear---------~---: 363.1 362.8 343.0 321.4 157.2 150.0 
Eyeglass-------------------: 35.4 37.1 31.8 25.0 19.9 13.5 
Body--~--------------------: *** *** *** *** *** *** 
!TE------------------------: *** *** *** *** *** *** 

Total, standard----------: 422.7 423.3 401.6 380.1 196.1 183.3 
Custom-Made: 

·ITE------------------------: 379.0 444.8 628.2 737.6 347.5 350.0 
canal----------------------: 33.5 83.4 39.0 61.0 

Total, custom-made-------: . 379.0 444.8 661. 7 821.0 386.5 411.0 
Grand total--------------: 801.7 868.1 .. 1,063.3 1,200.1 . . 582.6 594.3 .. . 

· l/ Respondents to the Conunission•s questionnaire accounted for approximately 
90 percent of the industry in terms of producers' shipments, compared with 
respondents responsible for data collected by the Hearing Industries Association. 

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S . 
. International Trade Conunission. 

Table 7.--Hearing aids: Capacity utilization by U.S. producers by types~ 
l981-84, January-June 1984, and January-June 1985 

.January-Ju~e,-

Type 1981 1982 1983 1984 
1984 •.. 1985 

Standard--------------: 84.3 80.4 73.6 73.1 72.5 62.3 
custom-made-----------: 72.6 71.0 70.0 75.9 74.1 81.9 

~~----------~----=------~~----------'--~~..-......~---~~"-'-"'-=--'-~--'~~ 
Total-----~-------: 77.3 75.6 71.3 75.0 73.6 . 75.8 

Source: Comi)iled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S. 
International Trade Conunission. 
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Table 8.--Productivity in the U.S. hearing aid industry: Production, man-hours 
worked, and production per man-hour worked, by types. and by affiliation of U.S. 
producers, 1981-84, and January-June 1985 

(Production in units; man-hours worked in thousands; productivity in 
production un"its per man-hour) 

January-June--
Affiliation/type 1981 1982 1983 1984 

1985 

Production 

*** *** *** *** 
*** *** *** *** 

356,138 339 •. 231 295,582 277 ,831 
.. 

*** *** : 433,704 561,373 
*** *** 29,280 61,837 

275,022 . 308 ,855 462,984 : ·623,210 

Kan,hours· worked· 

Standard hearing aids: 
U.S. based--------------: *** *** *** *** *** 
Foreign based-----------=~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~·*** *** ***· *** *** 

Total-----------------: !227 .238 .238 .228 .196 
Custom hearing aids: 

U.S. based--------------: *** *** .237 .220 .205 
Foreign based----------~=~~~~__;.~~~~~-"--~--'-.;::..:;.""'--=-~--=-==-=--"--~~~~~--:.=..:.= *** *** .195 .221 .263 

Total-----------------: 

1/ * * * 
1,/*** 

;240 .210 .234 .220 .212 

Source: Data compiled from responses to questionnaires of the U.S. International 
Trade Conunission. 
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Figure 6.--Hearing aids: . U.S. production, by affiliations of U.S. 
manufacturers and by types, 1981-84, and estimated 1985. 

* * * * * * 
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increased 91 percent, from 275,000 units in 1981 to 525,300 units _in 1984. 
Canal hearing aids grew from 26,800 units in 1983 to 97,700 units in 1984, or 
by 265 percent (prior to 1983~ no production of canal hearing aids was 
reported in the United States). The substantial growth in the production of 
custom-made hearing aids is due to greater public acceptance, in part for -
cosmetic reasons and in part because U.S. producers have improved the 
acoustical quality and sound amplification of these aids in recent years, 
thereby enabling a larger segment of the hearing impaired to be fitted with 
custom-made hearing aids. 

Both U. s. -based- producers and -U-. S. affiliates of forej.gn producers shared 
in this rapid growth as production by the former more than doubled during 
1981-84, from *** units to 561,000 units, and production by the latter 
registered a 30-fold increase, from *** units to 62,000 units. The U.S. 
producers affiliated with foreign manufacturers increased their share of U.S. 
production of custom-made hearing aids from *** percent in 1981 to 14 percent 
in January-June 1985 (table 8, fig. 6). 

As production of custom-made hearing aids increased during 1981-84, 
production capacity expanded by 116 percent, from 379,000 units to 821,000 
units; production capacity continued to increase during January-June 1985. 
With the opening of new production facilities for custom-made hearing aids, 
capacity utilization declin~d during 1981-83, from 72.6 to 70 percent. 
However, the utilization r~tio expanded to 75.9 percent in 1984, and to 
81.9 percent during January~June 1985. The increase in production and 
capacity utilization was not matched by an increase in productivity, however. 
Productivity decreased from .234 units per man-hour worked in 1983 to .212 
units in January-June 1985 (table 8, fig. 7). The contraction in productivity 
in that period for U.S. based producers (from .237 units to .205 units) 
compared with the· increase for U.S. affilates· of foreign manufacturers (from 
.195 units to .263 units) reflects the quicker move to more labor-intensive 
canal aids by the U.S.-based producers. 

U.S. Producers' Shipments . 

The value of U.S. producers' shipments !I of hearing aids increased 
39 percent, from $87 million in 1981 to $121 million in 1984, and this growth 
continued during January-June 1985 (table 9, fig. 8). However, the standard 
hearing aid share of total shipments of hearing aids by producers in the 
United States dwindled from 56 percent in 1981 to 34 percent in 1984, and 
reciprocally, the share of custom-made hearing aids grew from 44 percent in 
1981 to 66 percent in 1984. 

Standard hearing aids 

Shipments of u.s.-made standard hearing aids declined by 23 percent 
during 1981-84, from 351,300 units to 270,400 units (from $49.0 million to 

!I U.S. producers' shipments include both domestic shipments and exports of 
U.S.-made hearing aids, whether or not the manufacturer is affiliated with a 
foreign producer. These hearing aids may incorporate imported components. 
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Figure 7.--Productivity in the U.S. hearing aid industry: Production per 
man-hour worked, by affiliations of U.S. producers and by types, 1981-84, 
and estimated 1985. 

* * * * * * * 
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$41.4 million); the decline.c~ntinued during January-June 1985 (table 10, 
fig. 9). During 1981-84, U.S .. producers' shipments of BTE hearing aids fell 
by 21 percent, from 310,500 units to 246,800 units; eyeglass hearing aids 
declined by 49 percent, from 24,900 units to 12,600 units; and body hearing 
aids decreased by *** percent, from *** units to *** units. Standard ITE 
hearing aids declined irregularly by *** percent, from *** units to *** units. 

Custom-made hearing aids 

During 1981-84, U.S. producers' shipments of custom~made hearing aids 
increased by il9 percent, from 274,000 units to 600,400 units (from 
$38.0 million to $79.6 milliqn); during January-June 1985, this trend 
continued (table 11, fig. 10). During the same period, such shipments of 
custom-made ITE hearing aids grew by 86 percent, from 274,ooo·units to 509,000 
units (from $38 million to $62 million); shipments of canal hearing aids rose 
by 269 percent, from.24,800 units in 1983 to 91,400 units in 1984 (from 
$4.8 million in 1983 to $17.6 million). The 46 percent expansion in the value 
of shipments of canal hearing aids accounted for all of the 8 percent growth 
in the value of total shipments of custom-made hearing aids during 
Janaury-June 1985. 

Parts for hearing aids 

Because the majority of the electronic-component parts for standard and 
custom-made hearing aids are interchangeable, separate data by type of hearing 
aid are not available. During 1981-84, total U.S. shipments of parts doubled, 
from *** million to *** million. This doubling reflected both the growth of 
the U.S. custom hearing aid market and the strength of foreign demand .for high 
quality U.S.-made components, some of which return to the United States in the 
form of foreign assembled BTE hearing aids. The world's chief supplier of 
transducers, * * * , accounted for *** percent of producers• shipments of 
parts in 1984, *** percent of which were exported. U.S. shipments of parts 
for hearing aids are shown in the following tabulation: 

1981 
1982 
1983 
1984 
January-June 

1984 
1985 

Value 
(1, 000 dollars) 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 
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Table 9.--Hearing aids: U.S. producers' shipments, by types, 1981-84, 
January-June 1984, and January-June 1985 

Period 

1981---------------: 
1982---------~-----: 

1983---------------: 
1984---------------: 
January-June--

1984-------------: 
1985-------------: 

Percentage change: : 
1984 over 1981---: 

1981---------------: 
1982---------------: 
1983---------------: 
1984---------------: 
January-June--

1984-------------: 
1985-------------: 

Percentage change: : 
1984 over 1981---: 

1981---------------: 
1982---------------: 
1983---------------: 
1984---------------: 
January-June--

1984-------------: 
1985-------------: 

Percentage change: : 
1984 over 1981---: 

Standard Custom Total 

Quantity (1,000 units) 

351.3 274.0 625.3 
339.9 314.7 654.6 
296.6 445.6 742.2 
270.4 600.4 870.8 

135.8 275.6 411.4 
118.9 345.1 464.0 

-23 +119 +39 

Value (1,000 dollars) 

49,040 37,975 87,015: 
48,436 42,185 90,621: 
42,428 55,775 98,203: 
41,409 79,595 121,004: 

21,244 36,997 58,241: 
17,701 . 39 ,849 57,550: 

-16 +110 +39: 

Average unit value (per hearing aid) 

$139.60 $138.'58 $139.16 
142.50 134.03 138.44 
143.05 125.17 132.31 
153.14 132.57 138.96 

156.44 134.24 141. 5 7 
148.87 115.47 124.03 

+10 -4 0 

Ratio of 
standard 
to total 

56.2 
51.9 
40.0 
31.1 

33.0 
25.6 

56.4 
53.4 
43.2 
34.2 

36.3 
30.8 

11 Respondents to the Commission's questionnaire accounted for approximately 
90 percent of the industry in terms of producers' shipments compared with 
respondents responsible for data collected by the Hear.ing Industries 
Association. 

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the 
U.S. International Trade Commission. 
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Figure 8.--Hearing aids; u.s.·p17oducers shipments, exports of domestic mer
chandise,· imports for constimption', and·appareht consumption, 1981-84. 

* * * *' * 
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Table 10.--Standard hearing aids: U.S. producers' shipments, by types, 
1981-84, January-June 1984, and January-June 1985 !I 

Type 

Behind-the-ear--------: 
Eyeglass--------------: 
Body------------------: 
Standard ITE----------: 

Total---------------: 

Behind-the-ear--------: 
Eyeglass--------------: 
Body------------------: 
Standard ITE----------: 

Total---------------: 

Behind-the-ear--------: 
Eyeglass------~-------: 
Body------------------: 
Standard ITE----------: 

1981 

310.5 
24.9 
*** 
*** 

351.3 

42,856 
3,947 

*** 
*** 

49,040 

$138.03 
158.51 
153.29 

*** 

1982 1983 1984 

Quantity (1,000 units) 

304.4 271.1 246.8 
24.9 19.0 12.6 
*** *** *** 
*** ***· *** 

339.9 296.6 270.4 

Value (1,000 dollars)· 

43,159 38,518 37,374 
3,762 3,014 2,169 

·*** *** *** 
*** *** *** 

48,436 42.428 41.409 

January-June--

1984 

124.3 
6.5 
*** 
*** 

135.8 

19,278 
1,136 

*** 
*** 

21.244 

1985 

107.l. 
4.8 
*** 
*** 

118.9 

15,679 
833 
*** 
*** 

17. 701 

Average unit value (per hearing aid) 

$141. 77 $142.10 $151.42 $155.09 $146 .46· 
153.55 158.63 172.14 174.77 173.54 
160.54 148.84 161. 29 158.00 165.00 

*** . *** *** *** ***· . . 
!I Respondents to the Commission's questionnaire accounted for approximately 

90 percent of the U.S. industry, in terms of producers' shipments compared with 
respondents responsible for data collected by the Hearing Industries Association. 

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S. 
International Trade Commission. 



Figure 9.--Standard hearing aids: u.s~ producers' shipments, exports·of domes,tic merchandise, 
imports for consumption, and apparent consumption, 1981-84. 
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Table . lL --Custom-made· hearing aids:: u. s: producers.; · shipments, by types, 
_ 1:981_:~iv)anu_ary.,-Jµne. 198:4., and. Janu.ary-Jun~ 1985 .!/ 

·Type_ . ... 198_1· ,.- : -

... 

Custom-made hea,rin_g, _ 
aids: .. 

!TE-----,-----:-:-·-----·""--: 214'.o .. -314, 7 
Canal----·:...:..::._.::::_:_.:__:_::_: __ ~: 0 0 

Total---------------: 274.0 314.7 

Custom-made hearing .. · 
aids: . 

-!TE-------------------: 37,975 42,185 
Canal-----------------: 

Total---------------: 37,975 42,185 
... 

- 1983 1984 
·" 

Quantity 

: 
: 420.8 509.0 

24.8 91.4 
445.6 600.4 

Value (1,000 dollars) 

. 
: 

51,011 62,028 
4,764 17 ,56 7 

55. 775 79,595 

January-June--

1984 

236 .:9 
38.7 

275 :6 

29,587 
7,410 

36,997 

1985 

283.4 
61. 7 

345.1 

29. 0,08 
10,841 
39,849 

1/ Respondent~ to ,the Commission's· qu¢stionnaire accounted for approximately : 
90 percent' of the . u. s. ·. indust'ry 'in tends of u. s. producers. shipments compared with 
respondents responsible for data collected by the Hearing Industries Association. 

Sourc~: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of.the U.S. 
Internationa~ Trade Commission. 



Figure 10.--Custom-made hearing aids: U.S. producers' shipments, exports of domestic 
merchandise, imports for consumption, and apparent consumption, 1981-84 
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Inventories 

Because custom-made hearing aids are made to order, the discussion of 
inventories applies only to standard hearing aids. 

Total U.S. producers' inventories of standard hearing aids rose from 
29,000 uni'ts in 1981 to .. 43,000 units in 1984, or by 47 percent (table 12). 
The build up of inventories reflects the inability of many U.S. producers to 
anticipate how rapidly demand would shift to custom hearing· aids. During 
.1981-84, inventories of BTE hearing aids rose by 46 percent; that of eyeglass 
hearing aids, 4 percent, that of body hearing aids, *** percent, and that of 

. st.andard ITE hearing aids, by *** percent. · The ratio of inventories to 
producers' shipments ranged from 8 percent in 1981 to 16 percent in 1984; the 
comparable ratio for all U.S. manufacturers was 12.6 percent in 1983, the· 
latest year for which data are available. 

Channels of Distribution 

Domestic producers and importers utilize the same channels of 
distrib4tion, ~~though there are differences with respect to the extent to 
which they use each one (table 13, figs. 11 and 12). Both U.S. producers and 
importers sell hearing aids to independent dispensers, wholesalers, hospitals 
and clinics, the U.S. Government, and other nonprofit institutions. 

,., ' 

No U.S. importers are classified as nonprofit institutions. However, 
nonprofit institutions are an important market for several importers. In 
1984, approximately 4.7 percent of imports of standard hearing aids were -sold 
to ·the U. s. Government C* * *> and 0 .. 9 percent to other known nonprofit 
insti tt.itions. !/ By comparison 10. 0 percent of shipments of standard .J1earing 
aids by U.S. producers were sold to the U.S. Government in 1984 and 

·-0 ~ 1 percent to· other nonprofit institutions. 

Most· U.S.-made and imported hearing aids are sold directly to· relatively 
small, in~ependent hearing aid dispensers that carry more than one · 
manufacturer.• s line of hearing aids. Only two domestic producers maintain 
exclusive franchise-type arrangements with their dealers; no imported hearing' 
aids are,distributed that way. According to industry sources, the independent 
multiline dispenser has a great deal of influence on the distribution system 
iri his .sele_ction of particular types and brands of hearing aids to fit 
customers' hearing disabilities. Although quality, service, and reliability 
are .~he most important factors influencing the dispenser's decision to 
purchase a particular hearing aid, followed by price, other factors such as · 
delivery time, return policies, and dealer incentives are also taken into 
consideration in making a sale (see discussion in section on 'factors of 
competitio~). . 

!I Many questionnaire respondents asserted that it was impossible or 
impractical to discern the nonprofit status of their hospital and clinic 
customers. Imports sold to these organizations amounted to 10.5 percent of 
total imports of standard hearing aids in 1984. Only 0.9 percent of U.S. 
producers• shipments of standard hearing aids were sold to hospitals and 
clinics. 
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Table 12. --Standard hearing aids.: Inventories, by types, 1981-84, 
January-June 1984, and January-June 1985 11 

(In units) 

January-June--
Type 1981 1982 1983 1984 

1984 1985 
•. : 

Behind-the-ear-----: 27,551 32,892 30,492 40,385 30,066 29,232 
Eyeglass------~-:--: 1,-39j 2. 959- 1,939 1, 4-46 1,377 849 
Body---------------: *** *** ***' *** ***: *** 
Standard ITE--.------: *~* *** *** ***' *** *** 

Total:...---:------: 29,233 36,240 32,749 43,088 32,452 31,300 
. 

11 Respondents to the Commission's questionnaire accounted for approximately 
90 percent of the industry in terms of producers' shipments compared with 
respondents responsible for data collected by the Hearing Industries 
Association. 

Source: Compiled from data submitted iri response to questionnaires of the 
U.S. International Trade Commission. 

Xable 13.--Hearing aids: Percent allocation of channels of distribution 
.- . used by U. s. producers and importers, 1984 · · 

(In percent) 

Standard custom. 
Channel:of distribution 

Producers Importers Pr~ducers Importers .. 
:' 

U.S. Government C* * *)-----------: lo.o 4.7 2;6 
Other nonprofit institutions------: .1 .9 .6 
Dispensers (retailers)------------: 
Wholesale'rs-------:...---------------: 

79.2 68.0 '87.8 71.1 
9. 7 13.2 .'1 1.2 

Hospitals and clinics---~---------: . . . .9 10.5 .. 7.3 '23.2 
All other.-----------=-----:----------:------...:~'------=::;...;..;..--=-----.....:..::::.......:----~ .1 3.6 .2 4.6 

Total-------------------------: 

Source: Compiled from data submitted 
International Trade Commission. 

100.0 

in response 

100.0 100.0 
: 

to questionnaires of the 

Note.--Because_of rounding, figures may not add to the totals shown; 

100.0 

U.S. 



Fig;ure 11 .. --Channels of distribution for standard hearing aids used by u~ s. producers, 1984 
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Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S. International 
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Figure 12.--Channels of distribution for standard hearing aids used by U.S. importers, 1984 

(In percent) 
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T~grlQ r.nmmi~~ion. 
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The VA is one of the largest single purchasers of hearing aids in the 
U.S. market. It has a bidding and evaluation process that enables it to 
select only aids that meet certain specified performance requirements. Under 
the process, the hearing aids of a number of different U.S.- and foreign-based 
producers have been selected. * * * * * * * * * * * * U.S. Government 
purchasers of bearing aids include the Army and the Navy. Other nonprofit 
institutions also purchase bearing aids from domestic producers and importers', 
but do not generally play a significant part in the U.S. market. 

·1·. 

Audiologists in hospitals and clinics have begun playing an increasinglf' 
important role as purchasers and dispensers of bearing aids in the domestic 
market (table 15). Major European producers were the first to actively court 
clinical audiologists, attempting to gain entry into the U.S. bearing aid 
market in the early 1960's by persuading audiologists to recommend specific 
hearing aids when referring patients to dispensers. This has resulted in a 
greater share of imported hearing aids being sold through hospitals and 
clinics than is the case for domestically produced hearing aids. Such outlets 
began selling hearing aids directly to patients in the 1970s. Domestic 
producers are, however, relying increasingly on hospitals and clinics for 
sales of custom-made hearing aids, as individuals desiring to wear these types 
of specially fitted aids prefer the services of a doctor or professional 
audiologist for the fitting. Audiologists, once only involved in the testing 
of hearing problems in clinics and in writing prescriptions for hearing aids, 
have become more involved in the sale of hearing aids. Many audiologists have 
left clinics to become independent dispensers. (In 1984, an industry survey 
indicated that 30 percent of all dispensers were also audiologists.) 

Although wholesalers are commonly used by both U.S. producers and 
importers for the distribution of standard bearing aids, they are rarely used · 
for the distribution of custom-made hearing aids (table 15). Importers rely 
upon this channel of distribution to a slightly greater extent than do 
domestic producers. 

Several U.S. producers and importers sell some of their hearing aids 
under private label to a major U.S. retailing concern. Other channels of 
distribution account for less than 5 percent of total domestic shipments of 
imported hearing aids and almost none of the U.S. producers' shipments. 

Because a fast delivery time by the producer is critical to maintain · ''·';. 
sales in the U. s. market, most custom-made hearing aids are supplied by .. 1 

domestic manufacturers or by the subsidiaries of foreign firms producing in 
the United States. Dealers are able to keep in stock a variety of types and 
brands of domestic and foreign-produced standard hearing aids to assist most 
hearing losses, so turn around time is not as much of a factor in the market 
for th.ese hearing aids. 
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Financial Experience of U.S. ~reducers 

*** firms 11 which accounted for 63 percent of U.S. producers' shipments 
in 1984, provided usable financial data on overall estabiishment ,opera~ions in 
which standard and/or custom-made hearing aids are assembled. These sam~*** 
firms furnished financial data on their operations that produce custom~made 
hearing aids (accounting for 6 2 percent of 1984 u. s .. pr<?ducers.' shipments) . and 
*** ZI of the 14 firms that produce standard hearing aids provided financial 
information on their standard hearing aid operations (also accounting, 
62 percent of 1984 U.S. producers' shipments). 

Overall establishment operations 

Aggregate net sales of _establishment operations.grew 73 percent during 
1981-84 and 12 percent in January-June 1985 over January-June 1984 , 
(table 14). Throughout this .Period, establishment operations h~ve.generated 
operating profits. The average aggregate operating income.of the***·· . 
producers during 1981-84 was $6.9 million, or 7.5 percent.of .aggregate, net. 
sales. Between 1981 and 1983 the industry's production costs (cost of goods 
sold) level to aggregate net sales declined while the level of operating 
expenses to aggr~gate net.sales fluctuated. Therefore, the increased · 
operating profit during the aforementio~ed period can be attributed to 
increased sales volume and a reduction in the levei of-production costs to 
aggregate net.sales. - · 

Standard hearing aids.--Aggregate net sales for the ***firms that 
assemble and sell standard hearing aids remained fairly stable between 1981 
and 1983 averaging.$34.6 million annually. In 1984, .however, ~ggregate net 
s~les decreased 12 .. 0 percent to $30.3 million. In January-June 1985, they_. 
fetl 20.8 percent compared with January-June 1984, to $12.3 million .. Despite 
tne recent downturn in sales, these firms realized aggregate operating profits 
throughout the period under review (table .15)._ 

The standard hearing aid industry earned aggregate ope~ating incomes 
averaging $2.7 million, or 8.1 percent of aggregate net sales~ .during 
1981-84. Between the interim periods of 1984 and 1985, operating income 
declined 44.8 percent, from $999,000 to $551,000, respectively. T~e operating 
margins for the interim periods of 1984 and 1985 dipped from 6.4 percent to 
4.5 percent, respectively. 

Custom-made hearing aids.--The aggregate net sales for producers of 
custom-made.hearing aids grew 176 per~ent during 1981-84, from $17.1.million 
to $47 million, and expanded 18 percent in January-June 1985.over January-June 
1984, to $25.8 million. During that period, the *** representatives of the 
industry exper.ienced increasing operating income (table 16) from 1981 to 1983; 

ll The *** firms are * * * 
ZI The ***.firms are*** 
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, 
Table 14.--Income-and-:-los~ experience of.*** U.S .. producers !./on their establish

ment operations in whi.ch i>..tandard,rand custom-made hearing aids are produced, 
accounting years 1981-84, January-June 1984, and January-June 1985 

.. . 
January-June--

Item 1981 :1982 11 :1983 11 1984 At: 
1984 1985 2_/ 

Net sales------1, 000 dollars--: 66., 50/J .. 83, 788 99, 734 : 115, 102 54, 204 60, 972 
Cost of goods soid------do----:___.._4~3-,3~9~6---...·~·~5~3_,~0~64....._ ____ 6~2~•~7~5~6--.._.._75 .......... 9~3~7___._...3~5~·=1~70..__'--_4~0~·~3~7~6 
Gross profit-~--------~-d~-~--: 23~i08 . 30~724 36,978 39,165 19,034 20,596 
General, selling, and admini-: : 

strative expenses-----do----:-=1~8-,6~4~4......._.___..2~5_,~2~89..__.__....2~7~·~5~2~5--..--..31__,_,0~5~6~_..1~5~·~4~70..__'--~1~6~·~8~3~8 
Operating income or_ 

(loss )--..;. ________ _:_ ___ :....do----: '4, 464 5, 435 
As a share of net sale~: : 

·cost of goods sold-percent--: 
Gross profit----------do----: 
General, selling, and 

administrative 

65.3 
34.7 

63.3 
36.7 

expenses---------.:.--do----: 28.0 30.2 
Operating income or 

(loss)------:-------:--:-do----: 6. 7 ... 6.5 
Number of firms reporting 

operating losses. 1 0 

9,453 

62.9 
37.1 

27.6 

9.5 

2 

8,109 

66.0 
34.0 •. 

. 27.0 

7.1 

1 

3,564 

64.9 
35.1 

28.5 

6.6 

2 

l/ U.S. producers are * * * who submitted usable data in responses to the 
questionnaires of the U.S. International Trade Commission. 

II Includes the financial data of * * * 
}/ Includes the financial data of * * * 
!I Includes the financial data of * * * 
2.1 Includes the financial data of * * * 

3,758 

66.2 
33.8 

27 .6 

6.2 

5 

Source: Compiled from data submitted fo response to questionnaires of the U.S. 
International Trade Commission. 
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' 
Table 15·. --Income,..-and:.::.1osli»'?experitince ·of *** li ;'S. "producers ll on their operations 

producing: 'standard· hearing .. aidlr, accotirttihg' years 1981-84. January~June 1984. and 
January-June·l985 

January-June--
., Item . , .. ,: '1982 1983 1984 

1984 1985 

N.et_s_ales.:-_....,-=--~T,_ooO_dollars~==· __ J.(,411:=- .34,.97-9- -: -34-,457~ : -J0,-340-: --1-5-,-508- : - 1-2,2·7~ 
Cost of. goods sold---::----~do-----: .. 21~ 02.1 :. 21,'sos 21. 406 18 I 846 9 I 831 8 I 33~ 
Gross profit~-~-~----~-~do~~--: 13,390: 1~,474 13,b51 11,494 5,677 3,94? 
General, selling, and 

administratfve · ' " . 
expenses-~------------do~---:__,l~0_.~6-0_5~:.,..........l0 ......... 8~5-3__...,..........l0 ........... 0~5-7~~8 ........... 9_9~4._._~4--,6~7_8._._~-3-·~3_9~6 

operating income or 
{loss) ---------------do~---: 

As a share of net sales: 
Cost of goods ·sold :-

. percent--: 
Gross profit-------per~ent-~: 
General, selling, -· ~: 

and· administrative 

2,785 

61.1 
38.9 

- expenses------------do----: · '30.8 : 
Operating. income or _ . ,., - · 

(loss)-------------~do----: · 8.1 : 
Indexes of net sales, cost 

and eXpense··items: · "~ ·· 
Net sales-------1981=100....:..:::• 
Cost of goods sold--do--
General, selling and 

administrative expenses 
1981=100--: 

Number of firms reporting 
operating losses.·' · · 

.. 
100.0 '·:· .-. 
100;0 

100.6 

;i 

2,621" 

61.5· : 
_ 38.5·: 

'31.0 : 

7.5 

.. 
101-."7 
102.3 

~ : .. - . • . 
102.3 

- . 

' ' o· 
;: .. . 

2,994 2,500 999 

62.1· 62.1 63.4 
37.9 37.9 36.6 . . 

- 29.2 29.6 30.2 
-. . 

8.7 8.2 6.4 

100.1 88.2 1:/ 
101.8 89.7 ZI .. 
94.8 84.8 ZI 

. ~. ' 0 0 0 

ll U.S. producers are * * *• which submitted usable data in responses to the 
questionnaires of the U.S. International Trade Conunission. 

ZI Not applicable. 

551 

67.9 
32.1 

27.7 

4.5 

ZI 

2 

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S. 
International Trade Conunission. 
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Table 16.--Income-and-loss experience of *** U.S. producers 11 on their operations 
producing custom-made hearing aids' accounting years 1981-84' January-J_une 1984' 
and January-June 1985 

. . January-June--
Item 1981 :1982 2,_1 :1983 ~/ 1984 ~/: . . 1984 1985 2_/ 

Net sales------1,000 dollars--: 17,052 22,299 33,686 46,988 21,877 25,837 
Cost of goods sold------do----: 111123 131276 211056 311 739 141939 171 710 
Gross profit -----------do----: 5,929 9,023 12,630 15,249 6,938 8,127 
General, selling, and 

administrative 
expenses--------------do----: 5 1514 81219 101286 131440 61311 71829 

Operating income or 
Closs) ---------------do----: 415 804 2,344 1,809 627 298 

As a share of net sales: 
Cost of goods sold 

percent--: 65.2 59.5 62.5 67.6 68 .. 3 68.6 
Gross profit----------do----: 34.8 . 40.5 37.5 32.4 31. 7 31.4 
General, selling, 

and· administrative 
expenses------------do----: 32.3 38.9 30.5 28.6 28.9 30.3 

Operating income or 
Closs)--------------do----: 2.4 3.6 7 .o 3.9 2.9 1.2 

Indexes of net sales, cost 
and expense items: 

Net sales------1981=100-- 100.0 130.8 197 .. 5 .275.6 !/ !I 
Cost of goods sold--do--- 100.0 119.4 189.3 285.3 !/ !I 
General, selling and 

administrative expenses 
1981=100--: 100.0 149.1 186.5 243.7 . !/ !I . 

Number of firms reporting 
operating losses 2 3 5 4 4 7 

11 U.S. producers are***, which submitted usable.data in responses to the 
questionnaires of the U.S. International Trade Commission. 

ZI Includes the financial data of * * *· 
11 Includes the financial data of * * * 
!I Includes the financial data of * * * 
21 Includes the financial data of * * * 
~/ Not applicable. 

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S. 
International Trade Commission. 
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. however, ·operating income· declinecf 'ih 1984 and the· e"rosion of 'p.rofi~s 
"'continued. throughout~·the:. interim period in 1985 .. · 

Irt 1984, the *~-*._custom-made hearing aid industry representatives had 
aggregate net sales of $47.0 million, which was a 39.5-percent increase over 

:·1983 "·iggregate net sales of $33. 7 million .. The growth in production costs 
(! exc~e~ed- the; ·growth in aggr'egate net ~ales; which caused the ratio of 
· productj,.on .costs to aggregate net sales to increase. Operating· expenses did 
not grow quite as rapidly as did aggregate net sales, consequently, the level 

·of ·op·erating-exl>enses to ~aggregate Lnet sales -declined" in"1984. In .. 198-3 ,__tbe 
_;prod~ction c.osts .. level was-di2.S:?percent compared·with"67.6 percent in 1984, _._, 

and in 1983. the operating' expenses·· 1evel was 30. 5 percent compar~d. with .. 
28.6 percent in 1984. The interaction· of production costs with aggregate'riet 
sales volume resulted in $1. 8 ·million of aggregate operating income, ·which · 
amoµrited to' 3. 9 percent· of ,_aggregate net. s'ales in 1984. compared with ·7 ·percent 
in 1983. : · 

. ~. 1 

Between the interim periods of 1984 and 1985, aggregate net sales' 
increased from $21.9 ·million in 1984 to $25.8 million in 1985, or by 
18 .:1.·percent. · Although productfon ·costs: levels ·were· stable, the operating 
expenses increased for ,·the interim period 6f 1985 from 28. 9 percent iri. 1984 ·to 
3P.3 percent in 1985. The industry's aggregate operating income of $627,000, 
or ·2. 9 percent of aggregate net sales in interim 1984, decHried. ·to ilggrega-te 
operating income of $298 ;:·ooo < 1.-2 'percent' ·of aggregated net sales> 'in interim 
198'5, as a result of :the increase in the level of operating- expenses· in· the 
interim. period' o'f 1985 .· 1 ' 

1 
. 

In 1981, 2 of the *** custom-made ·hearing aid producers reported . 
operating losses·. :.1n 1982,· thre~· ·manufacture.rs sustained ·operating' losses· and 
this nti'mber increased' to ~five manufacturers fo 1'983 and decreased to' 'fohr' ' 
producers in 1984. By the January-June 1985 interim period, s¢ven produc~rs 
reported operating losses. · ' · · · 

Production costs 

*** firms pro.vided the production· cost's data· 'that was r·equested'-' ir{ the 
Commission's questionnaire.' This data is 'shown·· ii1 tables l'7 "throtigh 20 for 
standard and custom-made hearing aids.,' respe'ctively.: ; In" th~· produ·et'ion of 
standard and custom-made hearing aids, 'production· costs are the· major· cost or 
expense component. However, the relat'ive iroportance of· the' component's· of° 
total production costs varies between the two. types of hearing aids~ and'' the 
trend of production costs differs between the two types. These variances' 
might be explained by examining the stage of each products' life cycle. . . . . 

• ";.1. 

Standard hearing aids...:.-*** of 14 producers 1,)·provided financial data on 
their production costs that are associated with the production of standard 
hearing aids. These *** producers accounted for 58 percent of standard 
hearing aid shipments in 1984. Between 1981 and 1984, production costs 
increased slightly each year in their re_lationship_ with net sales, from 

l/ The *** firms are * * * 
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60. 7 percent to 61..8 percent o.f. net sales despite decli_nes. in the absolute 
values (from $19.lmillion.in 19 .. 82,to' $i6 .. 9,million of 1984) of.production 
costs (table 17). During. 'the January-June interim period. of 1984, production 
costs had increased well above historic· levers· to _62. 7 percent of net sales, 
but by year end the 1984 production cost .level had declined to within 
0.6 percent of the i983 le~~i of 61.2'percen~of net sales. 

The behavior of sales and raw-materials cost in 1982 might'be considered 
an aberration, as the aggregated sales .volumes o.f the four ·producers 
increased; at the same time raw material costs declined while direct labor and 
other factory costs increased. The increases .of the latter two production 
cost i terns were higher than the incre'ase in· ~ales volume; consequently t 
production cost levels increas.ed 0.3 percent .fr.-om 60. 7 percent to 61.0 percent 
of net sales in 1982. ". · · 

Raw material and direct labor costs are variable costs; other factory 
costs include some variable.costs,, st,1ch as maintenance.and repair costs and 
some fixed costs items, such as depreciat~on .. - Therefore, raw.materials and 
direct labor costs should_be expected to vary directly with changes in 
production volume. A better picture of what happened to the standard hearing 
aid industry from a financial point of view is.gained when the aggregated 
costs figures in table 17 are converted to per unit costs. The per unit costs 
of the *** producers are shown in table 18. 

Between 1981 and 1984, the *** producers 11 experienced a 19.0 percent 
decline in unit shipments an( a 18. 6 _,perc~nt reduc~ion in production volume. 
In 1982 and 1983, the average.unit.-sales price for the standard hearing aids 
produced by the*** firms increased from $155.45 in 1981 to $175.08 in 1983,. 
representing an increase of 12,6 percent, and then declined 2.2 percent to 
$171.16 per unit in 1984. (table ,18). Between 1981 and .. 1983, production costs 
per unit increased from $94'. 28 in 198.1 to. $107 .11· in 1983, increasing 
13.6 percent. To some extent the unit sales price increases allowed the 
companies to maintain their markups on this mature product above 63.5 percent 
despite losing some benefits of the _compani~s· positions on a learning curve, 
i.e., product redesign and simplification, less costly distribution, and 
economies of scale, just to name a few benefits, as a result of declining 
production and shipment volumes. However, in 1984, the average unit sales 
price declined to $171.16 and, although production costs declined, the 
reduction in the average unit sales price caused the markup to decline to 
61.9 percent in 1984. For the interim period in 1985, the average unit sales 
price had reached an alltime high for the period under review, but production 
costs per unit also reached a high, which caused the aggregate markup to fall 
to 47.7 percent. For the interim 1985 period, production that was down 
30.6 percent and unit shipments, which were down 25.4 percent, were the cause 
of the increased production costs per unit. 

ll The ***.firms are*** 
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Table.17.--Aggregated production·cost data of*** U.S. producers 11 of standard 
hear.ing aids, 1981-84, January-June 1984, and January-June 1985 

Item .. . . 

Net Sales----~-1,000 dollars--: 

Raw material-----------~do----: 
Direct labor------------do----: 
Other factory costs-----do----: · 
Total production costs--do~---: 

As a share of net sa.les: . 

1981 1982 

30,626. 31,276 
-c - - ... -

7,583 7,331 
2 ,·5n 2,675 
8.420 9,054 

18,575 19,060 

1983 1984 

30,802 27,301 
: ·-

7,913 7 ,031 
2,735 2,515 
8,195 7,313 

18,843 16,859 

: 
: 

January-June--

1984 

13,819 

3,578 
1,305 
3,790 
8,673 

1985 

10,945 

2,914 
1,095 
3,402 
7 ,411 

Raw materials:------percent--: 24 .. 8 ·: 23. Ii 25. 7 25. 8 25. 9 26. 6 
Direct labor--~-------dQ~---: 8.4 · 8.6 8.9 9.2 9.4 10.0 
Other factory costs---do~---=~~2~7~·-5---~---2~9~.0..._..____..2~6~·~6---~~2_6~·~8~~---2~7~.4---~~-3~1~·=1 
Total production costs 

do----:· 

Indexes of nets sales and 
production cost: 

Net sales~--------198l=l00--: 
Raw material----------.do..---...::: 
Direct labo.r--------..:.-,.do..----: 
Other.factory costs---do..----: 

60.7 
. : 

100;0 . 
100.0 
100.0 
100;0 

'61.0 

102.i 
96.7 

104.0 
107 .5 

61.2 

100.6 
104.4 
106.3 
97.3 

61.8 

89.-1 
92.7 
97.8 
86.9 

62.7 

11 The*** U.S. produc~rs are*** Their 1984 shipments of standard hearing 
aids were 78 percent· of total 1984 shipments of standard hearing aids. 

ZI Not applicable. 

67.7 

Source:_. Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S. 
International Trade Commission. 
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. Table 18.--Aggregated production cost per unit of *** U.S. producers !I of stan
dard hearing aids, 1981-1984, January-June 1984, and January-June 1985 

January-June--
Item 1981 1982 1983 1984 

1984 1985 

Production--~----------units--:200,610 :194,116 :179,656 :163,251 
Unit shipments----------do----:197,010 :184,882 :175,929 :159,502 

Avg unit sales price-dollars--: 155.45 
Raw material costs per unit 

dollars----: 38.49 
Direct labor costs per unit 

dollars----: 13.06 

164. 71 

38.61 

14.09 

175.08 171.16 

44.98 44.08 

15.55 15. 77 

84,275 
82,516 

167.47 

43.36 

15.82 

58 ,459· 
61,562 

177. 79 

47.33 

17. 79 
Other factory costs per unit 

dollars----:_4~2~·~7~4:........:.~4~7~·~6~8:........:.~4~6~·~5~8:......:;._~45~;8=5:........:._4~5~·~9~3:........:.~~5=5~·~2=-6 
Total production costs per 

unit------dollars----:_9~4~·--2=8-----=10_0~·~3 ...... 8.__--=10_1._.~1=1-----=10~5 ........... 7 ...... 0.__.._--=10~5~·~1=1---~~12~0~·~3...__8 
Gross profit per unit---do----: 61.17 64.33 67.97 65.46 62.36 57.41 

Martcup~--------------percent--: 64.9 

As a share of average unit 
sales price: 

Raw materials costs per 
unit--------------percent--: 24.8 

Direct labor cost per unit 
percent--: 8.4 

Other factory costs per 

64.1 

23.4 

8.6 

: .. 
63.5 61.9 

25.7 25.8 

8.9 9.2 

59.3 

25.9 

9.4 

· .. . 
47. 7 

26.0 

10.0 

unit-------------percent-- : _2~7._ • ._.5..__-"-___ 2 ..... 9 ...... o_..___..2 .... 6 ...... _...6_._ _ _.2,...6._ ....... 8..........,_-=2 ..... 7 ...... 4..._,___ _ _...3 ... 1 ...... ,,_1 
Total production costs per 

unit-------------percent--: 60.7 

!I The *** U.S. producers are * * *· 

61.0 61. 2 . 61.8 62.7 . 67.7 

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires· of the U.S.1.? .. · 
International Trade Conunission. 

custom-made hearing aids--*** producers !/ of custom-made hearing a'ids 
provided detailed production costs information on their custom-made hearing 
aid operations. The *** producers' total shipments in 1984 accounted for 
49 percent of the custom-made hearing aids that were shipped ·in 1984. 
custom-made hearing aids are undergoin~ a period of continued·technological 
improvement and miniaturization; therefore, the product can be described as 

1/ The *** U.S. producers are * * * 
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bein·g in a· developmental· product' life ·cycle stage. · This iS' exemplified by· the 
experience ·Of production costs. · The· ,level of production· costs. to aggregate 
net sale~ {9.r the *** Pr9_<iu~ers has b_een e.rratic frc;>m J.9~1. to 1984. The level 
of raw m~~erial costs to net sales declined from.25.1 percent in 1981 to 
_21.2 per_c_~nt in 1983 and ipcreased ~o 23.8_J?ercent in 1984 (t~ble 19). Direct 
labor 4e~lined to 11.7 percent of aggregate net sales in 1982, tnen increased 
above i_ts __ 198_1 l~yel_(l_2.i...perc.ent.of aggregate.net.sales) in 19.83_to 
12.6 percent, and increased again in 1984 to 13.3 percent of aggregate net 
sales: ·-Other factory costs: followed a, pattern similar··to that of direct' labor 
costs; .decHning-·from- 2"7~3,percent of'...-aggtegate ·net sales .in-1981 _to_· · 
24.3 percent in 1982, increased to 27.4:percent in 1983, and increased again 

.in 1984 to 30.6·percentcof-·a~gregate.rtet sales. ·' 

Reviewing these costs' on a unit. cost :basis in concert with production and 
shipment volumes is informative. From 1981 to 1984, -shipments increased by · 
:144.0~percent,-frorn 119,564-·units to 291,687.t.lnits. -over the same period, 
prod:uction volume increased from 119,993 units to 292;909 •units; representing ., 
~an. increase .of 144 . .-1 percent ... The .number of :uni ts produced and shipped for 
January-June 1985 exceeded the number of units produced and shipped during:the. 
correspoii(iing perfod .in :·19a4. As: production and shipment volumes increase, 

'pr.oductiori cost:'"per unit ·cari be expected to decline because of the experience· · 
f~ctor or movement on a learning curve; however, this has not been the case 
with custom-made hearing,'aids cost per unit.' .rn each,one of ·the three major .. 
production costs categories shown in table 20, per unit production costs in 
1984 were higher than·in 1981, aespite increases in production and 7 shipment· 
volumes of 144.0 and 144.1 percent, respectively. This behavior in ·per unit 
costs is typical of products in the early stages of theiT· life cycle: 
Int~odu~fion :of new parts ::and su~assemblies ·that arise• from attempts to 
improve· reception and amplification coupled with the introduction of smaller · 
parts ·'and subassemblies :does not allow a company -to move .very far along a 
learning curve before a new situation is encountered. 'Therefore,- cost; · · 

. reductions dcLI'1o.f :.materiaUze, .. :but 'in the case .of custom-made hearing aids~· 
unit costs increase as new, more expensive parts are 'incorpora"t'ed, -and· workers 
spend ·:more time· -on' assembly· because ·of unfamiliarity, with a part. 

Unlike the markup on the standard heating·aid, which was fairly· stable 
for 3 years, the markup on the custom-made hearing aid has changed 
subs.t!ant'i'a.11¥: each :year. In ,1:~81, -the aggregate ·markup· on- custom· .. hearing aids 
was 54.9 percent; in 1982, the markup was 71.4 percent; .. ·however1 in 1983,-. the 
decline began, and the 1983 markup was 63.6 percent; and in 1984, the markup 
was 47.7 percent. This deterioration continued into January-June 1985, when 
the matTkuP·:"6too_d: at. :4:7 ,-~ .pei:'cerit. Not only .were canal. aiq_s· introdµced -i~. 
1983; bringing with ·it :additional expenses . due to ·the higher man""."hou·r.s 
required per. unit. produced.~ but. the number .of new, entries in the marke.t 
escalated sharply beginning in -1983. In addition to start up costs, the
industry.,experienced intense price comp.eti.tion after· 1983 ~ · 

... 
.1 •• 

Capital expenditures 

*** U.S. firms supplied information on their capital expenditures for 
land, buildings, and machinery and equipment used in the production of 
custom-made hearing aids, and *** U.S. producers of standard hearing aids 
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Table 19. --Aggregated production cost data of ***·U.S. producers J/ of custom-made 
hearing aids, l,981-,84,.January-June-1984, and January...:June 1985 

January-June.:-
Item 1981 1982 1983 1984 

1984 1985 

Net sales------1,000 dollars--: 14,784 19,887 29,781 40,074 18,612 21,217 

Raw material------------do----: 3,712 4,447 6,305 9,540 4,510 4,852 
Direct labor------------do----: 1,793 ·: 2,331 3,745 5,336 2,589 2,695 
Other factory costs-----do--7-:~4 ........... 0~3~6~·-----·~4~·~8~24 ___ .__~8~,~1~5~5--._1=2~,~2~6~6---.~~5~,5~7~9'--''----"6~,~8~6~5 
Total production.costs--do----: 9,541 11,602 18,205 27,142 12,678 14,412 

As a share of net sales: 
Raw materials------percent--: 25.1 22.4 21.2 23.8 24.2 22.9 
Direct labor----------do--~-: 12.1 11.7 12.6 : 13.3 13.9 12.7 
Other factory costs---do----=~-=2~7~.3....._.____.2~4~·~3---~--2~7~·~4---~-3~0....._.6..._:'--___ 3~0~;~0~~~~3=2~·~4 
Total production costs : 

do----: 

Indexes of nets sales and 
production cost: 

Net sales---------1981=100--: 
Raw material----------do----: 
Direct labor----------do----: 
Other factory costs---do---~: 

64.5 

100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.(). 

11 The *** U.S. producers are * * * 
?:_/ Not applicable. 

58.4 

134.5 
119.8 
130.0 
119.5 

61.2: 

201.4 
169.9 
208.9 
202.1. 

67.7: 

271.1 
257.0 
297.6 
303.9 

68.1: 68.0 

l:_/ 

2:/ 
l:_/ 
?:_/ 

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to. questionnaires of the U.S. 
International Trade Commission. 
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Table 20 . ....:-:Aggrega;t'~~ ·:pro_d~ct:ip~ e;o'st "per un~t of *** · U. S: producers .!/ of custom
made hearing aids, 1981~1984 ,' Janu~ry:.June 1984·, and January-June 1985 

19si 1983 
January-June--

Item 198i .. 1984 .. ·:· 
1984 1985 

151,32 
.151,42 

15.00 .. 
33:76 . ' . 
79.81 
43;'.84 . 

Marlcup---------------percent--:· 54.9 

As a share of average unit · 
sales'.·price :' " -·~ .. ~, '·' . 

Raw materials. costs per .· '".. : 
unit-~------~-~---percenti-: 25;1' 

Direct labor· cost per· unit· : · ·-· · · ·· ... :- · 
percent--: 12.1 

Other factory costs per 

l,5.28 . 
31.61 . . 
76.03 
54;30 . ' 
71.4 

;", 

/'! 

22.4• 
: .. 

li.7 
., 

: 

137.39 136.57 140.1 

32. 71 33.09 32.0 

16.17 18.29 19.00 17.8 

·35~22 42:05 40.94 

78.62 93.05 93.03 
49.99 44. 34 43.54 

63.6 4 7. 7 49.5 4 7. 2 

23.8 21.2 .· . 24.2 22.9 . 
12.6 13.3 13.9 12.7 

unit----~--------percent--:~=2~7~·~3~--...=.----------=~------'-~~.-..-..~----"-'~"---'-~==~ . • • • : • ' . ' ~ . . ~ t..,. • • ; . ' - . . r ~·-
24.3 27.4 30.6 30.0 32.4 

Tot al production costs· per · ·: ' 
unit-------------percent--: 64.5 58.4 61.2· 67.7 68.1 68 .. 0 

!I The *** U.S. producers are * * * 
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S. 

International Trade Conunission. 

furnished data on their capital expenditures for land, buildings, and 
machinery and equipment used in the production of standard hearing aids. 
Capital expenditures on custom-made hearing aids increased each year from 1981 
to 1984, but there was a decline in capital expenditures for January-June 1985 
compared with the corresponding period in 1984. Capital expenditures on 
standard hearing aids increased between 1981 and 1983, then declined in 1984, 
and continued to decline for the interim period of 1985. Over the entire 
period under study, expenses for capital investment as a share of sales 
amounted to 3.1 percent for standard hearing aids compared with 5.1 percent 
for custom-made hearing aids. 
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Aggregate capital expenditures on standard and custom-made hearing aids 
by reporting firms are shown in the. followi,f\g tabul~tion C in thousands _'of 
dollars): 

Period 

1981-------------
1982-------------
1983-------------
1984------------
January-June 

'1984------:.. ___ _ 
1985-----------

Standard .!/ 

1,128 
1,133 
1;982 
1,118 

991 
830 

!I The *** firms are * * *· 
11 The *** firms are * * * 

Research and development expenses 

Custom'{./ 

1, 266' 
1,629 
2 ;662·'' 
5,026 

2;984 
2,361 

2,394 
2, 762 
4,644 
6 ,144 

3,975 
. 3'191 ... 

***custom hearing aid producers and*** standard hearing aid.producers 
furnished data on their research and development expenses that reiated. to the 
different products. However, *** producers were not able to segment total 
research and development expenses between custom-made and standard hearing 
aids. Therefore, their combined research and development expenses on standard 
and custom-made hearing aids are.provided in the tabulation. * * * This 
information is included in the tabulation. 'Whereas the miniaturization of 
components is attributable to research by * * *, research and development by 
hearing aid assemblers with respect to the use of flexible circuit boards and 
the placement of discrete components has also helped to -give BTE, .,ITE, and 
canal hearing aids (each with case .or sheli siZe limitations) greater power .. to .. 
assist the hearing impaired. Some 'research .and development-expe~ses are also 
directed towards reducing labor costs. 

The researc·h and development expenses on cust.om-made. hearing. aids , 
increased each period during the periods under review. Resea.rch and . 
development increased from $864,000 in 1981 to $1.9 million in i984. Research 
and development expenses amounted to $748,00Q and.$.1.0 million (an in~rease. of 
34. 6 percent> during the interim periods of 1984 and 1985·, respectivety ~ 

For standard hearing aids, research and development expenses decreased. 
from $626,ooo in 1981 t.o $506,000 in 1984. standard.'heartng ·aids research and 
development expenses amounted to $144,000 and $191,000.(increasing by · 
32~6 percent) during the· interim periods .of ,1984 and 19S5, resp~ctively. Over 
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the ~ntire pe0rlod \.mder · study, 'research' and. d_evelopm~nt.' ·expense!?., as ·a. s~are of . 
saies amounted to 1. 3· pe'rceht for standard he'aring aids compared with . 
2.6 percent for custom hearing aids. 

Aggregate;·-res.earch and develop·me~t· expenses on hearing aids by reporting 
firms are show~\ in the following tabu:tation (in thousands of dollars): 

Research and development e'$Penses 

Custom ll Standard 'l:/ Subtotal Combined ll. Grand total 

1981--------~~-- $864 
1982------------ 1,171 
1983------------ 1,582 
1984------------ 1,939 
Ja"'1uary-June 

1984---------- 748 
1985--·-------- 1,007 

ll The*** firms.ar-e 'I<·*·* 
z1: .The *•* firms are'*"* *·.· 

. 
$626 

591 
649 
506 

144 
191 

JI ~e·search:: an'd developnienf exp'enses' o·f 
> • • 

$1,490 
1, 7~2. 
2,231' 
2,445 

892 
i .·1'98 .. 

* * .-*. 
f •• 

U.S. INTERNATIONAL rRADE 

u .s. · Exi'ort."s. · · 

$239 $1, 729 
~~o 2,022 
?69 2,500 
170 2,615 

95 9.87 
·.·130. 1,328 

u. s ;.·' exports o:f hea!"in~ a~ds and~ parts increase9· by 6"6 . perc~nt during . . 
1981.,-84·, from": $15. 2 million· to $25. 3 million (table 21): This trend continued · 
during January..:.June·: 1985 ;· compared with. the corresponding period of' i.984 •. as 
exports increased by 22 percent, from $U.8·milliori to $14~4.-miiliori.·.· As a 
share of producers' shipments, based on questionnaire responses, .exports 
decreased fr6m ·8 .. l( percent ·in 1981' to 1·. i pe~cent in '19a4·, :'and wer~ . 
7 .3 percent in the "first'·half' of 1985·. · · · · · · ' 

· Questionnaire responses· also' indicate 'tl)at exPorts of parts accounted fol'. 
***per.cent of·all: exports.=in 1984, up from·*** .. percent'in 1981 1·ctabie 22, 
fig. 13). According to industry executives interviewed by the staff, the 
establishment of u ;· s; ·subsidiaries. abroad has faci li tatecf the growth of 
exports (of. parts .. ;since many' of· the ·same compon~nts ·may be used in both . 
standard and ·custom hearing· aids; u. s. exporters can not discern which typ~s 
of hearing ·.aids ·their .. components are being. used to p'roduce. · 
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Table 21.--Hearing aids and parts: U.S. exports 9f domestic merchandise, by 
principal markets, 1981-84, January-June 1984, and January-June 1985 

{In thousands of dollars} 
: 

January-June--
Market 1981 1982 . 1983 1984 .. 1984 1985 .. 

Canada-----------------: 4,544 4,293 : 5,464 5,949 2,549 3, 113 
United Kingdom---------: 1,350 1,567 .. 2,531 3,695 1,670 1,959 . 
Denmark------~---------: 2,471 3,295 2,704 2,468 1,353 1.094 
France-----------------: ?17 415 1,106 2,161 692 1,911 
Australia------------~-: 554 . 737 931 1,989 654 176 
West Germany-----------: 1,321 1,232 1,496 1,907 : 1,096 1,436 
Japan------------------: 701 760 896 . 1,128 583 614 
Switzerland------------: 316 548 473 .. 1,109 650 534 
All other--------------: 3.720 3.786 31625 4.853 2.565 3.588 

Total----------------: 15,194 16,633 19,225 25,290 11,811 14,426 

Source: Compiled from official statistics of the U.S. Department of 
Conunerce. 

Table 22.--Hearing aids and parts: U.S. exports, by types, 1981-84, 
January-June 1984, and January-June 1985 

{In thousands of dollars} 
: . January-June--

Type 1981 1982 1983 1984 
1984 1985 

Standard-----------: 3,458 3,341 3,246 2,812 1,447 1,139 
Custom-made--------: 405 307 212 538 212 306 
Parts-----------~--: *-**· *** *** *** *** *** 

Total----------: *** . *** *** *** *** *** 

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S. 
International Trade Conunission. 
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Figure 13-:-..:..:Hear1ng:. a·ids ·and parts: u. s. exports, by types, 1981-84 
and- estimated 1985 · 

•* * "*. '. :·· .. * * * 
... .:.· 
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Questionnaire responses also show that exports of standard BTE hearing 
aids represented 26 percent of the total value of exports of hearing aids and 
parts in 1984; that of eyeglass and standard ITE hearing aids, *** percent 
* * *; and that of body hearing aids, less than *** percent of the total 
{table 23). Exports of custom-made !TE and canal hearing aids accounted for 
4 percent and *** percent, respectively, ·of total exports of hearing aids and 
parts in 1984. {According to field interviews with sever~! ~anufac~urers, the 
bulk of the custom-made hearing aids were shipped to Canada). 

The leading export markets for U.S.-made hearing aids and parts during 
1981-84 were Canada, the United Kingdom, Denmark, and France. Canada <' 

accounted for almost one-· fourth of such exports in 1984. A significant ·~ · 
portion of the exports to the Canadian market consisted of exports of 
U.S.-made components to a major Canadian producer of hearing aids and to 
subsidiaries of three U.S.-based firms producing in Canada. * * * 

U.S. Imports and Trends in Import Penetration 

U.S imports of hearing aids slipped by 14 percent during 1981-83, from 
253,000 aids to 218,000 aids {$17.4 million to $16.3 million), then climbed 
47 percent in 1984 to 321,000 units {$23.1 million), for an overall growth 
during the period of 27 percent (table 24). However, imports decreased by 
10 percent during January-June 1985 compared with the corresponding period of 
1984, falling from 154,000 aids to 140,000 aids {from $11.3 million to 
$9. 87 million). The share of apparent consumption accounted for by imports 
was fairly stable throughout the 1981-84 period, averaging 27 percent 
annually, then decreased to 19 percent in January-June 1985 {table 24 and 
fig. 14). . 

Imports of hearing aid parts nearly tripled during 1981-84, from 
$3 million to $8.2 million, and rose by 47 percent in January-June 1985 
compared with January-June 1984, from $3.5 million to $5.1 million 
{table 25). The growth in imports of parts, especially in 1984 and~ 1985; 
reflects the purchase of electronic subassemblies and.faceplates from parent 
companies by subsidiaries of foreign manufacturers for their U.S. production 
of custom-made hearing ai.~s. Most of the imported electronic subassemblies 
contain transducers produced by * * * either in Illinois or in England. 

Denmark was the leading supplier of hearing aids and parts in 1984,· 
accounting for 41 percent of total· imports, followed by Switzerland 
{18 percent), West Germany {15 percent), the United.Kingdom {8 percent), and· 
Canada {6 percent) (tables 24 and 25). The average unit value of these · '" 
imported hearing aids in 1984 ranged from $39.69 for Spain and $43.00 for 
Taiwan· to $82. 76 for Denmark and $80. 69 for Canada {table 24). The relatively' 
high unit values for Denmark and Canada while maintaining strong market 
positions are indicative of the reputations for good quality that 
manufacturers in each country enjoy. 
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Table 23 .. --Hearing aids: U.S. exports of domestic merchandise, by types, 
1981-84, .January-June 1984, and January-June 1985 

January-June--
Type 1981 1982 1983 1984 

1984 1985 

Quantity (1,000 units) 

Standard: .. . 
BTE--------~------: 23.2 25.3 26.2 23.8 12.2 10.9 
Eyeglass-------~--: l.~ I.a 1.6 1.0 .5 .3 
Body--~-----------: *** *** *** *** *** *** 
ITE------~-~------=~--*-*-*-=---~*-*-*--=~--*-*-*-'-·-~-*-*-*---''--~~*-*-*-'-~~-*-*~* 

Subtotal--------: _ ___..2~6~·~3---. _ ___..2~8~·~8~-----2~9_.=1 ___ 2~5_.~8 ___ 1_3_.2_-,-~1_1_.6~ 
custom-made: 

ITE---------------: 2.9 1.8 1.7 3.7 1.1 1.8 
Canal-------------=-~-~-'-~-~--=--~=l~/~---~---'1~·~0..__,_~~'""-'=6-'---_:...;•9=

subtotal--------: __ ~2~.~9-------=1~.8=--..__--=1~.~7-----~4-'-,~7--'---~1~.-'-7___... __ 2=--. 7-
.Total-----------: _ ___.2~9~·-=2'-'-_ ___.3~0~·~6--'-_ __.3~0~·=8_,__---3~0~·~5__.__-=1~4~.9"-''---=1~4~.3,__ 

Value (1,,000 doUars) 

•. 
Standard: .. 

BTE--------------7 : 3,063 : 2,955 2,943 2,581 1,329 1,054 
Eyeglass--""'."----:---: 250 216 188 122 63 37 
Body------..:.----~--: *** *** *** · *** *** *** 
ITE~-~-~----------: *** *** *** *** *** *** 

~-~--'-----~-~-~--------='---~---'----~ Subtotal--------: __ 3~,_4_5~8 ___ 3~·~3_4_1 __ ~3~·~2~4~6 __ ~2_,~8=1=2 __ ~1_,~4~4..._7 _______ 1_.=1=39"--
~stom-made: 

ITE-----~---------: 405 307 .. 211 400 126 188 
·canal-----~-.:...-----=----~=-----'--~-=1 _____ ·~1=3-=8_;.. __ ___,8~6'--"--=11=8~ 

Subtotal---~..:. ___ : 405 . 307 212 538 212 306 
Total---:.:. _____ · __ : 3.863 3,648 3,458·: · 3,350 1,659 1,445 

Unit value (per he·aring aid) 

S~andard: 

BTE-------------~-: $131.87 $116.74 $112.48 $108.38 $109.01 $96.28 
~yeglass---------:-: 135.28 118.03 115.91 119.26 123.53 109.14 
Body-----~--------: **~ *** *** *** *** *** 
ITE---------------: ___ *-*-*-·------*-*-*___...~--*-*-*-=----*-*-*_... ___ *_*_*-'----*-*-* 
· Average-------- --- : ____ 13 ... 1~ ....... 4 ...... 8.__._-=1=1"'"'6 ~· 0 ... 1=-----~1=1=1~. "'"55=-----~1=--0.__8-'-.~9'"""9---.----1=.-0'"""9'-' ..... 6-=2:-....:.. __ 9"'""8;:;....:....::1~9 

Ct,&stom-made: · 
-ITE-------~-----7-: 137~52 170.18 127.49 109.20 114.96 106.03 
Canal-------------=-------------~1'"""4=2~·=86 ___ ..__ .... 1=3~4~·=2~4-------1=5:....::2:....::.~7-=5-'--=13;:;...0"-'-'.9'"""7-

Average--------- 137.52 170.18 124.71 114.47 124.71 113.33 
Average all 

hearing aids--: 132.29 119.22 112. 27 109.84 . 111.34 101.05 

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the 
U.S. Interriational Trade Commission. 
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Table 24.--Hearing aids: U.S. imports.for consumi>tion-by priitcipal sources, 
1981-84, January-June 1984, and January-June 198S 

January-June--
Source 1981 1982 1983 1984 

1984 198S 

. Quantity (1,000 units) 

Denmark-----------------: 101.8 9S.3 69.6 120.4 : 60.0 46.2 
Switzerland-------------: 39. S 36. 2 3S. 6 66. 2· : 28. 4 26. 2 
West Germany------------: .4S.4 32.7 48.3 47.8 24.6. 27.4 
Canada---------~--------: 21.8 22.4 20.4 21.2 10.6 12.6 
United Kingdom-·---------: 7. 8 9. 0 9. S 2S. 7 10. 0 8. 7 
Japan-------------------: 7.0 7.S 11.1 17.0 8.4 7.9 
Spain-------------------: 9.2 6.6 4.2 . .7.8 4.9 1.S 
Netherlands-------------: 4.0 4.0 2.8 4.9 2.3 1.6 
Austria-----------------: 10.3 lS.6 10.0 3.7 3.3 2.9 
Taiwan---...:--------------: 0. 0 . . 1 . 0 4. 7 3. 0 1 . 0 . S 
All other---------------: __ ....::6~·~3:........: ___ 4~.7:.........:=------=-2~.0.:.._=--__;-=3~.~7-=-----=·~8:_:.._~__;4~.~1 

Total---------------:_....::2=S~3~·~1__..__....::2::.:3=S~·~o-=-_....::2=1=8~·=2--=---=3=2=1~.3""---.'---=l=S~4~.3::.......:,___=1=39=-=-=-.6 

Value (1,000 dollars) 

Denmark-----------------: 7,316 7,230 S,782 9,964 4,997 ·3,971 
Switzerland-------------: 2, 910 2, 4S9 2, 702· 4, S 71 2, 188 1, _836 
West Germany------------: 3,068 2,439 3,524 3,278 l,6S6 1,S26 
Canada------------------: 1,S73 1,633 1,588 1,710 859 1,070 
United Kingdom----------: 401 486 Sll 1,428 ·. SS8·: 423 
Japan-------------------: 440 S17 7SO 9S7 424 . 400 
Spain-------------------: 488 3S6 ~31 309 148 ·97 
Netherlands-------------: 316 267 1S2 230 143 63 
Austria-----------------: 648 1,036 ~Sl 20S 191 146 
Taiwan-----------~------: 21 280 129 45.: 32 
All other---------------: __ ....::2::.:2::.:6:_:.. __ _.2:.:8:..:.7--=----=l:.:1:.:.9--=----=2~8=-S--=-----=-6 :.1 _,_ __ ....:;26=6 

Total---------------=-=1~7~,3=8=6:_:.._1~6~·~7-=2=-=8--=--'1~6~·~2~9~0--=----=2::.:3~,~0~6=-6--=---=1:.:l~,=2~70;:.._=---~9i•=83=0 

Unit value (per hearing aid) 

Denmark--------~--------: 71.88 7S.84 83.07 82.76 83.21 8S.91 
Switzerland-------------: 73.S8 68.00 7S.98 69.0S 77.03 70.06 
West Germany-----....:------: 67.S4 74.S6 72.96 68.S5 67.33 5S.62 
Canada---------~--------: 72.02 72.75 77.92 80.69 81.37 84.96 
United Kingdom----------: S l. 7 3 S~. l~ .. ~3. 7 .. 0 _. SS. 63 .56. 04. 48. 44 
Japan-------------------: 62. 4 7 68. 5S • 6 7 .;49 · · 56. 33 · : ·so. 78 50. SS 
Spain-------------------: S3.06 S4.10 S4.64 39.69 30.04 62.S8 
Netherlands-------------: 78.76 6S.99 54.62 47.33 63.S7 38.23 
Austria---~-------------: 63.05 66.41 64.83 56.10 57.89 49.93 
Taiwan-------------------: 21.04 S9.68 43.00 4S.OO 63.00 
All other---------------: __ 3~S~·~8~7-'-_....::6~0~~....::4~2-=--....::S~9~·=5~0-=--~7-=6~·~6=3--=--~7~6~·=2S::.......:=----=-6~4~.8=8 

Total-~-------------: 68.69 71.19 74.6S 71.79 73.02 70.41 

Source: Official statistics of the U.S. Department of Commerce. 
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Figure 14.--Hearing -aids: U.S. producers' shipments and imports 
for consumption, 1981~84 and estimated 1985 

(In thousands of units) 
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U.S. Shipments x Imports 

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S. 
International Trade Commission. · · 
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Table 25 . ..,.-Parts. of .. hearing aids: . ,u .. S .... impor~~ ~oD': cotJ~umption,. by. pripcipaL· 
·.sources~ ·1~81-:-B4: ,.,January:...J:u~e :1984:·· ~n~.~.January.,,June 1985 :::.·: ··: 

..(.In thousands_ of dollars) 

January-June--
source :i981 . ; 1983 : . 1984 

1984 1985 

Denmark-----------------: 
West Germany....,------:---7~: 

United Kingdo~-----~---~: 
Switzerland-------------: 
Austria---:---------_--...,--: 
Netherla~ds-~-----------: 
Italy-------------------: 

611 
743 .. 
968. :. : 
426 : 

23 ·:· .. 
116 ., 

'889 
7.60 ... : 
864 : 

1,129 : 
36 ":·' 

._95 .. , 

1,424 
1, 008' :~. 

56·3":: 
736 : 

2,910 
1,-509.: 
1,135 

901 
90 ::". . -814 
"78 :-:· . " . -424 
90 : 141 

'-l-;·264: .. 
·566-. : 
-558 :. ·. 
344 ·.:.': 

···280·:· 
226· ·: . 

96 ~ !". 

:2-~:164 

'1,083 
532 

•,•.;: ·:476 
410 

76 
; 3 

Canada---...,--~----------::-: ::39 <i. 111 · .55, ·: 17 
A~stralia-'--·-'-------·--:--: - .: 10 ·:·: 109 ·· 45. ::,·-. 207 

.!I : 
.35 .: 

30 
3.0 

Spain----------------'---: 63 69 12. -:~ ,,,;.:; .. J·J .:· : .. 23 
. All other,~~---------~---=~~~4_4~·-"-~~-------~~~·-4~2_ . ..__~~-3~2_..._._· ~~·-'_:s_ .. ~'.=~~~~9--.9 

Total-------------.--: 3,0:29 . 4,14-9 ':· 8.,158 . 3,472 ':' ···;'icS,090 

.!I Less t~an $500 .. 

Source: Official statistic.s of the U·. S. Department of Commerce. 

Questionnaire responses_ allow a comparis~n pf u .. i;; •. shipm.~nts .of .. each .. type ... 
of domestically prodl,lce.d h~aring ~aid with .. U. s, shipment-s1 ·by; imj>orters~ which· ao"' .: 
not produce in·the Uniteq. Stat.es .. The average.unit v.a!Ue of!importers·' ,.;.- ,· ,.· .. 
shipments for each type of standard hearing aid except standard ITE hearing -.:· '~ '· '.·. 
aids was consistently below the average unit value of U.S. producers' 
shipments during 1981~84·;and.the·first·half·of 1985::(tables'26 artd2n;~ The···:,,,·~; 
margin of difference averaged $8. 06 for BTE hearing aids, $16. 00 for eyeglass' -':··t: 
hearing aids, $68.75 for body hearing aids, and*** for standard ITE hearing 
aids. On average, shipments of imported custom-made ITE and canal hearing 
aids had unit values *** and ***• respectively, above shipments of equivalent 
U.S.-made hearing aids. 

Prior to enactment of Public Law 97-446, most imports of hearing aids 
took advantage of TSUS item 807.00 whereby no duty is applied to the value of 
U.S.-made components contained in the imported article. ·Reflecting the 
reliance by foreign hearing aid producers on * * *, 71 percent of the hearing 
aids imported in 1981 and 1982 entered under item 807.00 (table 28). However, 
in 1983, Public Law 97-446 allowed all imports of hearing aids to enter free 
of duty under TSUS item 960.15. By 1984, only 10 percent of imported hearing 
aids entered under TSUS item 807.00. Only Canada continued to enter the bulk 
of its exports through this provision in 1985. 11 

ll * * * 
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Table 26.--Heari~g aids; A~erage unit value of U.S; shipments of imported 11 and 
domestically produced products, by types, 1981-84, January-june 1984, and 
January-June 1985 

January-June--
Type 1981 1982 1983 1984 

1984 . 1985 . 
. Behind::-the.ear: .. . . 

U.S. -made------.-----: 138 .. 03 14.1 .• 77 142.10 151.42 155.09 146.46 
Imported-------~----: 130.60 132.18 137.61 . 137. 86 140.44 . 141. 20 

Eyeglass: __ 
u. s. -made------~-.---: 158 .20· 153.69 158.26 . 171. 72 173.62 174.01 
Imported-------~~---: 138.89 144.38 156.22 143.28 153.93 153 .11 

Body aid: 
U. s. -made------.--..:--·: 153.78 15.9 .26 150;41 162 .. 20 '163.45 ·.·.169.09 
Imported-------~-~--: 80.46 85.80 85.25 96.44 92.99 103.04 

St~n4ard·in-the-ear: 

U. s. -made-'----'----'--:· *** *** *** *** **'l:c *** 
~mported------------ :. 131.65 107.69 138.51 146.36 146.88 .· 142 .56 

Custom in-the-ear: 
U,$.-made-----------: 138.58 134.03 121.22 121.86 124.91 102.34 
Imported------~----~: *** *** ·*** *** ... *** *** 

Cus.~om canal: 
u.s.-made-----------: 192.00 192.12 191.62 175.84 
I~orted--------~--~: - . . ..,. .. *** . *** .. 
11 The ave·rage urilt value of U.S •. shipments of imported heat:il)g ~ids includes· 

only those lmporter.s that dl.d not also manu~actur~ hearing aids. in the United 
sta~~s. 

S9urce: Compiled from r,esponses to questionnair,es of the U. s .. International. Trade 
Conqnission: · 
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Table 27.--Hearing aids: Ratio of. the average unit value of shipments of imported 
products l/ compared with shipments of v.s.-made products, by types, 1981-84, 
January-June 1984, and January-June 1985 

: January-June--
Type 1981 1982 1983 1984 

1984 1985 

BTE-------------------: 94.6 . 93.2 .96 .8 91.0 90.6 96.4 
Eyeglass---~----------: 87.8 93.9 98:7 83.4 88.7 .88.0 
Body aid--------------: 52.3 53.9 56.7 .• 59.5 56.9 60.9 
Standard in-the-ear---: *** ·*** *** *** *** *** 
custom in-the-ear-----: *** *** *** *** *** *** 
custom canal----------: ..,. - *** *** 

: 
11 Includes only shipments by importers which do not produce hearing aids in the 

United States. 

Source:. Compiled from responses to questionnaires of the U.S.International Trade 
Commission. 
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Table .28.,,..,..Hearing_ aids.:· U;S·. imports for consumption:'under TSUS. item 
80 7. 00. by principal sources· •. 1981-84. January:....June .. 1984 ·~ and January:--June 
1985 :;:· - \•' . 

.. January-June--
Source 1981·..:: : 1982 :·. 1983. -·~. 1~84 

1984 1985 

+ - -.. 
~antity ...(1,000 units) 

··= 
.. . 

Canada-:--·------..,..- .... ..,.·_: 21. 8 ": 22.·4 ·=· 
89 .'7 . : 

20;-1 : 20.3 -9.8 i2.4 
Denmark--------...: ..... ~-: 95 ;9 ·,: 
Switzerland---...:-'""'--: 25 .-I ··: 
Austria--------~~--: 10.3 : 

19.4 : 
15;6 : 
H.3 .. : West Germany-------: ... 24 ._6 :. 

Neth.er land.a-::__._ __ ..:.-..,..:,- 1' 1 :'. · 3. 2 : ·: ··. (;;4. o' : 
United Kingdom-----: .1 • 6 : 

37 ;5 ': 
17 ,'()° : 
8.4 : 
3 .. o -: 
·L6. 

.1 

11.5 7.4 .o 
.4 .2 .1 
.o .0 .0 

· .. o .o .o 
:~ t .o· .o .• o . 

.o ·.o . .o . 
• o .o .o .o Sweden~------------=~~~2~._o __ .,...__~~~·~0--:~~~~--~.,.-~------~~~-'----~~~--~ 

8:7.~ 1 '" 32.2 17 .4 12.5 . . : _Total--:----'.,----·::: • 183 ;0 ·: :.- . · ·16~;01 :'.': '.: ' 

Value (1,000 dollars) 

Canada-------------: 1,573 1,633 1,557 1,625 
905 

38 

796 
567 

20 

3,971 
Denmark------------: 6,962 6,934 3,083 
Switzerland--------: 1,784 1,468 1,458 8 
Austria------------: 648 1,036 551 
West Germany-------: 1,548 731 186 
Netherlands--------: 255 267 98 
United Kingdom-----: 4 37 2 
Sweden-------------: 141 

Total----------: 12,915 12,106 6,935 2,568 1,383 3,979 

Source: Official statistics of the U.S. Department of Conunerce. 

The only significant supplier of hearing aids to enter it.s exports to the 
United States free of duty under the Generalized System of Preferences is 
Taiwan. Total imports under the GSP amounted to 4,973 hearing aids in 1983 
and 3,001 in 1984, or 2 percent and 1 percent of total imports in each year, 
respectively (table 29). 

Imports of hearing aids entering duty-free under TSUS item 960.15 
amounted to *** units C*** million) in 1984 and *** units C*** million) in 
January-June 1985 (table 30). These figures composed*** percent of total 
imports in 1984, as reported by questionnaire respondents, and *** percent of 
the total in January-June 1985. Similarly, 85 percent of total imports of 
parts entered duty-free under TSUS item 960.15 in 1984 and 82 percent in 
January-June 1985. !I 

!I During field interviews with the Conunission's staff, a few importers 
stated that they were unaware of the provisions under TSUS item 960.15 until 
being contacted by the Conunission and that each had subsequently instructed 
their respective customs brokers to pursue duty-free treatment of their 
imports of hearing aids and parts. 
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Table 29.--Hearing aids: U.S. imports for consumption under the Generalized 
System of Preferences, by principal 'Sources; 1981-84, Janua~y-June 1984~· and 
January-June 1985 

-.. : 
. January-June-:-

Source 1981 1982 1983 1984 : 1984 1985 

Quantity.Cunits) 

Taiwan-------------: 0 1,000 4,698 : 3,000 1~000 500 
Yugoslavia---------: 0 0 275 1· .. 0 0 
Israel-------------: 0 0 0 0 0 so 
Brazil-------------: 0 0 0 0 0 18 
Korea--------------: 2 400 0 0 0 ·o 0 

Total----------: 21400 1.000 41973 3.001 1.000 568 

Value Cdoll~rQ) 

Taiwan-------------: $21,043 $280,359 $128,522 .$45,040 $31,500 
Yugoslavia---------: 6,999 2,333 
Israel--------------: . . - 14,145 
Brazil-----------~-: : 17,342 
Korea-------------~: 8 640 

Total----------: 8,640 21,043 287,358 130,855 . 45,040 62,987 . . . . .. . 
Source: Official statistics of the U.S. Department of Commerce. 
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Table 30.--Hearing aids and parts: U.S. imports for consumption entering duty-free 
: ~nd~~ .:rsus Item 960. ·1s." ·by· ·types~-· ·1983 . .l...8~·, ~a~u·~ry'-Jun'.~ l 98:t(.- arid· Ja~uary'-June 
1985 "! 

January-June--
Type 1983 1984 ... 

1• •.• 1984 1985 

' : 

.. .. 
·standard hearing aids: 

BTE~-~~"--~-----~~4T~----~-~~ 

Eyeglass------------------~:' 
Body-~---------~----------~: 

Quantity (1.ocfo units) 

ITE------------~----------~:----------''---,..-------=----__,,---'-----
Subtotal---~-~-~--------~: ......... .__.__..:......:;__=..:=.:.-=-.:...;...__,, ___ -=.:.:....:..:::......:..._-=..:.;:;...:..:..-=..---.:....:...:..:.. 

~stom-~de. ,hearing;; aid~_;·:. ·:.£.( 
. . -tTE---_:_.:,:::_:_ ___ :,: _ _::_ ______ .... _: 

. : ~ -· ~} ~ _; ::, . .· / : 
Canal----------------------:.~------"'-"'-'-'--'=.:.-=-.:...;...----,__,__ _ _,_ __ _.::...:..:..-=.. ____ _ 
· suptota1:...~..::_::.:·_ - . .__·::.:.::~·=-

==::::;:=:::::::.::;::==::;:===================================·· ,. · ·~ ''Total'..;:i.,_:..:,_·~--:..:·.:'....~:.:...:·.J:...._·_...::·:'.·' 
. • ( .. ·!.,...' .. ~. -.,---,.--=--'-=--""'--'----------=----.,....,-......:;.--''-----

.St.~n<tard· hearing' aids: ....... : .... ·: .. 
·': BTE-,.__,..;:.·:.....l..,....:;...~--.;...-·_.::..·_.J.::.._:.. __ .:.,._':'. .. 

. 
T.'976~: 

: 17. 959 7.413 1.223 
Eyeglass---------.--,,.....,,-.,....-. .,..--· 

· -- ~ociy----~-~~-~~~·-.:_:._-"-~-~..;.'"":. . .:,·; ._. : 
114 : 328': 167 .. -. 81 

. . ***'' :· ***' *** *** 
~TE------------------------:-----------'---------'~-----=-------*** *** *** *** 

Subtotal-----------------: ___ ---':::...a..::=.:=--:-----=:;...&..;=:..::-;~---=~-==--=-......;_--=-i=:..::. 8,292 18,891 7,780 7,601 
custom-made hearing aids: 

ITE------------------------: *** *** *** *** 
Canal----------------------: 

---------'----------'------'-----~ 
*** *** 

Subtotal-----------------:================================================ *** *** *** *** 
Total-------------------~: _________ .:...;... _______ _,_ ____ _,_ ____ _ *** *** *** *** 

Parts of hearing aids--------: 2.s12 3.670 1.520 2,280 

.!I * * * 

Source: Compiled from qata submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S. 
International Trade Commission. 

The share of total imports accounted for by imports upon which the full 
duty was paid fell from 91 ·percent in 1981 to 12 percent in 1984 (table 31). 
Similarly, the full duty was paid on 99 percent of the imports of parts in 
1981, but only 15 percent in 1984. 

According to questionnaire responses. standard hearing aids represented 
***percent of total imports for consump~ion in 1984 (table 32) . .!I BTE 

.!I Imports by respondents to questionnaires of the U.S; International Trade 
Commission accounted for 82 percent of official U.S. imports for consumption · 
in 1984. 



Table 31.--Complete hearing aids and parts: U.S. imports for consumption, by duty status as a percent of' total, 
1981-84 

': 

Year 

Complete: : 
1981--------------------: 
1982--------------------: 
1983--------------------: 
1984--------------------: 

Parts: : 
1981---~--~-------------: 
1982--------------------: 
1983-----~-----~--------: 

1984--------------------: 
: 

!I Less than 0.5 percent. 

Dutiable 

TSUSA item 
709.5020/40 

:TSU.S item 
807 .00 

: : 
45 : 46 : 

. 50 : 42 : 
21 : 30 : 

3 :. 9 : 
: : 

96 : 3·: 
71 : 25 : 
28 : 6 : 
15 : 1/ : .. ~ . . 

tln percent) 

Subtotal :TSUS:item 
. 807.00 

. -· 
91 : 9 : 
92 : 8 : 
51 : 6 : 
12 : 2 : 

: : 
99 : 1 : 
97 : 3 • 

: 33 : i. : 
15 : l/ : -

Duty-free 

GSP 
. :TSUS item.: Subtotal': 

960.15 . 

. Total 

!I : 0 ·: . 9 : 100 
!I : 0 ·: 8 :- 100 

l : 42 : '• 49 : '100 
l : 85 : 88-: 100 . : : . 
0 : 0 : 1:: ' 100 
0 : 0 : ; 3 : ··> -·100 
0 : 65 : 6 7 :. 100 
0 : 85 : 85 : 100 

Source: Derived from official statistics of the·u.s. Department of Commerce and: from data submitted.in.response to 
. questionnaires of the U.S. International Trade Commission. 

llote.--Because of rounding, figures may not add to the totals show. 

°' ..... 
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Table 32. --Hearing aids: U. S: i~~rts :for -C:onsumption, by types, 1981-84, 
January-June : 1984. - anii January-June 1985 

Standard custom-made 
Period Total 

BTE :Eyeglass ~ody ITE :subtotal: ITE Canal ;subtotal 
..... 
··-Quantity (thousands) 

1981--------: 189-.8 5.0 .. -- 9. 7 -· 4.3 - 20_9_. 2 *** 0 *** *** --

1982--------: 181.1 5.6 __ · 8.9 : 0.6 196.2 *** 0 *** *** 
1983--------: 210.4 4.3 . - 8.8 :h 4.5 228·:0 *** 0 *** *** 
1984--------: 236.9 5.8 ..10.1 .. 

·1 .6 260.6 *** *** : - *** *** 
Jan.-June: . : 

1984------: 117.1 3.1 5.1 5.1 130.3 *** -: 0 *** *** 
1985------: 96.1 1.3 4.7 1.5 103.6 *** *** *** *** 

t·· Value Cl,ooo dollars> 

1981--------: 12,615 360 :618 318 13. 946- ": *** *** *** 
1982--------: 14,308 466 i-646 ., 39 15,459 *** *** *** 
1983--------: · 14,119 272 ;495 ·- 269 15,155 *** *** *** 
1984--------: 20,236 430 ·459 . -· 487 21,412 *** *** *** *** 
Jan.-June: : -:· . 

1984------: 8',665 222 -215 261 9,363 *** -*** *** 
1985------: 8 1 016 102 : 231 105 8 1 454 *** *** *** *** 

A) 
., .. 

Unit value (per hearing aici>' 

. -
1981--------: $66.46 $72.4J $63'.92 $74.20 : "$66-.66 *** *** *** 
1982--------: 78.99 83.89 72.59 : - 66.10 78.80 *** *** *** 
1983--------: 67.10 62. 72 _56 ~01 60.35 66.40 *** *** *** 
1984--------: 84.56 73.5~:: 45_.28 63.68 82.17 *** *** *** *** 
Jan.-June: . -

1984------: 74.02 71.35 : 42.39 . 51.~7. 71.85 *** -*** *** 
1985------: 83.92 79. 7~ -- : 49· .. 92 71.67 81.63- : *** *** *** *** 

; . . 
Source: Compiled from response·s to· ·questionnaires of the U.S. Intemat-ional Trade 

Conunission. 
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hearing aids .alone accounted for 89 percent of·the imports of all'finished 
hearing aids in 1984. Imports of standard hearing aids rose by 25•percent 
during 1981-84, from 209,000 units to 261,000 units (from $13.9 million to 
$21.4 million) (table 32, fig. 15). In January-June 1985, however·~ imports of 
standard hearing aids fell from 130,000 units to 104,000 units (from 
$9.4 million to $8.5 million) compared with those in the corresponding per~od 
of 1984.: The share of consumption of standard hearing aids accounted for by 
imports expanded from 39 percent in 1981 to 52 percent in. 1984 reflecting · 
aggressive marketing of usually high-quality BTE hearing aids by affiliates. of 
foreign producers, but fell to 49 percent in January-June 1985 as the market 
for all types and grades of standard ·hearing aids contracted in favor of · 
custom hearing aids. The average unit, value of imported standard hearing aids 
increased by 22 percent between 1981 a~d January-June 1985, from $66.66 to 
$81.63, whereas the average unit value 9f shipments of domestically produc~d 
standard hearing aids increased by 7 percent, from $139.60 to $148~87. · 

Imports of BTE hearing aids climbed 25 percent during 1981-84·," from ... 
190,000 units to 237,000 units (from $·12.6 million to $20 million)·., 
(table 32). All of the increase occurred in 1983 and 1984 reflecting 

. J 

agressive marketing by U.S. affilates· of foreign manufacturers while 
U.S.-based producers concentrated their promotional efforts on custom hearing 
aids. In January-June 1985, imports of STE.hearing aids decreased by · 
18 percent compared with January-June 1984, from 117,000 units to 96,ooo units 
(from $8.7 million to $8 million) as the market for BTE hearing aids ' 
contracted sharply in favor of custom hearing aids. The share of c·onsump'tion 
of BTE hearing aids accounted for by imports rose from 40 percent ~µ 1981. to 
52 percent ·in 1984 and 50 percent in January-June 1985. The average!_. unit" : 
value of imported BTE hearing aids increased by·.27 percent between 1981 and· 
January-June 1985, from $66 . 46 to $84. 56, whereas the average unit 'value of;· 
shipments of domestically produced BTE hearing aids rose by 10 percent, fr(>I!l-
$138.03 to $151.42. ·'· · 

Eyeglass hearing aids represented 2 percent of total imports of hearing 
aids in 1984. Imports of eyeglass hearing aids rose by 16 percent during · 
1981-84 from 5,000 units to 5,800 units (from $360,000 to $430,000), as u.s.: 
multiline producers placed more emphasis on custom~made hearing aids allowing 
imports to move into the breach (table 32). In 1984, however, advances in 
miniaturization improved the power of custom-made ITE hearing aids to the 
extent tha·t a significant portion of eyeglass hearing aid wearers could switch 
to.custom-made models. Consequently, imports of eyeglass hearing aids dropped 
by 58 percent in January-June 1985 compared with those in the corresponding 
period of 1984, from 3,100 units to 1,300 units (from $222,000 to $102,000). 
With the 49-percent decrease in producers' shipments of eyeglass hearing aids 
during 1981-84, the increase in imports resulted in an escalation of the share 
of consumption accounted for by imports -·from ta' pe·~cent "in 198l .. to 33 ·percent 
in 1984, but it contracted to 22 percent in January-"-June 1985 ., ; The· average 
unit value of imported eyeglciss aids increased by 10 percent between 1981 and 
January-June 1985, from $72.43 to $79,75; the average unit value of ·u.s. 
producers' shipments also rose by 10 percent, from $158.20 to $174.01. 

Imports of body hearing aids increased by 4 percent during 1981-84, from 
9,700 units to 10,100 units (from $618,000 to $459,000), but slipped by 
8 percent in January-June 1985 compared with January-June 1984, from 5,100 
units to 4,700 units (from $215,000 to $213,000) (table 32). The relative 



+ U.S. Shipments x Imports 

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S. 
International Trade Commission. 
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stability in the imports of body aids contrasted with the decline in 
producers' shipments during 1981-~4 (59 percent) and January-June 1985 
(8 percent). As a result, imports increased their share of consumption from 
58 percent in 1981 to 79 percent in 1984 and 83 percent in January-June 1985. 
The average unit value of imported body aids decreased by 24 percent between 
1981 and January-June 1985, from $63.92 to $48.82, whereas the average unit 
value of producers' shipments rose by 10 ·percent, from $153.78 to $169.09. 

Standard ITE hearing aids have not been well received in the marketplace 
despite their.relatively low price because the concha in each persons' ear has 
a unique shape. Therefore •. a standard.ITE is not likely to be as comfortable 
as a custom-made ITE. Imports of. standard ITE hearing aids dropped from 4,300 
units in 1981 to 600 units in 1982 .. However, technical advancements that 
improved the performance and fit .allowed imports to grow to 7 , 600 units in 
1984. Imports fell by 71 percent in January-June 1985 compared with imports 
in the comparable period of 1984, from 5,100 units to 1,500 units (from 
$261,000. to $105,000) .(table 32). The share of consumption of standard ITE 
hearing aids accounted for by imports expanded from 36 percent in 1981 to 
51 percent in 1984, but siid to 21 percent in January-June 1985, as imports 
shrank more quickly than producers' shipments. The average unit value of 
imported standard ITE hearing aids slipped by 3 percent during 1981 and 
January-June 1985, from $74.20.to $71.67 and the average unit value of 
producers' shipments climbed 33 .percent, from $129.83 to $172.32. 

Logistics discourage.imports of.custom-made ·hearing aids. As a result, 
imports of custom-made hearing aids .accounted for only *** percent of total 
imports (table 31) and *** percent of U.S. consumption of custom-made hearing 
aids in 1984 (table 32). Imports of custom-made hearing aids rose from 
*** units in 1981 to *** units in 1984 (from *** to ***) and increased by 
*** percent during January-June 1985 compared with imports in January-June 
1984, from *** units to *** units (from *** to ***)·. The average unit value 
of imported custom-made hearing aids fell by *** percent between 1981 and 
January-June 1985, from *** to ***· Meanwhile the average unit value of u.s~ 
producers' shipments of custom-made aids dropped 17 percent, from $138.58 to 
$115.47. . 

custom-made ITE hearing aids decreased from 100 percent of imported 
custom-made hearing aids in 1981, to *** percent in 1984, and *** percent in 
January-June 1985, as technological improvements enhanced the attractiveness 
of canal hearing aids. Imports of custom-made ITE hearing aids grew from 
*** units to **~ units (from*** to ***) during 1981~84, and by *** percent in 
January-June 1985 compared with imports in January-June 1984, from *** units 
to*** units (from*** to***> (table 32). The average unit value of imported 
custom-made ITE hearing aid~ fell *** percent between 1981 and January-June 
1985, from*** to ***· The average unit value of U.S. producers' shipments 
decreased 26 percent, from $138.58 to $102.34. 

Canal hearing aids were first imported in 1984 when they accounted for 
only *** percent of consumption of such hearing aids in that year and 
*** percent in the first half of 1985. Imports rose from *** units in 1984 to 
***units in January-June 1985, from*** to*** (table 32). The average unit 
value of imp.orted canal hearing aids climbed by *** percent between 1984 and 
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January-June 1985. from*** to ***• and the average unit value of U.S. 
producers shipments dropped 8 percent, from $192.12 to $175.84. 

MAJOR F.OREIGN COMPETITORS 

Before World War rr. the U.S. industry was th~ dominant supplier of 
hearing aids to the world. However. when the war cut off the supply of 
hearing aids from the· United States, many former importers in foreign 
countries began producing the1.r-own--hearing-aids. - In Western _Europ_e, 
particularly, the successful establislunent of a hearing· health industry was 
aided by the growing interest in social welfare that emerged after the war. 
According to· industry sources, U.S. manufacturers, satisfied with the 
profitability of their dome.stic franchise networks, gave less emphasis to the 
European market and concentrated more ori the domestic mark~t. Not having the 
benefit of _the franchises 'then· prevalent in the U.S. industry, European 
producers reportedly placed more· emi>hasis on research and development for a 
competitive advantage than did U.S. producers. In time, European-made hearing 
aids acquired a reputation in the world for their power, reliability, and 
sophistication of design ... In the past few years, when U.S. producers began 
placing more ·effort on developing high-quality in~the-ear and canal hearing 
aids, the European producers continued to earmark their research and 
developtnent expenditures for 'further improvements and refinements in BTE 
hearing aids, which continue to find acceptance in the European marketplace. 
Whereas, the U.S. industrycis highly regarded for the quality of its 
custom-made hearing aids, the European hearing aid industry has maintained its 
reputation in the power and reliability 'of' its standard BTE and body aids. 

Total production of hearing aids in the· world is estimated to be from 
3 million to 3.2 million units annually, with U.S. production accounting for 
about 35 percent of that total. The most significant foreign competitors of 
the U.S. hearing aid industry· include Denmark; SWitzerland, West Germany, 
Canada, and the United Kingdom. There are also suppliers to the U.S. market 
located in Japan, the Netherlands~ Austria, and Spain.· 

·Denmark 

Industry profile 

There are seven producers of hearing aids in Denmark; the three largest 
firms account for 95 percent of production. ·rt is estimated that Danish 
production of about 680,000 units annually accounts for 20 to 25 percent of 
world production. !I All types of. standard and custom-made hearing aids are 
produced; however, the.Danish manufacturers concentrate primarily in the 
production of standard behind-the-ear and body hearing aids. 

According to company executives interviewed by the Commission's staff, 
hearing aids produced ~y the Danish industry, particularly the standard BTE 

.!I Rep·ort fr.om the U.S. Embassy in Copenhagen, Denmark, dated 
October 4, 1985. 
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types, are generally regarded in the industry as among the finest in terms of 
design, reliability, and power. The Danish industry is consequently a leading 
exporter of hearing aids to other parts of the world, including the U.S. 
market which accounts for 20 to 25 percent of Danish exports. 11 Danish 
companies have established manufacturing facilities in the United States and 
in 12 other foreign countries to produce custom-made canal and in-the-ear 
hearing aids for those markets. * * * 

Approximately 90 percent of the sales of hearing aids in the Danish 
market are made through Government institutions, which·put out bids for 
contracts. The three largest firms·have enjoyed an almost monopoly position 
with respect to their Government sales. 61 However, a fully competitive 
nongoverrunent market exists that includes imported products .. Although no U.S. 
firm has ever won a bid, *** Swiss firms have won contracts. Since 
custom-made in-the-ear and canal hearing aids are beginning to gain popularity 
in Denmark, sales of these hearing aids are limited to the smaller commercial 
market existing in Denmark. * * * U.S. * * * set up production facilities in 
penmark to produce these custom-made hearing aids. 

Components 

u.s.-manufactured components reportedly account for well over.25 percent 
of the total cost of the components in Danish-manufactured hearing aids. 11 
These U. s. -made components in'clude microphones, receivers, capacitors, 
transistors, and trimmers. According to Danish industry sources, a large 
number of the circuits used in Danish hearing aids are supplied by * * * 
Canadian * * *· Danish hearing aid producers, however, are beginning to 
produce more of their own components. *** Danish * * *• which previously 
relied heavily on * * * U.S. * * * of transducer components, has begun 
manufacturing its own microphones and receivers. * * * producing * * * 
amplifiers. * * * Danish hearing aid producers make their own faceplates and 
plastic housing. Telecoils are purchased from other Danish firms. 

Capital 

* * * Danish produce·r of he·aring aids is owned by a nonprofit foundation. 
dedicated to helping the hearing impaired and receives financial support from 
the foundation. Another producer is the subsidiary of a large publicly owned 
Danish-based multinational corporation. Danish industry officials indicate 
that because the three major firms are now operating at full capacity, new 
investmentin building and land will· increase considerably in the near 
future. ~/. 

!I Report from the U.S. Embassy in Copenhagen, Denmark, dated 
October 4, 1985. 

61 Ibid. 
11 Ibid. 
!I Ibid. 
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Labor cos.ts for· wo.rkers ~t:l-: the·: Dan~~h 'hear~ng aid industry are slightly 
higher than th9se for·u.s. workers~· Fdng~ benefits in D~nrnark are divided 
among' so-c·afled mandatory benefits covering vacation pay, holiday pay, 
unemployroent, . retlremeri:t, and ·i_~surance'. .. ~Such fringe beQefi ts can amount for 
up to 25 percent of total net pay. Although, the assembly of hearing aids in 
Denmark is primarily a labor-intensive proces~. one Danish official indicated 
that an attempt is being.made.by Danish firms to cut labor costs by utilizing 
more automation, parti.culariy in tl1e asseml,>l,y. of _electro_ni.c -cgmp_on~nt!"Y .. 

• • ' :1 .• 

TechnologY level 

''·The level bf technology·· in the Danish.hearing aid .ind~stry is above 
average ~ompared with the levels reached in 'other countries, including the 
United States. · Da~i"Sh fitins employ thick ·and thin film. technology· for etching 
electronic components onto substrates to' comp°lete printed circuits· . . !I These 
firms reinvest a significant portion of their profit for research and 
development and have produced powerful and reliable standard behind-the"'.'"e.ar 
and body hearing aids, which are highly competitive not only in the Danish and 
European markets, but in the United States and, J.:apap .as w:~ll. . According to 
U ;·s .'' ind~stry sources~ the ·emphasis of 'the ;Da~if!h: l\earing ,aid .industry. on 
devetopirig• and i"inproving' the l>'erformance 'of standard. hea.rin,g 'ai!ls has not been 
extended to custom;....made· ·caq~l~ and fo'-th·e~eat:' h~ari'ng aids f~r which the u. s. 
industry 're·tainS· a Position of leaa·ership. : · ·.·. __ 

t - ' ;· ... 

Switzerland: 

Industry·profile 
'i ·' ' . ~ ~ .. 

Switzerland: has three maJor hearln:g·''aid manufacturer's. Production is 
e~timated at *** units per year, mostly behind-the-ear types. ZI *** U.S. 
* * * reported that * * * recently established * * * in Switzerland to pro~uce 
custom-made in-the-ear and canal aids. *** privately held Swiss * * * · 
developed * * * powerful, albeit e~ensive, hearing~ * ~ to assist people 
with a profound hearlng tos~; . '· U. ·s. ir:tdust·ry 'Sour~es tn:c;Hcated that, in 
general, standard hearing·afds produced by the.Swiss industry are.equivalent 
in t~rms of power and reiiability· to; those. pro.duced in· Denmark. However, *** 
of the· swiss f inns·*·* * woi·'ldw'ide *' * * of ·lower priced. st~nda~d hearing aids 
of slightly less quality 'than those made by most ·Europ·ea~, and U.S. .· 
manufacturers.·· Even though. the wortd·~·first custofu-inade canal hearing aid 
was produced in ·switzerland~ this type of aid has not received as much 
attention as have the standard behind-the-ear models in the Swiss 
marketplace.· According to :swiss industry sources, free hearing aids are 
provided to children. and workers; adults ·who are not wor~ing must purchase · 
their aids in the private market .. 'The t~ndency of government agencies in 

11 Report from the U.S. Embassy in Copenhagen, Denmark, dated 
October 4, 1985. 

~I Repor~ from U.S. Embassy in Bern, Switzerland, dated August 30, 1985. 
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Switzerland has been t.o purchase standard behind-the-ear and body models, 
leaving the custom-made canal and in~the-ear hearing aids.for private 
distribution and consumption. 

Components 

Although imports of U.S.-made components, particularly microphones, 
amplifiers, and receivers, account for up to 30 percent !I of the material 
costs of Swiss hearing aids, some competitors to the major U.S. suppliers of 
these components are appearing in Switzerland. *** privately held Swiss * * * 
reported that * * * designs * * * own· integrated circuits and printed circuit 
boards and makes * * * own pl~stic parts and trimmers. However, the other *** 
* * * still purchase most of * * * components from U.S. producers. Plastic 
casings and housings.for Swiss hearing aids are purchased primarily from other 
Swiss suppliers specializing in injection molding. 

Capital 

Two of the Swiss hearing aid manufacturers are publicly held corporations. 
The other major hearing aid producer is privately held. 

Swiss producers employ approximately *** people in the local manufacture 
of hearing aids. 11 According to Swiss industry representatives, the. 
production of some of the electronic componentry may be considered to be more 
or less capital intensive. The assembly of hearing aids in Switzerland is 
generally a very labor-intensive process and employs skilled laborers. Labor 
costs are in general equivalent to or slightly higher than the average costs 
for U.S. workers. Mandatory fringe benefits can account for 18 to 22 percent 
of total net pay for the Swiss worker, and hourly wages average slightly more 
than $9 per hour. 

Technology level 

Switzerland has lower borrowing costs and tax breaks for companies that 
reinvest profits for research and development. Because the assembly of 
hearing aids in Switzerland is still principally a labor-intensive process, 
* * * Swiss * * * reported that * * * attempting to cut * * * relatively high 
labor costs by converting some of *. * * assembly operations to a black box 
encapsulation process that utilizes robotics. Industry sources indicated 
that, except for * * * that mass * * * hearing aids for sale in the lower 
price range and * * * relatively little of * * * profits to research and 
development, the Swiss hearing aid industry has developed powerful and 

!I Report from U.S. Embassy in Bern, Switzerland, dated August 30, 1985. 
'l:_I Ibid. 
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reliable standard hearing aids that include a variety of adjustment controls. 
The industry has acquired a reputation for precision miniaturization. Swiss 
hearing aids are also attractively finished, and * * * main Swiss producers 
actively promote color selection as a marketing tool. 

West Germany 

Industry profile 

There are 12 to 15 hearing aid producers in West Germany. l/ The three 
largest firms account for about 50 percent of total production. · Plants 
producing hearing aids are scattered throughout West Germany. * * * producers 
are located in ·Erlangen and in Berlin and *** in Hamburg. Although, all types 
of standard and custom-made hearing aids are produced, West German firms 
concentrate on the production of standard, particularly behind-the-ear hearing 
aids. * * * U.S. * * * that * * * purchased * * * West German * * * of BTE 
hearing aids and introduced production of custom-made hearing aids there for 
the West German market. 

Standard hearing aids, including BTE and body aids made by * * * 
producers, are considered by both U.S. and foreign· industry sources to be.of 
slightly better quality in terms of power and reliability and somewhat higher 
priced than most equivalent U.S. hearing aids. Kost West German exports of 
hearing aids to the United States consist of these-types of aids. However, 
* * * low-cost BTE hearing aids to several customers in the United States. 
Although custom-made in-the-ear and canal hearing aids now account for about 
10 percent of the West German market, according to a representative of a West 
German producer, a.significant portion of such aids are manufactured by the 
West German * * * U.S. * * * of custom-made hearing aids. custom-made hearing 
aids have not received the same attention in the West German marketplace as 
they have in the United States, and therefore, West German producers have not 
commited as significant an amount of resources to the development of these 
types of aids as they have to the standard behind-the-ear and body hearing 
aids. 

Hearing aids are covered by the West German Government health plans. The 
health insurance plan pays for the full amount of each hearing aid prescribed 
by a West German personal physician to remedy an individual's particular 
hearing disability. Normally, however, a physician is restricted to 
prescribing only hearing aids that are included on a list negotiated between 
the Association of German Physicians and the health insurance agency. ZI 
Although some U.S.-produced hearing aids are included on the approved list, 
there has been a resistance to approving custom-made in-the-ear and canal aids 
by dispensers because of (1) the difficulty of justifying to the Government 
the purchase of items that cannot be produced or inspected in a standardized 

l/ Report from the U.S. Embassy in Bonn, West Germany, dated August 5, 1985. 
ZI Ibid. 
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manner, and (2) because behind-the-ear hearing aids require more adjustments 
than do custom-made aids, which only government-licensed dispensers can 
perform. 

Components 

According to U.S. .importers, the largest West German hearing aid 
manufacturers produce many of their own plastic components, including the ear 
mold,· faceplate, and other housing components. Kost of the plastic components 
not manufactured by th~ hearing aid producers are purchased from other West 
German contractors. A substantial portion of the electronic components of 
West German hearing a'ids ·are imported from the United States and represent 
from 30 to 50 percent of the material cost of each hearing aid. These 
imported components include microphones, amplifiers, receivers, resistors, 
capacitors, and trinuners for adjusting output, volume, frequency, and tone. 
Some integrated circuits are imported from the United States and Canada, but 
most printed circuit boards are produced in-house or purchased from other West 
German suppliers. 

Capital 

* * * manufacturers are owned l;>y West German-based multinational firms 
that own a number of subsidiaries throughout the world producing a variety of 
medicai~~eiectronic, and other products . . . ' - . . 

Hourly wages and fringe benefits are believed to be slightly higher·than 
the average labor costs for U.S. workers. Mandatory fringe benefits~ 
retirement contributions, unemJ)loyment, and insurance amount to from 20 to 
25 percent of total net pay for the West German worker and contribute partly 
to the slightly higher average costs of a hearing.aid made in West Germany 
compared with that produced in the United States. The assembly of hearing 
aids in West Germany is principally a labor-intensive process utilizing 
skilled and semiskilled workers. An attempt is being made by West German 
firms to cut labor costs by employing more automated production processes 
using capital-intensive equipment, particularly in connection with the 
assembly of the electronic parts of the standard·hearing aids: 

Technology.level 

Because of the relationship of the larger West German producers of 
hearing aids to much larger electronic manufacturing conglomerates, greater 
amounts of resources for research and development are available to them than 
is ~ypical for the average U.S. firm according to U.S. industry sources. As 
in the Danish hearing aid industry, West German expenditures for research and 
development have focused on technical improvements in standard hearing aids, 
particularly behind-the-ear models, resulting in a standard hearing aid that 
has acquired a reputation in European and U.S. markets for power and 
reliability. 
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Canada 

Industry profile 

The Canadian hearing aid industry is dominated by one large Canadian 
producer and subsidiaries of three U.S. and two European firms; these six 
firms produce custom-made ITE and canal hearing aids. Officials of a U.S. 
subsidiary of the Canadian company indicate that it supplies about *** percent 
of the Canadian hearing aid market and exports the remainder of its production 

. · * *- *.to .the United S_taj:~s an_!i ~urope. It is about to begin production of 
custom-made hearing aids in the * * ic to- fa~ilitate -distrfbu-tiori- fn that- -
market. Another Canadian company, which is a leading manufacturer of 
·electronics components, is a. leading supplier of integrated circuits to the 
U.S. and European hearing aid industries. 

Although the major Canadian manufacturer produces custom-made in-the-ear 
~nd canal hearing aids, it has a niche in the hearing aid market for 
high-powered BTE models, ·which accounted for *** percent of its sales, in 
terms of quantity, in 1984. The company also specializes in compression 
hearing aids with automatic gain control. The Canadian company does very well 
in the child market because the BTE aids are so powerful they permit children 
to use behind-the-ear models instead of the more cumbersome body-worn aids. 
~stom hearing aids are increasing their share of the Canadian market and now 
accou~t for about 35 percent of sales. These aids are supplied by the 
C~nadian producer and the facilities of the major, U .:s. and European-based 
companies producing in Canada. The Canadian market is also supplied by 
imports of behind-the-ear and other standard hearing aids from Europe. 

According to representatives of the large Canadian producer, provincial 
authorities control the distribution of free hearing aids in Canada. In 
Quebec, a contract is let out to bid by suppliers. In Saskatchewan, the 
p.rovincial health insurance department supplies free hearing aids. In British 
Columbia, half of the market is covered by free hearing aids through health 
i~surance a~d half by distribution through commercial channels. 

Components 

A representative of * * * reported that a substantial portion of the 
components for Canadian-produced hearing aids are imported. Imports from the 
United States, including transducers, capacitors, resistors, and ear hooks, 
account for *** to *** percent of the production costs of Canadian hearing 
aids. Certain trimmers for controlling volume and tone control, and for 
turning the hearing aid on and off, are purchased from Denmark. Other 
components are imported from West Germany and Switzerland. Integrated 
circuits are.purchased primarily from*** Canadian electronics***• but 
are also bought from major electronics producers in West Germany and the 
Netherlands. Metal stampings and molded rubber parts are purchased in Canada, 
and shells are made in Canada by contract toolers. 
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Industry officials indicated that labor costs, including fringe benefits, 
in the Canadian hearing aid industry are roughly equivalent to those in the 
United States but lower on the average than costs in European countries. The 
assembiy of hearing aids in Canada, as in·other countries, is a 
labor-intensive process, although an attempt is being made by the major 
Canadian manufacturer to increase automation in the assembly of certain 
electronic components in its hearing aids. 

Technology level 

The Canadian Government has reportedly helped establish * * * Canadian 
* * * of hearing aids by subsidizing a portion of * * * initial research and 
development expenses. !I *. * * Canadian * * * the most advanced manufacturing 
technology in the industry. * * * also * * * a flexible printed circuit board 
and flexible tape in * ~ * in-the-ear models. * * * Canadian * * * well 
regarded in the industry for the quality.of*** precision engineering, which 
has enabled * * * to produce some of the most reliable and powerful 
behind-the-ear hearing aids in the world. 

United Kingdom 

Industry profile 

The bulk of hearing ·aids available in the United Kingdom are imported or 
produced by foreign firms in the country. Production in the United Kingdom is 
estimated to be 250,000 to 300,000 units. The major part of this production 
is accounted for by subsidiaries of Danish, Swiss, Dutch, and German firms 
operating in the United Kingdom. £1 * * * U.S. * * * established * * * in the 
United Kingdom for the manufacture of custom-made canal and in-the-ear hearing 
aids. * * * U.S. * * *• that * * * of transducers and other electronic 
components for hearing aids in the world, * * * also established manufacturing 
facilities in the United Kingdom to facilitate distribution of such components 
to the European hearing aid industry. However, according to one U.S. 
importer, an increasing number of hearing aids are now being produced by * * * 
United Kingdom * * *• which also * * * low-cost BTEs to a number of customers 
in the United States. Behind-the-ear models account for 84 percent of the 
United Kingdom market for hearing aids, body worn aids account for another 
9 percent, custom-made in-the-ear and canal aids for 6 percent, and eyeglass 
hearing aids fo~ less than 1 percent of sales in the United Kingdom. 11 

Industry sources reported that hearing aids are provided free in the 
United Kingdom through the Department of Health and Social Services (DHSS). 
In its purchases of hearing aids, the Department gives preference to bidders 

11 Field interview with an industry representative on July 12, 1985. 
£1 Report. from the U.S. Embassy in London, England, dated August 28, 1985. 
11 Ibid .. 
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with local production facilities. This and the relatively large market for 
hearing aids in the United Kingdom account for the large number of foreign 
companies with.manufacturing.facilities in'the country. About 90 percent of 
the hearing aids purchased by the DHSS for free distribution are 
behind-the--ear types and the remaining 10 percent· are body hearing. aids for 
persons with profound· hearing·11oss. Although custom-made in-the-ear and canal 
hearing aids are.not distributed by the Department, these types of hearing 
aids represent 50 percent of·hearing aid sales in the private market. 
However, the presence of a free alternative keeps the price of custom-made 
hearing -aids down-in the United-Kingdom according to a-representative of one 
major U.S. importer. 

Components 

According to U.S. industry sources, a substantial portion of the 
electronic components of hearing aids produced.in ·the Uriited Kingdom are 
manufactured by * * * local * * * of * * * U.S.-based * * * responsible for 
supplying most of ·the'international ·hearing aid industry's demand for 
transducer components. Integrated circuits are imported principally from 
Canada, and some trinuners are purchased from * * * in the United States. 
Other plastic components are produced in the United Kingdom or are imported 
from the parent companies of foreign subsidiaries producing in that country. 

Capital 

Several of the foreign-oWl'led ·firms manufacturing in the United Kingdom 
are subsidiaries of large pub'licly owned mitltinatfonal corporations that 
finance the operations. of .their facilities in the United Kingdom. 

;" ~. 

Hourly wages·and fringe benefits in the United Kingdom are generally 
equivalent or slightly lower than those earned by workers in the United 
States. The assembly of hearing aids is primarily a labor-intensive process 
according to industry-sources . 

. ' 

Technology level 

U.S. industry officials indicated that the level of technology of the 
hearing aid industry in the United Kingdom may be considered to be average, or 
slightly below average, when compared with the level existing in other 
countries, but varies from company to company depending to a considerable 
degree upon the levels of technology reached by the individual foreign-based 
firms producing in the country. *** large Swiss * * * that * * * established 
extensive manufacturing facilities in the United Kingdom, mass * * * aids in 
the lower price range and * * * very little of its resources to research and 
development. Most research and development· done by other foreign firms 
operating in the United Kingdom is conducted by their parent firms in their 
home countries and cannot be attributed to the United Kingdom industry. 
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Japan 

Industry profile 

There are *** manufacturers of hearing aids in Japan. * * * supplies 
approximately SO.percent of th~ Japanese market. About 50 percent of hearing 
aid sales consist of behind-the-ear models, 40 percent of body-type aids, and 
the remainder of other standard_ and custom~made hearing aids according to 
* *' *· . The Japanese market is also supplied by_ imports of Canadian, Danish, 

! ··and German-made behind-the-ear hearing aids. Japan imports more hearing aids 
t~an it-'expo_rts. 

Components 

. , U_. s ~- importers indicated that U.S. -made components account ·for a 
significant portion of the cost of components in Japanese-produced hearing 
aid·s and include microphones, receivers, and volume controls. Capacitors, 
faceplates, and presentation cases are made in Japan. * * * Japanese * * * 
also * * * some 9f * * * own lower grade transducer components.· 

Capital' 

. ***of.the*** Japanese producers are subsidiaries of larger Japanese 
multinational corporations involved in the production·of a-varietyof 
electronic .pJ:".Od~cts and, th_erefore, have no difficulty obtaining financing for 
th~ir capital needs. * * * 

:· .. 

. Labor costs for.the Japanese hearing aid industry, including fringes, are 
. slightly low~r _than equivalent U.S. and European costs. As in other· 
countries, the production of hearing aids in Japan is primarily a 
l·abor-intensive process, especially in the assembly of certain electronic 
components. 

Technology level· 

* * * * * * * 
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Profile of U.S. Subsidiaries of Foreign Firms 
and Other Importers 

U.S. subsidiaries of foreign finns accounted. for 93 percent of total 
imports of hearing aids and 37 percent of imports of parts in'1984 
(table 33).· Of the 13 subsidiaries, 8 of them make.hearing aids in the 
United States, 7' make custom ITE · hearing aids.• *** make BTE hearing aids, *** 
makes body hearing aids. 11 Producers' shipments by these 8 finns amounted to 
$13·.S million. in 1984, or 11 percent of the domestic industry total. Imports 
oLhearing_aids by these_ 8_finns amounted: to $15 .. 5 million_ in 1.98!J, _or __ . _ 
71 percent of total U.S. imports. Four U.S. producers not affiliated with 
foreign manufacturers imported hearing aids in 1984 to supplement their 
domestic production. Their imports of hearing aids amounted to *** in 1984, 
or *** percent of the U.S. total. Sixty-eight percent of total im1'orts of 
hearing aids and parts by companies not affiliated with.foreign manufacturers 
were accounted for by imports of parts alone; · Imports '<>'f parts by components 
suppliers amounted to $1. 6 million ih 1984, or 32 percent· of totai imports of 
parts. 

The parent companies of 4 ·of the U.S. subsidiaries of foreign 
manufacturers (* * *) are multibillion dollar corporations that make a large 
variety of goods in facilities throughout the world. The nine other parent 
companies specialize in products for the hearing impaired. * * * 

·* * ~ of hearing·.-aids, ·.*-· * ·* ~ imported hearing aids' ·frdm the united_ 
States from 1904 until supplies to Denmark were disrupted during.World.War 
~I. Like several· other distributors of U.S. ~made hearing aids. _in Denmark, 
Germany, Switzerland, and Austria, * * * began·making hearing aids during 
World War II. These manufacturers benefited from the trend in Europe after 
the War toward socialized medicine and health care. The availability of free 
hearing aids in much of Western Europe and the United Kingdom generated a 
sizable market for the European suppliers. However, the bi~ and contract 
syst~!Jls in the United Kingdom and Denmark and the "approved list" system~ of 
West Germany .and.,Switzerland tend to keep .the prices. of 'hearing ·aids in Europe 
relatively low .. ·* * * attracted to the, U.S. market· in· the early 1960's by the 
prospect.of higher profit margins .. 

To penetrate the U.S. market, * * * elected to concentrate on convincing 
clinical audiologists of the superior quality of*** hearing_aids. Since 
the audiologists did not dispense hearing aids at that time, but did prescribe 
hearing aids for their patients to be filled by dispensers, audiologists were 
not as sensitive to price considerations in prescribing specific brands of 
hearing aids as dispensers were in stocking them. However, dispensers tend to 
honor the recoIIUllendations of audiologists when they specify certain brands and 
models. To t~ke advantage of volume discounts, dispensers would usually order 

ll See app. E for' a detailed discussion of each importer that also produces 
domestically; see app. F for similar discuss(dp of importers that do not 
produce domestically. These importers are pr~sented in the order of the 
quantity of their imports in 1984. 
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Table 33.--Hearing aids and parts: U.S. affiliates of foreign producers and importers 
not ·affiliated vitb foreign manufacturers, by levels of imports, 1984 
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Importers not"affili
ated with ·foreign 

·aanufacturea: 

I :- : 

1 : * * * 
2 : * *· * 
3 :. * * * 
• : * ' * 
5 : * * * 
6 : * * * 
7 : * .• ' 
8 :· * * * 
9 : * * * 

10 : * * * 
11 : * * * 
12 : * * .• 
13 : * * * 
14 : .• lit * 
15 : * * * 
16 : * * * 
17:*** 
18 : * * * 
19 ' * * * 

: ..,; 

.. -
: -. -

*** .•.. : 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** • 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** *** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** .. 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** ·• 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

1.437 : ___ 6~7----' 3,134 
21,650 100.0 : 4,999 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** ·: 
*** : 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

64.3 
100.0 

*** : 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

*** •••• 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** • 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

!I Phonic.Ear is a subsidiary of Universal Health Care based in London and is. the exclusive distributor in the United States for 
BTE's made by Phonak. 

~I Less than 0.05 percent. 
11 * * * imported hearing aids earlier during the 1981-84 period. 

Source: Compiled from responses to questionnaires of the U.S. International Trade Commission. 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
***• 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

..., ..., 
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-
a number of * * * aids. Once in stock, the dispensers would then promote the 
* * * line. * * * court_ing o(. a4diologists included free trips to tour their 
facilit;e~ '.in D~nmark:,. ~ ;Ei>-~nt~iiy, * * * eliminated the free trips. for 
audiologists and, instead, offered them to dispensers who had met certain 
quotas for ordering * * * aids in a given time period. * * * Recognizing 
***success, first***• 'then·*** and the other leading European and· 
Japanese. manufacturer~;: ~~liited ¥ * * formula for penetrating the u. s. market 
by initially courting audiologists, then offering travel incentives to · 
dispensers. 

- - -

Three market· f<>.rces·: l;e~ ,.:s'evert subsidiaries of foreign produc.ers. to begin· 
manufacturing custom-made hearing aids in the United States during 1981-84. and 
another two to begin producing in 1985. C* * * began producing BTE he·~ring 
aids domestically in 1977 and 1980, respectively, because their chief supplier 
of components is ~in ·the unit~d« S.tates ~ )~ .. First, the market swung dramatically 
away: frojn BTE head.rig ._aids' ari'd:; t-'o'-'ard c;u'~tom-made hearing aids. Second, to . 
participate in the growth area of the ma~rket. foreign producers found i·t 
advantageous to establish domestic production facilities. Since speed of 
delivery and price are important elements of competition in the· cu~tom-made 
ITE mar.k~t. ·it is-:not:'.fei;tsi~re:tp~supplY,; the U.S. custom-made IT~ market from.' 
Europe: or Japan 'because' of the ·added tiin~ and transportation costs :involved.· : 
Third, because both standard and custom-made hearing aids apply toward filling 
order quotas for travel incentives, disp4msers who base orders on building 
points .to q1Jali£:y. f,or free~ trips prefer'" to purchase·· standard hearing a.ids fro~ 
companies that also off~r custom'..'...made h~aring aids. Maintaining such , ·. _ 
dispensers as customers was an added incentive for foreign suppliers of·BTE ... 
hearing aids to start marketing ITE ~earing aids as well. 

" .. ; ' , 
., ·, '· 

THE U. s·: MARKET 

Description of the Market 

There are basically three categories of people who can benefit' from 
wearing hearing aids. People born with hearing impairments tend to have 
severe or profound hearing deficiencies and require body aids or powerful BTE · 
hearing aids. People who. suffer t.raumatic hearing loss as the result of 
injuries aiso-tend to need strong hearing aids in the form of body aids or BTE 
hearing aids. The largest part of the market, however, consist of people who 
have developed impaired ~earing over a· long period of time, either from · 
occupational exposure to noise or from the aging process. Kost of the.people 
in the last category can be assisted adequately with custom-made hearihg aids 
or BTEs of moderate.· stl;"ength.. . · 

The U.S. market for hearing aids.: i's undergoing a change in demand from 
standard hearing aids to custom-mad~, he.aring aids. Dispenser·'.3 .. were :resistant 
to fit customers with custom-made h~a~ing aids when they were ~nitially 
introduce4 ir:i the ear!y 19.60'.s becatis~ "they could not get their money back if 
the customer -was not satisfied" with .cthei fit of the ear mold. ~ * *.: 
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K<;>st of the new·.entrantsi to the··U :S.·.market since 19.73 have· emphasb;ed 
: cus~om-m!!de. aids .. , By :1981, _ custom--made. aids .. ac~ounted for *** percent of U.S. 
consumption of all hearing aids and most U.S.·producers·of' staniiard hearing 
aids were offering custom models (tables 35 and 41, fig. 14). * * * This 

.. allowed U.S. producers _to IJlake ·custom-made aids. more' powerful and permitted 
people with more severe he<!-ring losses_ t<? ~e,ne_fit from the est_hetics of 
in-'the-ear -afds. By i984, the share of the U.S. market accounted for by 

.. custom-m~~e hearing aids expanded to *** percent and.-seven U.S. subsidiaries 
of foreign. B'r~ suppliers''had established domestic facilities for· the 
manufacture of custom-made hearing aids. Industry sources est_i1q~te that 80 
per~ent of current' hearing. a"i(i wea~ers co~ici be successfully fitted with 
custom-made aids. · · + r· '·.' 

Miniaturization~and improvements in manufacturing techniques-have also 
allowed the production of stronger BTE hearing aids, making it possible for 
body hearing aid users to switch to•·the less cumbersome, less obvious BTE -
hearing aids. Consequently, the~share of consumption accounted for by body 
aids dropped from:*** percent to*** percent during 1981-84 (tables 34 and 38). 

! :, 

_Demograph_ics is· ~on:tributing to the growth(of the U.S. market as the 
average age of the U.S .. populace is increasing. However, industry sources cite 
.t~o major pro.bi~ms limiting t.he size o_f the market: (a) physicians need to be 
educatea regarding the advances made in hearing aid technology; and (b) the 
social stigma against ·acknowledgement of physical disabilities needs to ··be 
removed· so that the estimated 12.5 million people·who need hearing aids but do 
not wear them will step forward arid take advantage.of· the assistance ava'ilable 
to them. Another factor affecting'the size of the market is the availability 
of disposable income among the elderly . 

. '· . .. .. . 
Trends in Consumption . ~.· 

Reflecting favorable demogi-aphics and the switch from BTE hearing aids to 
custom-made aids by current hearirig 'ai& wearers,· U; s. ·apparent consumption of 
hearing aids grew *** percent during ·1981-84, from *** units to *** units · 
(from *** million to"*** million) --(table 34). The 'share of ·consumption .. 
accounted for by standard hearing aids fell from'*** percent in 1980 to 
*** percent in 1984 and *** percent in January-June 1985 (table 35 ,. fig-. "16) . 

.... . 
· The' consumption' of standard ·hea'ri'ng aids dropped 5 percent during 

-1981-84, .. frpm 5_34,000 units to 505,000 units (from $59.5 million to. 
····$60. million)' and 17 percent.-:- i·n January-June· 1985""compared with· January-June 

1984, from 253,000 units to 211,000 units (from $29.2 million to,. · · 
$25 million). The consumption of BTE hearing aids fell by 4 percent during 
1981-84, from 477,000 units to 460,000 units (from $52.4 million to 
$54.8 million) and decreased 16 percent in January-June 1985 compared with the 
corresponding period of 1984, from 229,000 units to 192,000 units (from 
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Table 34.--Hearing aids: U.S. producers' shipments, exports of domestic merchan
dise, imports for consumption,,and :apparent consumption, l.981-84,·January-June 
1984, and January-~une i985 

(Quantity in thousands; value in thousands of dollars; unit value per 
hearing aid) 

Period 

1981----------: 
1982----------: 
1983----------: 
1984----------: 
Jan.-June--

Producers• 
shipments 

625 ._3 
654 .6. 
742.2 •. 
870.8 

. Exports 
-

29.2 
30.6 
30.8 
30.S 

. .. 
Imports 

Quantity 

. *** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

Apparent 
consumption 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

Ratio (per
cent) of 

imports to 
con-sumptfon 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

14.9 *** . 1984~-------: 411.4 *** *** 
14.3 *** 1985--------: ___ --...4"""64..:.;·"'"· o=--=---------=:...:...:.=-...:....------=-------*-*-*....!..-----*-*-* 

.. 
19~1---,-------: 

1982---...:------: 
1983----------: 
1984----------: 
Jan.-June--

87 ,015 
86 ,.411 . 
98,203 

121,004 

l984--------: 58,241 

3,863 
3,648 
3,458 
3,350 

1,659 

Value 

•· 
: *** 
: *** 

*** 
·*** . .. 
*** 

198S--------=~~---s~1~1 s_s~o----~~~-.l .445 *** 

Unit value 
. 

• "C 

1981----------: $139.46 *132.2~ : . *** 
1982.::..---------: 132.01 119.22 *** 
1983----------: .132.31 112.27 *** 
1984----------: 138.96 -109.84 . *** 
J~n.-June--

1984---·-----: 141.57 111.34 *** 
1985--------: 124 .0,3 -101 ~OS . *** . 

.. 
Source: Compiled from responses to questionnaires of 

Trade Commission. 

*** *** 
*** *** 
*** *** 
*** ***' 

. *** *** 
*** *** 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 

the U.S. International 
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Table 35.--Standard hearing aids: U.S. producers' shipments, exports of domestic 
merchandise, imports for consumption, ·and apparen.t ·consumption·, ··1981-84, 
January-June 1984, and January-June 1985 

(Quantity in thousands; value in thousands of dollars; unit value per 
hearing aid) 

Period 

1981----------: 
1982----------: 
1983----------: 
1984----------: 
Jan.-June--

1984--------: 
1985----"----: 

1981----------: 
1982----------: 
1983-----------: 
1984----------: 
Jan.-June--

1984---------: 
1985--------: 

Producers' 
shipments 

351.3 
339.9 
296.6 
270.4 

49,040 
48,436 
42,428 
41,409 

$139. 60 
142.50 
143.05 
153.14 

156.44 
148.87 

Exports 
.. 

26.3 
28.8 
29.1 
25.8 

13.2 
11.6 

3,458 
3,341 
3,246 
2,812 

1,447 
1,139 

$131. 48 
116.01 
111. 5.5 
108.99 

109.62 
98.19 

Imports 

.Quantity 

209.2 
196.2 
228.0 
260.6 

130.3 
103.6 

Value 

13,946 
15,459 
15,155 
21,412 

9,363 
8,454 

Unit value 

$66.66 
78.80 
66.96 
82.17 

71.85 
81.63 

Apparent 
consumption 

534.2 
507.3 
495.5 
505.2 

252.9 
210.9 

59,528 
60,554 
54,337 
60,009 

29,160 
25,016 

$111.43 
119.37 
109.66 
118.78 

115.30 
118. 62 

Ratio (per
cent) of 

imports to 
consumption 

39 .. 2 
38 .-7 
46.0 
51.6 

51.5 
49.1 

23.4 
25.5 
27 .9 
35.7 

32.1 
33.8 

Source: Compiled from responses to questionnaires of the U.S. International 
Trade Commission. 



Figure 16.--Hearing aids: Apparent U.S. consumption 
by types, 1981-84 and estimated 1985 
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$26. 6 million to $22. 6 million) (table 36). The consumption of eyeglass 
hearing aids,fell by 39 percent during 1981-84, from 28,000 units to 17,000 
units (from $4.1 million to $2.5 mill.ion) (table 37). Similarly, the 
consumption of body aids dropped by *** percent during 1981-84, from*** units 
to*** units (from*** million to***) (table 38). Standard !TE hearing aids 
improved their popularity in the United States in 1984 after manufacturers 
made improvements in their performance and comfort. Consumption slumped 
dramatically in 1982 and 1983 as dispensers found it difficult to move their 
stock, but more than doubled in 1984 compared with that in 1983. The net 
result was a *** percent increase in consumption during 1981-84, from 
***units to*** units (from*** million to*** million) (table 39). 

By contrast, the consumption of·custom-made hearing aids (both !TE and 
canal aids) more than doubled during 1981-84, from *** units to *** units 
(from*** million to*** million) (table 40). Of these, canal hearing aids, 
which were introduced in 1983, accounted for *** percent of the consumption of 
custom-made hearing aids in l984 and *** percent in January-June 1985. The 
average unit value of canal hearing aids was *** percent greater than that of 
.custom-made ITE hearing aids in 1984, ***compared with*** (tables 41 and 42). 

Factors of Competition Between Imported and Domestically 
Produced Hearing Aids 

The dispenser of hearing aids must consider a number of factors when· 
choosing the manufacturer with which to place orders. The.se factors include 
quality, service, price, other value-related considerations (including travel 
incentives), speed of delivery, and the brand preferences of local 
audiologists and physicians who make referrals to the dispenser. 

Dispensers of hearing aids.were surveyed regarding their opinion of the 
importance of eight criteria in deciding which supplier to use to purchase 
hearing aids. 11 The results of the survey are shown in table 43. 

For both standard and custom-made hearing aids, the top criteria were 
quality, service, and reliability of the supplier. £! Roughly half as many 
respondents listed net price as extremely important as those who listed 
quality as extremely important. 

Quality 

A number of factors help determine the quality of a hearing aid. * * * 
the quality of the components is not a factor of competition. However, the 

11 Questionnaires were sent to 30 dispensers of hearing aids. Seventeen 
responded to the "purchasing factors" section of the questionnaire. 

ZI The issue of promotional incentives (i.e., free trips) was not brought to 
the attention of the staff until after the questionnaires were mailed. 
Consequently, dispensers were not asked to judge the importance of that factor 
of competi t.i on. 
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Table 36.--Behind-the-ear (BTE) hearing aids: U.S. producers' shipments, exports 
of domestic merchandise, imports for consumption, and apparent consumption, 
1981-84, January-June 1984, and January-June 1985 

(Quantity in thousands; value in thousands of dollars; unit value per 
hearing aid) 

Period 

1981----------: 
1982----------: 
1983----------: 
1984----------: 
Jan.-June--

Producers' 
shipments 

310.5 
304.4 
271.1 
246.8 

l984--------: 124.3 

Exports 

23.2 
25.2 
26.2 
23.8 

12.2 

Imports 

Quantlty 

189.8 
181.1 
210.4 
236.9 

117 .1 

Apparent 
consumption 

477 .1 
460.2 
455.3 
459.9 

229.2 

Ratio (per
cent) of 

imports to 
consumption 

39.8 
39.4 
46.2 
51.5 

51.1 
10.9 96.1 1~85--------=~~~~1=0~7~·=1.~:~·~~~--.:=-=~-'--~~~~=--::--~~-=-==....:-=-..:.._~~~-=~ 192.3 50.0 

1981----------: 
198?----------: 
19~3----------: 
1984------------: 
Jan.-June--

42,856 
43,159 
38,518 
37,374 

1984--------: 19,278 

3,063 
2,955 
2,943 
2,581 

1,329 

Value 

12,615 52,408 24.1 
14,308 54,512 26.2 
14'119 49,694 28.4 
20,036 54,829 36.5 

8,665 26,614 32.6 
1,054 8,016 22,641 35.4 1985--------=~~--=1~5i,6~7~9:........:~~~-=-i.=~-=-~~..=....i...:.=:........:~~--=:..=..a...:.=::......:~~~~.:::.::..;:= 

Unit v·alue 

1981----------: $138.03 $131. 87 $66.46 $109.85 
1982,.----------: 141. 77 116.74 78.99 118.45 
1983----------: 142 .10 .. 112.48 67 .10 109.15 
1984----------: 151.42 108.38 84.56 119.22 
Jan.-June--

1984--------: 155.09 109.0l 74.02 115. 76 
1985--------: 146.46 96.28 83.42 117. 74 

Source: Compiled from responses to questionnaires of the U.S. International 
Trade Commission. 
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Table 37.--Eyeglass hearing· aids: U.S. producers' shipments, exports of domestic 
merchandise, imports for consumption, and apparent consumption, 1981-84, 
January-June 1984, and January-June 1985 · 

(Quantity in thousands; value in thousands of dollars; unit value per 
hearing, aid~ 

Ratio (per-
Producers' Apparent cent) of 

Period shipments Exports Imports consumption imports to 
consumEtion 

Quantity 

: 
1981----------: 24.9 1.8 5.0 28.1 
1982----------: 24.9 1.8 5.6 28.3 
1983----------: 19.0 1.6 4.3 21. 7 
1984----------: 12.6 1.0 5.8 17.4 
Jan.-June--

1984--------: 6.5 0.5 3.1 9.1 
1985--------: 4.8 0.3 1.3 5.8 

Value 

1981----------: 3,947 250 360 4,057 
1982----------: 3,762 216 466 4,012 
1983----------: 3,014 188 272 3,098 
1984----------: 2,169 122 430 2,477 
Jan.-June--

1984--------: 1,136 •. 63 222 1,295 
1985--------: 833 37 102 898 

Unit value 

1981---------.:..: $158.20 $135.28 $72.~3 $144. 38 
1982----------: 153.69 118.03 83.89 141. 77 
1983----------: 158.26 115.91 62. 72 142.76 
1984----------: 171.72 "119.26 73.53 142.36 
Jan.-June--

1984--------: 173.62 123.53 71.35 142.31 
1985--------: 174.01 109.14 79.75 154.82 

Source: Compiled from responses to questionnaires of the U.S. International 
Trade Conunission. 

17 .8 
19.8 
19.8 
33.3 

34.1 
22.4 

8.9 
11.6 
8.8 

17.4 

17 .1 
11.4 
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Table 38.--Body hearing aids: U.S. producers' shipments, exports of domestic 
merchandise, imports for consumption, and apparent consumption, 1981-84, 
January-June 1984, and January-June 1985 

(Quantity in thousands; value in thousands of dollars; unit value per 
hearing aidl_ 

Period 
Producers' 
shipments Exports Imports 

Apparent 
consumption 

Ratio (per
cent) of 

imports to 
consumption 

1981----------: 
1982----------: 
1983----------: 
1984----------: 
Jan.-June--

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

Quantity 

9.7 
8.9 
8.8 

10.1 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

*** 5.1 1984--------: *** *** *** 
*** 4.7 1985--------=-----*-*-*----------'--~--~----------*-*-*-'-------*-*~* 

1981-----------: 
1982----------·-: 
1983----------: 
1984---------·-: 
Jan.-June--

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

Value 

618 
646 
495 
459 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

*** 215 1984--------: *** *** *** 
*** 213 1,985---·----·-: _____ *-*-*-------------------==-;..--'------*-*-*---------*-*-* 

1981----------: 
1982------·----: 
1983----------: 
1984----------: 
Jan.-June--

1984--------: 
1985--------: 

$153. 78 
159.26 
150.41 
162.20 

163.45 
169.09 

$151.69 
112.06 
102.33 
103.14 

98.04 
102.04 

Unit value 

$63.92 
72.59 
56.01 
45.28 

42.39 
48.82 

$101.31 
106.23 

86.24 
71.95 

67 .so 
70.88 

Source: Compiled from responses to questionnaires of the U.S. International 
Trade Commission. 
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Table 39.--Standard -in~the-ear (!TE) hearing aids: U.S. producers' shipments, 
exp9rts of domest_ic mercl)andise, imports for consumption, and apparent 
consumption, 1981-84, January-June 1984, and January-June 1985. 

{Quantity in·thousands;. value in thousands of dollars; unit value per 
hearing aid) 

·Period Producers' 
'shipments Exports·. . : Imports Apparent 

consumption 

Ratio {per
cent) of 

·imports to 
consumption 

1981----------: 
1982----------: 
1983----------: 
1984-------:----: 
Jan.-June--

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

1984--------: *** 

·*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

*** 

Quantity 

4.3 *** *** 
0.6 *** .: *** 
4.5 ·*** *** 
7_. 6 *** *** 

5.1 *lit* *** 
*** 1.5 1985--------: __________ ·*-*-~--''----------------'----------"'-'~-'--------------'-------------~ *** *** 

1981--------:--: 
1982----------: 
1983------.,----: 
1984----------: 
Jan.-June--

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

Value 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

319 
39 

269 
487 

: *** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

*** 261 
*** : 105 

1984--------: *** *** *** 
1985--------=----------*-*-*--='--------------~---------=-==---=----------*-*-*--~----------*-*~* 

1981----------: 
1982----------: 
1983-------'----: 
1984----------: 
Jan.-June--

1984------.--: 
1985--------: 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 

Unit 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 

value 

$74.20 *** 
66 .10·: *** 
60.35 *** r 

63.68 *** 

51.47 . *** 
71.67 *** 

Source: Compiled from responses to questionnaires of the u~s. International 
Trade Commission. 
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Table 40 . ..,.:...eustom-made hearing aids: U.S. pi-oduc'ers' shipments, ex]>orts of domestic 
merchandise. imports: for con'sumption. and apparent consumpti'<>i:t • 1981-84. 
January-June 1984, January-·June 1985 

(Quantity in thousands;· value: in thousands ·of· dollars; unit value per 
hearing aid) 

Period 

1981----------: 
19~2-------.:..--: 
1983----------: 
1984---- ----':._: 
Jan.-June-- : 

1984--.:. __ :_ __ : 
1 ~85---_...: ____ : 

1981-------.:...--: 
1982----------: 
1~83-------'--..:-: 
1984.,..·-----_: ___ : 
Jan.-June--

i 984---·----'--: 
19(45-::----_:..._: 

1981--------'---: 
1982--------'---: 
19.83----------: 
1984--------...:-: 
Jan.-June--

1984-----_:.--: 
1985---'----'--: 

·Producers' 
shipments 

274.0 
314.7 
445.6 
600.4 

275.6 
345.i 

37,975 
42,185 
55' 775 
79,595 

36,997 
39 849 

$138.58 
134.03 
125.17 
132 .. 57 

134.24 
115.47 

·11 Less than *** percerit. 

.. 

Exports · :·· ~. Imports 

Quantity 

'2.9 *** 
1.8 *** 
1. 7 *** 
4.7 *** 

1. 7 *** 
.2. 7 *** 

Value 

405 *** 
307 *** 
212 *** 
538 *** 

212 *** 
306 *** 

Unit value 

$137. 52 *** 
170.18 *** 
124; 71 *** 
114.47 *** 

-124; 71 *** 
113.33 *** 

Apparent 
·· consumption 

: 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 
*** 
·*** 

*** 
*** 

Ratio (per
cent) of 

imports to 
consumption 

J/ 
*** 
*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 

·--

11 
*** 
*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 

Source: Compiled from responses to questionnaires of the U.S. International 
Trade Commission. 
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Table 41.--Custom-made in-the-ear (!TE) hearing aids: . U.S. producers' shipments, 
exports of domestic merchandise, imports for consumption, and apparent consump
tion 1981-84, January-June 1984, and January-June 1985 

(Quantity in thousands; value in thousands.of dollars; unit value per 
hearing aid) 

Period 

1981----------: 
1982----------: 
1983----------: 
1984----------: 
Jan.-June--

Producers' 
shipments 

274.0 
314.7 
420.8 
509.0 

37,975 
42,185 
51, 011 
62,028 

Exports Imports Apparent 
consumption 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

Ratio (per
cent) of 

imports to 
consumption 

.!I 

.!I 

*** 
*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 
*** 

1984--------: 29,587 *** *** 
1985--------:~~~~2~9.......=.0~0~8-'-~~~~~=--=--"-~~~~~-'-~~~~-*-*-*~"'--~~~~-*-*~* 

1981----------: $138.58 $137. 52 *** *** 
1982----------: 134.03 170.18 *** *** 
1983----------: 121.22 127.49 *** *** 
1984----------: 121.86 109.20 *** *** 
Jan.-June--

1984--------: 124.91 114.96 *** *** 
1985--------: 102.34 : 106.03 *** *** 

.!I Less than *** percent. 

Source: Compiled from reBponBea to questionnaires of the U.S. International 
Trade Commission. 



Table 42. -·-Custom-made canal hearing aids: · U.S. producers• shipments, exports of 
domestic merchandise, imports for consumption, and apparent consumption, 1981-84, 
January-June 1984, and January-June 1985 

(Quantity in thousands;·value in thousands of dollars; unit value per 
·hearing. aid) 

Period 

1981----------: 
1982----------: 
1983----------: 
1984----------: 
Jan.-June--

1984--------: 
1985--------: 

1981----------: 
1982---------- :· . 
1983----------: 
1984----------: 
Jan.-June--

1984--------: 
1985--------: 

1981----------: 
1982----------: 
1983----------: 
1984----------: 
Jan.-June--

1984--------: 
"1985------- - : 

.!I * * *· 

Producers' 
shipments 

o.o 
.o 

24.8 
91..4 

38.7·: 
61. 7 : 

.• 

4,764 : 
17,567 

7 ,410 .. : 
10 841 

$ . 
192.00 
192.12 

191.62 
175.84 

Exports 

-o.o 
.o 

*** 
1.0 

.6 

.9 

1 
138 

86 
118 

$ 

142.86 
134.24 

152.75 
130.97 

·· ·Imports 

Quantity 

0.0 
.0 
.0 

*** 

.0 
*** 

Value 

*** 

-. 
*** 

Unit value 

$ 

*** 

.. 
*** 

Apparent 
consumption 

0.0 
.0 

24.8 
*** 

38.1 
*** 

4, 76.3 

*** 

7,324 
*** 

$ .;... 

192.06 
*** 

192.23 
*** 

Ratio (per
cent) of 

imports to 
consumption 

o.o 
*** 

.0 
*** 

0.0 
*** 

.0 
*** 

Source: Compiled from responses to questionnaires of the U.S. International 
Trade Conunission. 
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Table 43. -:-Hearing aids: Survey_ results of dispensers' .opinions on which 
supplier to use, by levels of importance and by types, 1984 

(In percent) . 

Type and criteria 

. (Extremely· 
important) 

(Not at all 
·important) 

Standard:· 
Quality of products----·----: 
Reliability of supplier-,-.--: 
Service--------------------: 
Net Price------------------: 
Availability of ·product 

on short notice----------: 
Payment terms--------------: 
Proximity of supplier------: 
Alternative source---------: 

Custom-made: 
Quality of products----·----: 
Service--------------------: 
Reliability of supplier----: 
Net price------------------: 
Availability of product 

on short notice----------: 
Payment terms--------------: 
Proximity of supplier------: 
Alternative source------~--: 

5 

94 
88 
88 ·: 
47 

47 
24 
18 
12 

100 
100 

82 
53 

41 
29 
18 
12 

4 

6 

29 

24 
29 
18 
24 

12 
29 

18 
24 
18 
29 

'•' 

3 

12 

18 
24 
24 
29 

6 
12 

41 
29 
24 
29 

.:: 
·: 

. ' . 

2 

6 

18 
12 

24 
12 

1 

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the 
U.S. International Trade Commission. 

6 
6 

12 
12 

6 
24 
24 
24 

6 

18 
18 
18 

care and skill with which·these components are assembled does help determine 
quality because it affects the reliability of the product and the clarity of 
sound produced·in the product. This "craftsmanship" varies by company within 
countries. Another aspect of quality is· the power of the hearing aid. Since 
it costs more to produce powerful hearing aids, manufacturers command higher 
prices for more powerful aids. Ongoing advances in manufacturing technologies 
have both improved product reliability and allowed for the production of ·more 
powerful BTE hearing aids., During the course of fieldwork for this· 
investigation, representatives· of foreign manufacturers consistently alleged 
that European and Canadian producers have invested much more in research arid 
development on BTE hearing aids than U.S. producers C* * *) because of an 
emphasis by U.S. manufacturers on custom-made hearing aids. That reportedly 
has allowed them to surpass the bulk of U.S. producers in terms of the quality 
of their standard hearing aids. U.S. producers contended that foreign 
manufacturers have more capital available to them for research and development. 
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The Veterans Administration ·is reportedly the· largest single purchaser of 
hearing aids. In 1-984, it accounted for *** ,percent of U.S. consumption of 
standard hearing aids and *** percent of U.S. consumption of custom-made 
hearing aids. The Veterans Administration perio~ically announces bidding for 
contracts to supply it with specific types· of hear~ng aids. A committee 
judges ~ach--of the bids on a scale of 1 to 100 with points being awarded for 
various quality features (the degr~e to which technical specifications are 
met) and for price. Six points are awarded for the domestic production of the 
hearing aid under consideration. During 1981-84, the share of the Veterans 
Adminis_t~ati_op '~ purchases that were supplied by imports increased fC"om 
*** percent to *** pe~ce~t for - BTE -hearing 'aids; arid' from *** t>ercent. to 
*** percent for eyeglass hearing aids; but decreased from*** percent to 
*** percent for body hearing.aids. * * * The tabulation on page 93, 
compiled from the VA's response to the Commission's questionnaires, shows the 
average unit values of standard hearing aids purchased by the Veterans 
Administration between January 1,-1981, and June 30, 1985. 

* * *· *' * * 

Reliability of supplier and service 

Both of these factors scored high in the survey of dispensers. The 
reliability of the supplier is important because dispensers want to know that 
the hearing aids (which have an average life expectancy of 6 years) can be 
repaired.arid the warrant;y honored. Therefore, the dispensers prefer to do 
business witp firms t·hat will still be in business 6 years from the time of 
purchase·. Quali~y and speed of service are important because hearing aids do 
need to be serviced regularly·, partly because the acidity from perspiration 
can damage_ hearing _aid .components; hearing aid wearers tend to be anxious for 
the return of their_ l.te~ring .aids. Although the leading importers have 
particularly good reputations for service, it cannot be considered a 
competitive advantage because several domestic suppliers also have excellent 
reputations for service. U.S. firms with deteriorating reputations for 
service reportedly tend to lose business to both domestic and foreign-based 
competitors. 
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* * * * * * * 

The price of hearing aids in general can be measured at two levels in the 
United States. First, the price paid by dispensers or retailers to the 
producer or importer. Second, is the retail price, which the final user or 
consumer pays for hearing aids. l/ This report is concerned primarily with 
the price at the first level, that is, the price received by producers or 
importers from dispensers or retailers. ~/ 

Hearing aids are differentiated according to functional features, 
materials, design, cosmetics, locations worn, and workmanship. As a result, 
product prices vary considerably. For instance, the price of a custom-made 
canal hearing aid is usually higher than that of a standard body hearing aid. 
A relatively small hearing aid such as the canal is often higher priced than 
that of a large hearing aid such as the type worn behind the ear or on the 
body. In addition to product characteristics, other factors that affect price 
include consumer tastes, currency-exchange rates Capp. G), and the price of 
substitutes such as surgical services. ~/ 

U.S. producers and importers commonly sell hearing aids at list 
prices. !/ Generally, U.S. producers quote prices on an f.o.b. plant basis, 
but on some transactions they absorb part or all of the mailing expense on 

ll There is also the price received by foreign suppliers from u.s 
importers. Most major importing companies are subsidiaries of foreign supply 
owners. The price they pay to their parent firms include, in most cases, only 
manufacturing costs, which do not include advertisement cost and net profit. 
It is not a market price. Therefore, this price was not used; instead the 
price charged to retailers was used. 

i1 Unless otherwise stated, the term price in this section refers to the 
weighted average quarterly price on a f.o.b. plant basis. 

~I Not wearing hearing aids is another substitute for the consumer suffering 
from partial.hearing loss. Some people, especially senior citizens, have 
reduced hearing ability, and cannot afford hearing aids. 

!I According to data submitted in response to Commission questionnaries, a 
few firms did sell their product at discounted prices for a short period, such 
as one or two quarters. Such amounts of discounted sales were small. 
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shipments to dispensers or retailers. As hearing aids are relatively light 
and small, transportation costs are often less than 1 percent of the net 
selling price and play an insignificant role in the final price. According to 
data submitted in response to Commission's questionnaires, most firms grant 
their major customers credit terms of 30 days net. However, a few firms 
indicated that they grant discounts to customers who pay their bills on 
delivery or within 15 days or less. 

Domestic sources.--During the 18-quarter sample period (from 
January-Karch 19_81 tl:li:.ough April-June 1985) covered by this investigation, 
prices of u. s. -produced hearing- aids -have -generally- increased steadily. 
Shifting consumers' preference from the standard to the custom-made could have 
an impact on the relative prices of these two types of hearing aids. l/ 
Because custom-made canal hearing aids require relatively more worlananship 
than custom-made ITE hearing aids, they are priced higher. As more producers 
of custom-made hearing aids are expected to enter the market from both 
domestic and foreign sources, no rapid increases in the price of custom-made 
hearing aids are expected. Since ITE and eyeglass hearing aids are relatively 
less conspicuous and more labor intensive than BTE and body hearing aids, 
their prices are often higher. Early in 1984, a new version of standard ITE 
hearing aids emerged in the market; it not only boosted sales. but also pulled 
up the price substantially. £! Without the introduction of the new version, 
standard'ITE hearing aids_might have disappeared from the market. 

-Delivered prices. --The delivered price is the price paid by retailers ~/ 
and is the net of all returns. discounts, allowances. and rebates of any -
kind. Retailers can purchase hearing aids for sale from both domestic and 
foreign sources. Retailers consider several factors when making a selection 
of suppliers, including quality of products, reliability of the supplier, 
service, promotional incentives, and payment terms. Each of the factors can 
affect the delivered price of hearing aids. 

Delivered prices of custom-made hearing aids.--According to data 
submitted in response to questionnaires, the weighted average delivered price 
of domestically produced custom-made ITE hearing aids fluctuated over the 
sample period, ranging from $119.25 in April-June 1982 to $131.67 in 
July-September 1984 (table 44). Purchases of imported custom-made ITE hearing 
aids were reported only in the last six quarters of the sample period. The 
delivered price was always at ***• which was higher than that of U.S.-made 
custom-made ITE hearing aids. Domestically-produced and imported custom-made 
hearing aids are comparable; however, subtle differences in quality may lead 
to price differentials. 

ll The Commission has not attempted to quantify the impact of shifting 
consumer preference on the relative prices of standard and custom-made hearing 
aids; that shift may explain in part pricing differences between domestic and 
imported standard hearing aids. 

£1 According to a major producer, the increase in units in 1984 reflected a 
new stock ITE hearing aid, which was a more advanced design type of unit 
characterized by its small size and better fitting. 

~/ In addition to dispensers, the term "retailer" includes clinical 
audiologists and physicians who sell hearing aids to their patients. 
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Starting ft"om Januat"y-March 1983,. reta,ilers purchased. custom-made canal 
hearing ·aids ·from both domestic· and foreign sources·. Except for . 
Oct'ober-De'ceomber 1984·, the· deli,:,ered price ·of u.s:-made canal aids was always 
higher than that of imported canal aids (table 44). The delivered price of 
U.S. -made canal aids ranged from $203. 7.5 in July-September 1984 to $225. 80 in 
January-June 1985. The delivered price of imported canal aids changed 
slightly from*** in October-December 1983 to *** in January-March 1985. The 
volume of imported canal aids was very small. 

Delivered price of standard hearing aids. --·Among the four kinds of 
standard hearing aids, BTE aids were most widely used. The pt"ice differences 
between U.S.-madecand imported BTE hearing aids.were not large. The weighted 
average delivered ·price of U.S.-made BTE hearing aids ranged from $148_in 
July-September 1981 to $181 in January-June 1985 (table 45). The pdce range 
of foreign BTE hearing aids was ft"om $145 in 1981.to $198 in April-June 1985. 
During the 18-quarter period, the delivered price of U.S.-made BTE hearing. 
aids was higher than that of imported BTE hearing aids in 10 quarters,- bu-t 
were lower than imported BTE hearing aids in the final 6 quarters of the 
period. Al though the domestically-produced and imported products. are · 
comparable, differences in certain quality featut"es can lead. to higher. prices. 

The delivered price of standard .I.TE hearing aids was relatively stable 
compared with those of other types of stap.dard aids. The price of U.S.'-made 
ITE aids increased moderately from*** inJanuary-,September 1981 to·*** in 
October-Dece1'\ber.1984 (table 45). The new version .of the standard.ITE hearing 
aid contt"ibuted to the price increase in 1984. The delivered price of 
imported ITE hearing aid~ increased f.rom $127 in 1981 to $135 in January--Karch 

·. 1983 and remained at that. level until October-December 1984. Since .. · 
· J~nuary-Karch 1984, retaiiers paid a higher price for U.S.-made standard I-TE 
. hearing aids because the.ir better quality, as ~ndicated by a·major:producer: 

The deli ve.red prices of U. s. -made and imp9rted body hearing aids , . . 
increased steadily over the sample period. The price of U.S.-made body aids 
increased from $141 in 1981 to a record high of $201 in July-September 1984, 
and the price of imported body aids iricreased (roin $155 in the f.irst quarter 
of 1981 to its peak of $192 in April-June 1984. J;n most quarters,. the price 
of imported body aids was higher than that of U.S.-made body aids. 

The deiivered price. of U. s. -made eyeglass .,hear_ing aid~ increased 
continuously from $143 in January-Karch 1981 to $167 in January-September 
1984. The delivered price of imported eyeglass hearing aids rose from $183 in 
1981 to $185 in 1982. No purchases of imported eyeglass aids were reported in 
the last 10 quarters of the sample period. 1/ During the first eight 
quarters, the price of imported eyeglass aids was consistently higher than 
that of U.S.-made eyeglass hearing aids. 

ll All delivered prices were based on data pt"ovided by 7 major importers. 
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Table 44.--Custom-made hearing aids: Delivered prices ]/ paid by domestic 
retailers, by locations worn, by sources, and quarters January 1981-June 
1985 '!:_/ 

(Per unit) 

Period Canal In-the-·ear 

Domestic Foreign Domestic Foreign 

1981: 
January-Karch----------------: 
April-June----------------.---: 
July-September--------------~: 
October-December-------------: 

1982: 
January-Karch----------~-----: 
April-June-----------------·--: 
July-September--------~~-----: 
October~December-------------: 

1983: 
January-Karch----------------: 
April-June-------------------: 
July-September---------------: 
9ctober~December-----~-------: 

1984: 
J'nuary-Karch----------------: 
April-June-------------------: 
J~ly-September------------~--: 
October-December-------------: 

1985: 
January-Karch----------------: 
April-June-------------------: 

$214.50 
214.50 
214.50 
210.00 

218.75 
208.50 
203.75 
218.60 

225.80 
225.80 

$125. 75 
125.75 
124.40 
124.40 

122.58 
119.25 
120.20 
119.25 

*** 121.00 
*** 121.44 
*** 121.00 
*** 121.00 

*** 125.20 
*** 126.20 
*** 131. 6 7 
*** 127.20 

*** 130.40 
*** 130.40 

11 Data in this table represent weighted average quarterly prices. 
'!:.I *** firms provided usable price data. 

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the 
U.S. International Trade Commission. 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 
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Table 45.--Standard hearing aids: Delivered prices 1/ paid by domestic retailers, by 
locations worn, by sources, and quarters January 1981--June 1985 ~J 

{Per unit) 

In-the-ear Behind-the-ear Eyeglass Body 
Period . . . . . . . . 

'Domestic'Foreign'Domestic'Foreign'Domestic'Foreign'Domestic'Foreign . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
1981: 

January-March------: *** $127 $149 $145 $143 $183 $141 $155 
April-June---------: *** 127 149 145 143 183 141 155 
July-September------: *** 127 148 145 143 183 141 166 
October December---: *** 127 149 145 143 183 141 155 

1982: 
January-March------: *** 132 154 151 147 185 166 161 
April-June---------: *** 132 154 151 147 185 146 161 
July-September-----: *** 132 150 151 147 185 146 161 
October De·cember---: *** 132 148 151 147 185 146 161 

1983: 
January-Karch------: *** 135 165 162 153 169 163 
April-June---------: *** 135 163 162 153 148 163 
July-September-----: *** 135 167 162 153 148 163 
October December---: *** 135 165 162 153 148 163 

1984: 
January-March-------: *** 135 164 175 167 165 170 
April-June---------: *** 135 166 175 16 7 165 192 
July-September-----: *** 135 168 175 167 201 170 
October December---: *** 135 168 185 162 165 170 

1985: 
January-March------: *** 132 181 183 166 198 180 
April-June---------: *** 132 181 198 166 173 180 

. !I Data in this table represent weighted average quarterly prices . 
5=.I *** firms provided usable price data. 

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S. 
International Trade Commission. 
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Speed of delivery 

Speed of delivery is not a competitive factor for standard hearing aids 
because dispensers and suppliers keep·them in stock. Domestic manufacturers 
and U.S. subsidiaries of fo.reign producers can u~ually guarantee overnight 

·shipment of orders for standard.hearing aids. However, speed of delivery for 
custom-made hearing aids is. of critical importance·. Unlike standard hearing 
aids that can be ordered over the telephone, manufacturers must receive ear 
molds for custom-made aids in the mail. It usually takes 3 days before the 
finished custom-made .aid can be·s}lipped out. Since the length of wait is 
important to the end consumer, the~ ad-d-itionar time- and cost for special air. 
mail delivery of ear molds to Europe and Japan and. the return of the finished 
product makes it virtually impossibie for custom-made hearing aids imported 
from those locations to be competitive in the U.S. market. Even the * * * 
firm that supplies * * * of the imports of custom-made hearing aids to the 
United States is scheduled to transfer its production of these hearing aids 
for the U.S. market to*** by theend of 1985 because it found it difficult 
to compete with firms * * * because of the additional *** it takes to deliver 
the hearing aids from * * * to its distributor in * * * 

Referrals 

Clinical audiologists and physicians reportedly tend to favor 
European-made hearing aids when they prescribe a specific brand of standard 
hearing aid in their referrals to dispensers. This reflects the success· that 
subsidiaries of European f irrns have had in "educating" this group of hearing 
care professionals. This preference for imported hearing aids is evident as 
*** percent of imported standard hearing aids are sold to hospitals and 
clinics compared with only *** percent of U.S.-made standard hearing aids. 

Other nonprice factors related to value 

When choosing a company to supply it with hearing aids, a dispenser asks, 
"What can I get for my dollar?" The dispenser must look beyond the base 
price. There are a number of ways to add value to a hearing aid. Examples 
include numbered volume controls, output controls, tone controls, and 
.telecoils with switches. Ordinarily, these are not included in the base price 
and there is an additional charge for these "extras." Some companies 
intentionally quote a low base price knowing that they will make their profit 
from the charges for the extras. In the heat of competition, some companies 
will throw in free extras. Other extras for which the supplier may or may not 
charge, depending on the competitive situation, include an additional year of 
warranty and a year of all risk insurance. Suppliers also compete on the 
basis of terms of sale, sales on consignments, and their policy regarding 
returns. For each of these factors, U.S. and foreign producers have an equal 
basis from which to compete. 
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The one added value factor that may give certain foreign manufacturers an 
advantage is their travel incentives. Almost all of the leading foreign 
suppliers have programs whereby dispensers can earn a free vacation (or 
educational tour) for ordering a specific volume of hearing aids in a given 
time period. Nearly every industry representative interviewed during the 
field work for this investigation cited travel incentives as the most 
important competitive advantage for foreign producers. The advantage is that 
trips to plants in Denmark, West Germany, Switzerland, and Japan tend to be 
perceived as more exotic (therefore of higher value) than trips to U.S. 
producers' plants. U.S. producers have entered into the travel incentive 
battleground by offering trips to such places as Arizona, Acapulco, Las Vegas, 
and the Bahamas. * * * 
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APPENDIX A 

LETTER TO CHAIRWOMAN PAULA STERN FROM THE ACTING UNITED STATES 
TRADE REPRESENTATIVE MICHAEL B. SMITH 



A.:..2: 

THE UNrTED ST A TES TRADE REPRESENi~VE ..... , .. :,,, . ._. 

The Honorable Paula Stern 
C·hairwoman . 

. . nn·i t.e·d s·tates lnternationa~1 
Trade Commission 

701 I: Street, N. W .• 
Washington, D.C. 2Q436 

Dear Chairwoman Stern: 

WASHINGTON ·..._.: ,.._ - · 
~ ,.-

20506 r :."": ·~··· •• d:J .. . .. • .,. ;1"' .,.,.. 
-· .! :: .:; ...... 4-.'.~ 

On February 14, l9E3., pursuant to section l6?(b) of the 
~due a ti on al, Scientific,. and Cultural Mat.er ials lmport.at.ion Act 
of 1982 (the Act) (Pub. L. 9i-446; - 96 St.at. 2346) the President 
proclaimed temporary duty-free trea-:ment for_ce:-tain imported 
articles, including hearing aids. ·Sect.ion 166(a) of that Act 
aut~orizes the Presid~nt to narrow the scope of, or place condi
tions on, the cuty-!:ee treatment applicable t.o some of these 
articles, including hearing aids, if such treatment is not pro
vided for in the !lorence Agreement or the Nairobi Protocol to 
that Agreement.., 2. copy of the relevant provisions of which (Annex 
~) is enclosed. The statutory justification for such act.ion is a 

· Presidential determination that the duty-tree trea~ent has a 
significant .adverse impact on a 6omestic industry (or portion 
thereof) producing a like o: directly competitive article. 
Applications for action under this provision have been received 
·!rom Beltone ~lect:ronics Co~pora~ion anc Oualitone Corporation, 
both manufacturers o! hearing c.ics. Copie·s of the applications 
are .enclosed. 

~o .assist .us in addressing the Belt.one and· Quali'tone request, at 
-'the direction of the President pursuant to ~he aut~p=ity o: sec
tion 332 (g.) of the Tci!f Act of 1930, l request that tbe Commis
sion conduct an investigation anc Provide the President with 
in!ormation on conditions of comne~i~ion between imported and 
comes~ically produced he~ring aids whic:b woUld assist in :making a 
6etenninat.ion as to whether 'the du~y~iree t=ea~ent -p:ovioed ·for 

. convention al (.nori-custom) hearing aids in i tell! 960 .15 of the 
Tarif·f Schedules of the tlni ted States, ana ·which are subject to. 
action uncer section 166 of the Ac't.f has a significant acve:se 
impact on a domestic industry {or portioi:l thereof).· To the e-x
tent practicable, tbe Commission's :repo:t shoU:d differentiate 
between imports of conventional hearing aios for non-profi~ 
institutions and hearing aids imported·for regular commercial 
cist=ibution. 
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The Commission's repo=t on this matter should be subrr~ttea as 
soon as possible but not late= than 6 mon~hs a:~er the receipt 
o! this request. 

MBS:hcc: 

enclosures 

Sincerely you::-s, . 

. i?/!.H!f~~'.!A; 
V'MICHJl..EL B. SM!TE 

Acting 
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APPENDIX B 

. NOTICE OF INSTITUTION OF INVESTIGATION NO. 332-215 IN 
THE FEDERAL REGISTER 



J\genc-·)· Form Submit 1ed for 0'.'9 
Review 

AGENCY: International Trnde -
Commission. 
ACTION: In accordance with the 
pro\'isions of the Paperwork Reduction 
Act of 1980 (44 U.S.C. Chapter 35). the 
Commission has submitted a proposal 
for the collection of informntion to the 
Office of Man11gemenfand Budget for 
re\·iew. 

Purpose of Information Collection 

The proposed information collection is 
for use by the Commission in connection 
with investigation No. 332-215, An 
Assessment of the Impact of Imports 
under the Educational. Scientific, and 
Cultural Materials Importation Act of 
1982. Pub. L. 97-446. on the U.S. Hearing 
Aid lndustrv. instituted under the · 
authority of section 332(g) of the Tariff 
Act of 1930 (19 U:~.c. 1332(g)l., 

. ' 
Summary of Proposals 

(1) Number of forms submitted: three. 
(2) Title of forms: (1) Questionnaire for 

Producers of Hearing Aids. (2] 
Questionnaire for Importers of Hearing 
Aids. and (3) Questionnaire for 
Purchaser!! of Hearing Aids. 

(3) Type of request: new. 
(4) Frequency of use: nonrecurring. 
(5) Description of respondents: U.S. 

producers, irryporters, and purchasers of 
hP.aring aids. 

(6) E!ltimated number of respondents: 
140. 

(7) Estimated total number of hours to 
complete the forms: 2.100. 

(8) Information obtained from the form 
that qualifies as confidenti~l business 
information will be so treated by the 
Commission and not disclosed in a 
manner that would reveal the individual 
operations of a firm. 

Additional Information or Comment 

Copies of the proposed form and 
supporting documents may be obtained 
from William Fry. the USITC agency 
clearance officer {tel. no. 202-523-4463). 
Comments about the proposals should 
be directed to the Office of Information 
and Regulatory Affairs of the Office of 
Management and Budget. Washington, 
D".C. 20503. Attention: Ms. Francine 
Picoult. Desk Officer for the U.S. 
International Trade Commission {202-
39;,-7231). lf you anticipate commenting 
on a form but find that time to prepare 
comments will prevent you from 
submitting them promptly you should 
ad\"ise OMB of your intent as soon as 
possible. Copies of any comments 
should be provided to William Fry 
(Uraited States lnternatiom1l Trade 
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(.~qfn!t'i!·'·i ·:· -,,. ,. ~>·,···• '.\'\\'. 
Washington. D.C. 20436). 

Issued: June 13. 1985. 
By order of the Commission. 

Kenneth R. Mason, 
Secretnry. 
(FR Doc. 85-14775 Filed &-111-85: 8:45 am( 
BIWNG CODE 702G-02-M 

(332-215) 

Assessment of the Impact of Imports 
Under the Educational, Scientific, and 
Cultur~I Materials Importation Act of 
1982, Pub. L 97-446, on the U.S. 
Hearing Aid Industry 

AGENCY: International Trade 
Commission. 
ACTION: Institution of invesligalion. 

SUMMARY: F'ollowihg receipt. on May 29. 
1985. of a letter from the U.S: Trade 

.. Representative at the direction.i:>Fthe 
·President. the Commission instituted 

.,.investlga!ion'No.' 33z-215 under section 
332(g) of the Tariff Act of 1930 [19 U.S.C. 
1332(g)). for the purpose of assessing the 
impact of imports under the Educational. 
Scientific, and Cultural Materials 
Importation Act of 198Z. Public Law 97-
446, on the U.S. hearing aid industry. 
EFFECTIVE DATE! June 11. 1985. 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: 
Mr. Ruben Moller or Mr. Ralph Watkins. 
General Manufactures Division, U.S. 
International Trade Commission, 
Washington. D.C. 20436. telephone 202-
724-1732 or 202-724-0976, respectively. 
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: The 
Commission will investigate and 
provide the President with information 
on conditions of competition between 
imported and domestically produced 
hearing aids for the purpose of assisting 
the President in his determination or 
whether the dutv-free treatment 
provided for conventional {non-custom) 
hearing aids under item 960.15 of the 
Tariff Schedules of the United States. 
pursuant to the terms of section 167(b) 
of the Educational. Scientific, and 
Cultural Materials Importation Act of 
1982 [Pub. L. 97-446: 96 Stat. 2346). has a 
significant adverse impaot on a 
domestic industry (or portion thereon. 
Section 166(a) of that act authorizes the 
President to nanow the scope of or 
place conditions on the duty-free 
treatment applicable to some of these 
articles. including hearing aids. if such 
treatment is not provided for in the 
.Florence Agreement or the Nairobi 
Protocol to that agreement. 

To the extent practicable. the 
Commission's report will differentiate 
between imports of conventional 

hf•· 1 r~~~~ d:d~ ft1!" ~~"':.·f'! .. r~·~. 

and hearing aids imported for regul11r 
commercial distribution. The 
Commission will examine the U.S. and 
major foreign hearing aid industries. 
analyze the key economic forces in the 
U.S. market. and assess the factors of 
competition in the U.S. market between 
domestic and foreign products. 

_ Written.Submissions 

Interested persons are invited to 
submit written statements concerning 
the investigation. Written statements 
should be received by July 25, 1985. 
Commercial or financial information 
which a submitter desires the · 
Commission to treat as.confidential 
must be submitted on separate sheets of 
paper, each clearly marked . 
"Confidential Business Information" at 
the top. All submission requesting 
confidential treatment must conform 
with the requirements of section 201.6 of 
the Com.mission's Rules of Practice.and 
Procedure (19 CFR ZOl.6). All written 
submissions. except for'confidential 
business information. will be made 
available for inspection by interested 
persons. All submissions should be 
addressed to the Secretary at the 
Commission's Office in Washington. 
D.C. 

Issued: June 14. 1905. 
By order of the Commission. 

Kenneth R. Mason. 
Secretory. 
(FR Doc. 85-14i76 Filed IH&-85; 8:45 am] 
BIWNO COD£ 71120-02-11 

(Investigation No. 337-TA-212] 

Certain Convertible Rowing 
Exercisers; Commission Determination 
Not To Review Initial Determination 
Joining Respondents 

AGENCY: International Trade 
Commission. 
ACTION: Nonreview of an initial 
determination {ID) joining three 
respondents to the investigation. 

SUMMARY: Notice is hereby given that 
the Commission has determined not to 
review the administrative law judge's 
(ALJ) ID to join three parties as 
respondents in the above-captioned 
investigation. 
FOR FURTHER INFOl'IMATION CONTACT: 
Jack Simmons, Esq., Office of the 
General Counsel. telephone 202-52~ 
0493. 
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: On April 
19. 1985. complainant diversified · 
Products Corp moved (Motion 212-12) to 
nmend the complaint and notice of 
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APPENDIX C 

EXPLANATION OF THE RATES OF DUTY APPLICABLE TO HEARING AIDS, AND SELECTED 
PORTIONS OF THE TARIFF SCHEDULE OF THE UNITED STATES ANNOTATED, 1985 
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Explanation of the rates of duty applicable to hearing aids and parts as shown 
in this appendix 

The rates of duty in column 1 are most-favored-nation CMFN) rates and are 
applicable to imported products from all countries except those Communist 
countries and areas enumerated in general headnote 3(d) of the Tariff 
Schedules of the United States (TSUS). The People's Republic of China, 
Hungary, Romania, and Yugoslavia are the only Communist countries currently 
eligible fqr KfN treatment. However, KFN rates do not apply if preferential 
tariff treatment is- sought and granted to- proaucfs- of--deveroping countries 
under the Generalized System of Preferences (GSP) or the Caribbean Basin 
Economic Recovery Act (CBERA), or to products of Isreal or of least developed 
developing countries (LDDC's.>, as provided under the Special rates of duty 
column. 

Preferential rates -of duty in the Special column followed by the code "D" 
column reflect the full U.S. MTN concession rates implemented without staging 
for particular products of LDDC's enumerated in general headnote 3(e)(vi) of 
the TSUS. Where no rate of duty is provided for LDDC's in the Special column 
for a particular tariff item, the rate of duty in column 1 applies. 

The rates of duty in column 2 apply to imported products from those 
Communist countries and areas enumerated in general headnote 3(d) of the 
TSUS. 

The GSP affords nonreciprocal tariff preferences to developing countries 
to aid their economic development and to diversify and expand their production 
and exports. The U.S. GSP, enacted in title V of the Trade Act of 1974, was 
implemented by Executive Order No. 11888 of November 24, 1975, and renewed in 
title V of the Trade and Tariff Act of 1984. It applies to merchandise 
imported on or after January 1, 1976, and is scheduled to remain in effect 
through July 4, 1993. It provides duty-free entry to eligible articles 
imported directly from designated beneficiary developing countries. Eligible 
followed by an "A" or "A*." The designation "A" means that products of all 
beneficiary developing countries are eligible for benefits of the GSP, and 
"A*" indicates that products of certain developing countries, specified in 
general headnote 3(e)(v)(D) of the TSUS, are not eligible. 

The CBERA affords nonreciprocal tariff preferences to developing 
countries in the Caribbean Basin area to aid their economic development and to 
diversify and expand their production and exports. The CBERA, enacted in 
title II of Public Law 98067 and implemented by Presidential Proclamation 5133 
of November 30, 1983, applies to merchandise entered, or withdrawn from 
warehouse for consumption, on or after January 1, 1984; it is scheduled to 
remain in effect until September 30, 1995. It provides duty-free entry to 
eligible articles imported directly from designated Basin countries, as 
reflected by the rates of duty "Free" followed by the code "E" in the Special 
column. (See general headnote 3(e)(i) and (vii) of the TSUS). 
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Preferential rates of duty in the Special column followed by the code "I" 
reflect the rates of duty applicable to produces of Isreal under the United 
States-Isreal Free Trade Area Implementation Act of 1985, as provided in 
general headnote 3(e)(viii) of the TSUS. Where no rate of duty is provided 
for products of Israel in the Special column for a particula~ tariff item, the 
rate of duty in column 1 applies. 



Stat. 
Icem Suf

fix 

709.21 

709.23 

709.25 

709.27 

709 .40 

709.45 

709 .46 

_.__ 
709.50 

00 

00 

20 
40 

20 

40 
00 

00 

00 

00 

20 
40 

C-4 
TARIFF SCHEDULES OF THE UNITED STATES ANNOTATED (1985) 

SCHEDULE 7. - SPECIFIED PRODUCTS; MISCELLANEOUS AND NONENUMERATED PRODUCTS 
Part 2. - Optical Goods; Scientific and Professional Instruments; Watches, 

Clocks, and Timing Devices; Photographic Goods; Motion Pictures; 
Pa!?e 7-33 

Recordings and Recording Media · 7 - 2 - B 
709.19 - 709.63 

Articles 

Medical, dental, sur~ical and veterinary instruments, 
.etc. Icon.I: · 

Other (con.): 

Units · 
of 

.Quantity 1 

Dental hurs ...•.............•...•.•..••..•..... Gross... 7 .4% ad val. 

Needles: 
Dental hypodermic needles .•..••••.•..•... No •••••. ·&-;!% ad val. 

Other ....•....................•••••••.... R.8% ad val. 

Hypodermic (except dental) ••••••..•. No. 
Other............................... No. 

Other: 
Dental instruments, and parts thereof .... 5.3% ad val. 

Dental hand instruments. and parts 
thereof............................. X 

Other............................... X 
Other.................................... X....... 10.4% ad val. 

Hechano-therapy appliances and massage apparatus, 
and parts thereof. .•.•...•..•.••.•...•...••..•.••.••.... X ••••••• 4.4% ad val. 

Artificial respiration, ozone therapy, oxygen 
therapy, aerosol therapy or similar ~pparatus; 
breathinR appliances, including gas masks and 
similar respirators; parts of the foregoing............. X....... 4% ad val. 

Gas masks and similar res~irators, if certified 
for use in civil aircraft (see headnote 3, part 
6C, schedule 6).................................... X....... Free 

Hearing aids and parts thereof:......................... 4.7% ad val. 

Hearing aids....................................... No. 
Parts.............................................. X 

Orthopedic appliances, surgical belts, trusses, and 
similar articles; ~rtificial limbs, eyes, teeth, 
and ocher prosthetic articles; splints and other 
fracture appliances: 

Art.ificial teeth and dentures: 

Rates of Duty 

Special 2 

&.2% ad val.(D) 35% ad val. 
Free (A,E,1) 

5-:3% ad val.(D) 35% ad val. 
Free (A,E,1) 

& .4% ad 
val. (D,1) 

· Free {A,E) 

55% ad val. 

4.7% ad val.(D) 35% ad val. 
Free (A,E,1) 

7.9% ad 55% ad val. 
val. (D,1) 

Free (A,~) 

4.2% ad val. (D) 35% ad val. 
Free (A*,E,I) 

3.7% ad val.(D) 35% ad val. 
Free (A,E,l) 

35% ad val. 

4.2% ad val. (D) 35% ad val. 
Free (A,E,1) 

--1-

-1-

709.54 00 Wholly or almost wholly of plastics........... X ••• _.... 5% ad val. Free (A,E,I) 20% ad val. 

709.55 

709.56 

709.57 

709.61 

709.63 

00 

00 

00 

20 
40 

20 

40 

Other .•.•...•......•••••••••••••••••••••••••.• X ••••••• 12.4% ad val: 

Bone and joint prostheses, bone plates, screws, 
and nails, and other internal fixation 
devices and appliances.............................. X....... 9. 9% ad val. 

Other ••.••..•••.••.•.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••. X ••••••. &.9% ad val. 

Apparatus based on the use of X-rays or of the 
radiations from radioactive substances, whether 
for medical, industrial, or other uses, and parts 
thereof: 

X-ray apparatus and parts thereof: 
X-ray tubes, and.parts of tubes ••••••••••••••. 

X-ray tubes.............................. No. 
Parts.................................... X 

Other •.••••..•••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••. 

Apparatus for medical or dental use, 
and parts thereof. . . • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • X 

Other .....•.....•..•••••••. : ..••••••••••• X 

2 .6% ad val. 

2 .2% ad val. 

9% ad val.(D,1) 70% ad val. 
Free (A,E) 

7 .2% ad 
val.(D,I) 

Free (A,E) 

55% ad val. 

5 .8% ad val. (D) ~0% ad val. 
Free (A,E, I) 

2. 5% ad val. (D) 35% ad val. 
Pree (A,E,I) 

2.1% ad val.ID) 35% ad val. 
Free (A,E,I) 

(3rd supp. 
9/1/85) 
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TARIFF_SCHED~LES OF.THE UNITED STATES ANNOTATED~ 985) 

Page 8-10 SCHEDULE 8. - SPECIAL CLASSIF.ICA~ION PRO~ISIONS 
Part 1. - Articles 'Exported and Returned 

~ - 1 - B 
~06.30 - 807.00 

Stat. 
Item. Suf

fix 

806.30 00 l 

Articles 

Articles returned to th" United States after hav_ing 
been exported etc. (con.): 

Any article of metal (except precious metal) manu
factured in the United States or subjected to a 
process of manufacture in the United States, if 
exported for further processing, and if the ex
ported article as processed outside the United 
States, or the article which results from the 
processing outside the United States, is re
turned to the United States for further 
processing ... ..................................... . 

807.00 00 1 Articles assembled abroad in whole or in part of 
fabricated components'., the product of the United 
Stat"es, which (a) were exported in condition ready 
for assembly without "further fabrication, (b) have 
not lost their physical identity in such articles 
by ~hange in form, shape, or otherwise, and (c) have 
not been advanced in value ~r improved in condition 
abroad except by being assed>led and except by 
operations incidnetal to the assed>ly process such 
as cleaning, lubricating, and painting~ ................ . 

l/ See subpart B statistical headnote 1. 
l/ See subpart B st~tistical headnote 2. 

Units 
of 

Quantity 

l/ 1/ 

1 

A duty upon 
the value 
of such pro
cessing out
side the 
United 
States (see 
headnote 2 
of this sub
part) 

A duty upon 
the full 
value of the 
imPDrted 
article, 
less the 
cost or 
value of 
such pro
ducts of the 
United 
St ates (see · 
headnote 3 
of this sub
part) 

Rates of Duty 

Special 

Free (E,I) 

Free (E,I) 

A duty upon 
the value 
of such pro
cessing out
side the 
United 
States (see 
headnote .2 
of th is sub
part) 

A duty upon 
the full . 
value of the 
imported 
article, 
less the 
cost or 
value of 
such pro
ducts of the 
United 
States (see 
headnote 3 
of th is s_ub
i:>art) 

Ord supp. 
9-1-85) 



Stat. 
lt..., Suf

fix 

960.10 l/ 

960.12 l/ 

,...._ 
960.15 1/ 

--~ 
960.20 l/ 

960.30 11 
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TARIFF SCHEDULES OF THE UNITED STATES ANNOTATED (1995) 

~PPENDIX TO THE TARIFF SCHEDULES 
Part 4. - Temporary Duty R~ductions, Pursuant to the Educational, 

Scientific, and Cultural Materials Importation Act of 1982 

Articles 

PART 4. - TEMPORARY DUTY REDUCTIONS, 
PURSUANT TO THE EDUCATIONAL, 
SCIENTIFIC, AND CULTURAL 
MATER-IALS IMPORTATION ACT 
OF 1982 

1. An article deecribed in any of the provieiona 
of this part, if entered during the period 1pecified 
in the last column, is cla•aifiable in eaid proviaion, 
if the conditions and requirement• thereof and of any 
applicable regulation• are 1118t. 'll"ie provi1ion1 of 
thi1 part •hall prevail over any provi1ion deacribing 
1uch article in achedulea l to 8, inclu1ive. 

2. For the purpoees of item• 960.10, 960.12, and 
960.15--

(a) The tenn "phveicallv or mentallv handi
capped per1on1 11 includefi any person auffering from a 
pennanenr or chronic phyeical or mental impainnent 
which aubatantially limit• one or IDOre major life 
activities, ouch as caring for one • 1elf, perfonoing 

-manual taska, walking, aeeing, hearing, speaking, 
breathing, learning, and working. 

(b) The1e item• do not cover-
(i) article• far acute or tran1ient 

di1&bility; 
(ii) 1pectaclea, dentures, and coemetic 

article• far individuals not aub-
1tantially diaabled; 

(iii) therapeutic and diagno1tic articles; 
and 

(iv) medicines or drugs. 

Articles apecically designed or adapted for the u1e or 
benefit of the blind or other phy1ically or mentally 
handicapped per1on1 (bovever provided far in 1chedule1 
l ta 7l: 

Article• far the blind: 
books, music, and p.,.phlet1, in raiaed 
print, uaed exclusively by or tor them ••• 

braille tablets, cubarithms, and special 
apparatus, machinea, prea1e1, and types 
far their u1e or benefit exclusively •••.. 

Other •.•••••..••.•.•.••••••••.•••••••••••••••• 

Catalogs of films, recording or other vi1ual and audi
tory material of an educational, 1cientific or cultural 
character (provided for in item• 270.25, 270.45, 270.50, 
and 270.85, part 5, 1chedule 2) ••.•..•••••..•.••.•..•••• 

Architectural, engineering, induatrial, or commercial 
drawings and plans, whether original• or reproductions 
(provided far in items 273.45, 273.50, and 273.55, 
pa~t 5, ochedule 2) •.•••••...•.•..•.•.....••.•.•••.•..•. 

ll See Appendix, atatis~ical headnote 1. 

Units 
of 

Quantity 

l/ 

11 

Free 

Free 

Free 

Free 

Free 

Rato of !Jut y 

I 2 

Free 

Free 

Free 

Free 

Free 

9 - 4 --
%0 1 ('I - 960 30 

Effective 
Period 

On or 
before 
8/11 /85 

On or 
before 
8/11/85 

On or 
before 
8/ll/85 

On or 
before 
8/ll/85 

On or 
before 
8/11/85 

--
--
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APPENDIX D 

PUBLIC LAW 97-466: SELECTED PORTIONS 



96 ST AT. 2346 PUBLIC LAW 97··446-JAN. 12, 1983 

Edu~ationnl, 
Scientilic, and 
Cultural· 
Materials 
I "'f'"rtnt ion :\1 : 
of 982. 

19 USC 12112 
note. 

(21 the term "entry" includes any withdrawal from warehouse 
for consumption. 

SUBTITLE B-IMPLEt.1ENTATION OF NAIROBI PROTOCOL 

~F.C. 161. SHORT TITl.E, F.TC. 

(a) SHORT Tm.E.-This subtitle may be cited as the "Educational, 
Scientific, and Cultural Materials Importation Act of 1982". 

(bl PunrosE.-The purpose of this subtitle is to enable the United 
States to give effect lo the Nairobi Protocol to the Florence Agree
ment on the Importation of Educational, Scientific, and Cultural 
Materials (opened for signature on March 1, 1977) with a view to 
contributing to the cause of peace through freer exchange of ideas 
and knowledge across national boundaries. 

s•:c. 162. HOOKS. l'UIJl.ICATIONS, AND DOCUlllENTS. 

Part 5 of schedule 2 is amended-
( I) by inserting, in numerical sequence, the following new 

item: 
olhr.r vWual and audilory mate-" I f!0.90 I Catol... ot m...., ..amlinp .. , 
riel of an educatlonaJ. Kienti~. 

· • cultural chtir~r ........................ Fr• IFn. J-; 
(2) by striking out items 273.45 through 273.55, end the 

superior heading thereto, and inserting in lieu thereof the 
following: 

· 1 f!UZ 

and 

I 
A"'hlte<turol •ncl• .. rlns. Ind .. , 

lrial. or commetdal drawi"" and 

~;!:~~---~:.~~-.. ~ .... ~ .. ,,.. Ir- I-, 
(3) by inserting immediately belOw the phrase "Printed not 

over 20 years at time of importation:" and above (and at the 
same hierarchical level as) "Lithographs on paper:" the follow
ing new item: · I :nus , ,...... llhntrotlono. .. pra11uc11aa I 

• - nswoduct&on fihm med ~h. pra11uc11aa o1 boob............ r ... 

SEC. 163. VISUAi. AND AUDITORY MATERIAl.S. 

Ir-
(a) P110TOGRAPlllC Fn.M.-Part 5 of schedule 2 ls amended-

1-. 

()) by inserting the phrase "(including developed photograph
ic film; photographic slides; transparencies; hol()frroms for laser 
projection; and microfilm, microfiche, and similar articles)" 
immediately arter "Photographs" in the superior heading to 
items 274.50 through 274.70, and 

(2) by adding, In numerical sequence, the followl'ng new item: 

.. , tl461 

1

0.•tl..,.., ......... •phic fiha: pho-l 
~ephie elidN: tnnaperenciel; 

=~.:k:on'.c:.. •::.:nr.:·::.; 
1imil1r ertlclce.................................. r,.. ''" 

(b) MOTION P1CTURI FILMs.-Subpart G of part 2 of schedule 7 is 
amended-

(1) by striking out "724.05 and 724.10" in headnote t and 
insertim! in lieu thereor "724 07 Anti 72.4 22" 

l 

PUBLIC LAW 97-446-JAN. 12, 1983 

(2) by striking out headnote 2, · 
(3) hy striking out items 724.05 and 72U(), and the superior 

heading thereto, ond inserting in lieu th~reof the following: 

· 112u11 :::,:~!~ t!:'"hce~ -=:,;=. I 
Molion·pktu .. mmo In .. , r ..... I 

~ whether or not dneloped ................ Free 

,,_ 
1-. 

I 

(41 by striking out items 724.15 through 724.40 and inserting 
in lieu thereof the following new item: · 

l!t.21 

and 

Sound recMdinp. eombin•lion l 
IOUhd •nd wiau•I l'ft'ordinp, •nd 
mtten•tic: rec.:otdinp DOI provided 

~ ':ui;~o~~~~ .. ~:~ .. ~. Free r ... 

(5) by striking out the rates of duty appearing in rate columns 
I, Ll>DC, and 2 for item 724.12 and inserting "Free" in rate 
columns numbered l and 2. 

(c) PA1TF.RNS, MooEtS, ETC.-Part 7 of schedule 8 is amended
(!) by striking out headnote l and redesigr'iating headnote 2 as 

headnote 1, ' 
(2) by striking out item 870.30, and 

. (3) by inserting, in numerical sequence, the following new 
item: 1 

81035 Pall<,..., modtlo fnrept tor. inodrlol and wall cha"" 
of 1n educotion•I. Kienhrac or cultural eh ... acter, moc• ·Up or •ilueliutione of ab.tract concepU such 
u molecul•r llructu,. or cnallwm•dcel ronnulae; 

:r..~~-~~rr:aer::=::. ~udw:· .::tc,~~~ = 
ri9uaJ m•\eriala or UJ cocnbt.n.tioa ol two or 
manolthe fo,...olftt ...................................................... f r..,. ,_ 

SEC. rs•. TOOl.S FOR SCIF.NTIFIC INSTRUMENTS OR ~PPARATUS. 

Perl 4 of schedule 8 Is amended by adding in numerical sequence, 
the following new item: 

" I 851.81 I T~~~~{i *:9'':edi!; = ;l, f~ :!:r:i:n': I , 
, or •pp.r_atua :fmf1:.:J' under ii.em 851.60_.,_ .............. Free Ir .... 1-. 

SEC. 165. ARTICl.ES FOR THE DI.IND OR .OTHER HANDICAPPED PF.RSONS. 

(a) Er.rMtNATION OF DuTY.-Subpart D of patt 2 of schedule 8 is 
. amended by striking out items 825.00, a26.IO, and 826.20. , 

(b) SPECIALLY DESIGNED ARTICLES.-Part 7 of schedule 8 is 
amended- . ' 

(1) by inserting, in numerical sequence~ the fqllowing new 
items: 

81o.&O 

810.65 

810f5fi 

and 

"'::~!:;.·:r~1t.!d~~. ;-;=.r;r .. "::::.1r: 
handiuwed pe,...ine: 

Artlcla ror the blind: 

~ :'!i~i~!t, t;':'f'.:.~·h:'m~.~~·-1 Free 
ar:_:!::.. ~:C't:'!•'!,~ an!r.!;:PJ: 

their UM or benefit ncluahrel7 .... - ....... - ..... . F~ 
r .... Othor ........................ - .............. - ......................... . 

Fmt 

r ... 
r ... 

(2) by adding the following new headnote: 
"2 Fnr tbo nnrnnaoa nf :t.1::uwu1 a-?n s;.n Q?n C.C .... -...1 0'7ft ~n 

"; 

96 STAT. 2347 

19 USC 1202 
note. 

t::I 
I 

N 



!16 STAT. 2:l4d 

"l'h~·sicnlly or 
r111·11t11lly 
hamlkal'l"'d 
p1·rsnns.·· 

PUBLIC LAW 97-446-JAN. 12, 1!183 

"(al The term 'physically or mentally handicappr.d persons' 
includes any person suffering from a permanent or chronic 
physical or mentnl impairment ·which substantfally limits one 
or more major life activities, such as caring for one's self, 
performing manual tasks, walking, seeing, hearing, speaking, 
breathing, learning, and working. 

"(b) These items do not cover-
"(i) articles for acute or transient disability; 
"(ii) spectacles, dentures, and cosmetic articles for indi

viduals not substantially disabled; 
"(iii) therapeutic and diagnostic articles; or 
"(iv) medicine or drugs.". 

(c) STATISTICAi.. INFORMATION.-The Secretary of the Treasury, in 
conjunction with the Secretary of Commerce, shall take such actions 
as are necessary to obtain adequate statistical information with 
re!'lpect to articles to which the amendments made· by this section 
apply. 

SEC. ·166. AUTllORITY TO l.IMIT CERTAIN DUTY-FREE TREATMENT 
ACCORu•:o UNDl:R TlllS ACT. 

(a) AUTHORITY To L1MrT.-
(1) JN GENERAL.-ln addition to any authority under section 

201 of the Trade Act of 1974 09 U.S.C. 2251), the President may 
proclaim changes in the Tariff Schedules of the United States 
(19 U.S.C. 1202) to narrow the scope of, or place conditions upon, 
the duty-free treatment accorded under section 164, section 165, 
or section 167(b) (insofor as section 167(b) relates to temporary 
duly-free treatment of articles covered by sections 164 end 165) 
with respect to any type of article the duty-free treatment of 
which-

(A) has significant adverse impact on a domestic industry 
(or portion thereof) manufacturing or producing a like or 
directly competitive article, and 

(8) is not provided for in the Florence Agreement or the 
Nairobi Protocol. 

(2) RATES WHICH ARE TO TAKE EFFECT IF DUTY·FREE TREATMENT 
EUMINATED.-lf the President eliminates any duty-free treat
ment under paragraph (1), the rate of duty thereafter applicable 
to any article which is-

(A) affected by such action, and 
(8) imported from any source, 

shall be the rate proclaimed by the President as the rate 
applicable to such article from such·source (determined without 
regard to this subtitle). 

(b) RESTORATION OF TREATMENT.-lf the President determines that 
any duty-free treatment which is no longer in effect because of 
action taken under subsection (a) could be restored in whole or in 
pert without a resumption of significant adverse impact on o domes
tic industry or portion thereof, the President may proclaim changes 
to the Appendix to the Tariff Schedules of the United States to 
resume such duty-free treatment. 

(c) OrPORTUNITY To PRESENT V1Ews.-Before taking an action ' 
authorized by subsection (a) or Cb), the President shell afford an 
opportunity for interested Government agencies and private persons 
to present their views concerning the proposed action. 

PUBLIC LAW 97-446-JAN. 12, 1983 96 STAT. 234!> 

SEC. 167. EFFECTIVE DATE; TElllPORARY DUTY-FREE TREATlllF.NT. 

(a) IN GF.NERAt .. -The amendments mode by sections 162, 1G3, 164, 
and 165 shell apply with respect to articles entered, or withdrawn 
from warehouse for consumption, on or after the date which the 
President proclaims 89 the date on which he ratifies the Nairobi 
Protocol to the Florence Agreement on the Importation of Educa
tionol, Scientific, and Cultural Materials. 

(b) TEMPORARY 0UTY·FREE TREATMENT:-
(1) ARTICl.F.S FOR TllE DUND OR OTllER llANDfCAPPED PERSONS.

Subject to the provisions of paragraph (3) and section 166, the 
President shall proclaim changes to the Appendix to the Tariff 
Schedules of the United States (19- U.S.C. 1202) to implement, 
the provisions of section 165 with respect to articles entered, or 
withdrawn from warehouse for consumption, during the two 
and one-half-yent period beginning on the thirtieth day follow
ing the date of the enactment of this subtitle. 

(2) OrnER ARTICl.ES.-Subject to the provisions of paragraph 
(3) end section 166, the President, if he deems such action to be 
in the interest of the United States. may proclaim further 
changes to the Appendix to the TorilT Schedules of the United 
States to implement any provision of section 162, 163, or 164 
with respect to articles entered, or withdrawn from warehouse 
for consumption, during any period beginning on or after the 
thirtieth day following the date of the. enactment of this subtitle 
and ending not later than two and one-half years after such 
beginning dote. 

(3) TIME PROVISIONS CEASE TO HAVE EFFECT.-lf any temi>ornry 
duly-free treatment accorded under paragraph (I) or (2) has not 
yet expired, such treatment shall cease to be effective on and 
after the date proclaimed by the President pursuant to subsec
tion (a). 

TITLE II-MISCELLANEOUS CUSTOMS PROVISIONS 

SEC. 201. INTERNATIONAi. TRANSMISSION or BUSINESS DOCUJ\IENTS; 
11\IPORTEllS or llECORD. 

(a) General headnote 5 is amended-
(1) by strikinn out "and" at the end of subdivision (d); 
(2) by redesignnting subdivision (e) as subdivision (O; and 
(3) by adrling immediately ofter subdivision (d) the following: 

"(e) records, diugrnnu1, ond other data with regard to any business, 
engineering, or explorntion operation whether on paper, cards, pho-
tographs, blueprinh1, tupcs, or other media; and". · 

(b) Item 870.10 is repealed. · 
(c) Section 483 of the Tariff Act of 1930 (19 U.S.C. 1483) is repealed. 1 

(d) Section 48·t of the TurilT Act of 1930 (19 U.S.C. 1484) is 
amended-

(1) by amending subsection (a)- , 
(A) by emending that part of paragraph (l) thereof which 

precedes .subparagraph (A) to read as follows: "Except 89 
provided in sections 490, 498, 652, 553, and 336(j) of this Act 
and in subsections (h) and (i) of this section, one of the 
parties qualifying as 'importer of record' under paragraph 
(2)(C) of this subsection, either in person or by an agent 
a11thnri'7od hv l.im in Ulritiinn-0 

1!1 use 1202 
nole. 

f!1•pcals. 

t:l 
I 
w 

1!1 lJSC 14!IO, 
H!lll. 155:.!, lf153, 
1:1:16. 
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APPENDIX E 

PROFILES OF U.S. PRODUCERS 



* * 

E-2 

PROFILES OF U.S. PRODUCERS 

Argosy Electronics 

* * * * * 



E-3 

* * * * * * * 



E-4 

.. 
* * * * * * * 

Audio-Aid, Inc. 

* * * * * * * 



E-5 

* * * * * * * 



E-6 

* * * * * * * 

Audio tone 

* * * * * * * 



* * * * * * * 

Beltone Electronics Corp. 

* * * * * * * 



E-8 

* * * * * * * 



E-9 

* * * * * * * 



E-10 

* * * * * * * 

Bernafon, Inc. 

* * * * * * * 



~'·. E-11 

* * * * * * * 



E-12 

* * * * * * * 

Rob~rt Bosch Hearing Instruments Division 

* - * * * * * * 



E-13 

* * * * * * * 



E-14 

* * * * * * * 

Dahlberg Hearing Systems Division 

* * * * * * * 



E-15 

* * * * * * * 



E-16 

* * * * * * * 

~i 



E-17 

* * * * * * * 

Danavox, Inc. 

* - * * * * * * 



E-18 

* * * * * * * 



E-19 

* * * * * * * 

Ear Care Hearing Systems, Inc. 

* * * * * * 



E-20 

* * * * * * * 



E-2I 

* * * * * 

Electone, Inc. 

* * * * * * 



* * * * 



* * * * * * 

Hearing Services, Inc. 

"* * * * * * * 



:-.E-24 

* * * * * * * 



E-25 

* * * * * * 



E-·26 

* * * * * * * 

Knowles Electronics, Inc. 

* * * * * * * 



* * * * * * * 

Magnatone Hearing Aid Corp. 

* * * * * * * 



* * * * * * * 



E-29 

* * * * * * * 

Maico Hearing Instruments Co; 

* * * * * 



E-30 

* * * * * * 



E-31 

* * * * * * 

Omni Hearing Systems 

* * * * * * * 



E-32 

* * * * * * * 



E-33 

* * * * * * * 

Oticon Corp. 

* * * * * * * 



E-34 

* * * * * * * 



E-35 

* * * * * * * 

Oto-Dyne Hearing Instruments · 

* * * * * * * 



E-36 

* * * * * * 



E-37 

Phonic Ear, Inc. 

* * * * * * * 



E-38 
·.I 

* * * * * * 



... , 
E-39 

,., 

* * * * * * * 

·Qualitone 

* * * * * * * 



* * * * * * * 

Rad~oear. Corp. 

* * * * * * * 



* * * * * * 



* * * * * * * 

Rexton, Inc. 

*· * * * * * * 



E-43 

* * * * * * 

Rion-Ac~~~tics Insti:Uments, Inc . 

.. · 
* * * * * * 



E-.44 

* * *.:- *· * ., * * 

S.iemens Hearing Instruments, Inc. 

* * * * * * * 



E-45 

* * * * * * * 



* * * * * * 

Starkey Labs, Inc. 

* * * * * * * 



E-47 

* * * * * * 



E-48 

* * * * * * * 

.fl 

Telex Conununications, Inc. 

* * * * * * * 



E-49 

* * * * * 



E-50 

* * * * * * * 

Tibbetts Industries, Inc. 

* * * * * * * 

Zenetron, Inc. 

* * * * * * * 



Rank Producer 

1 : *· *'·*· 
2 : * * * 
3 : *' * * 
4 : * * * 
5 : * * * 
6 : * * * 
1 : * * * 
8 : * * * 
9 : ~. * * 

10 : * * * 
11 : *'* * 
12 : * * * 
13 : *' * * 
14 : * * * 
15 : ** * 
16 : *' * * 
17 : * * * 
18 : *' * * 
19 : * * * 
20 ·: *• * * 
21 :. * * * 
22 : * * * 
23 : * * * 
24 : * * * 
25 : * * * 

Total 

Table E-1.--Hearing aids: U.S. producers ranked by volume of shipments, 1984 

Standard Custom-made Total 

BTE Eyeglass : Body ITE ;subtotal ITE Canal :subtotal Quantity 

.,. ---------------------------------Number.of hearing aids--------------------------------

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

'*** 
'*** 
'*** 

.. 246 ,849 

*** 
*** 
**ii: 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
**'* 
*** 

'12,631 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

3,132 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** . 
*** 
*** 

7,863 

~*~. 
*** 
*** 

. *** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

270,465 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
***' 
*** 

508;725 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** . 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

. *** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

. *** .. 
*** 

88,221 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** .. 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** •. 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** .. 

596,946 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
***' 
*** .. 
*** 

867,411 

Source: Compiled from responses to questionnaires of the U.S. International Trade Conunission. 

Value 

1,000 
dollars 

*~* 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

i.20,358 

trj 
I 

V1 
~ 



'i'<.1•1..:o. E,-~.--Heari1,1r; aitts: s~~~1ce of total u.s •. pr.oducers' shipments of heat"ing aids.accounted for by each producer, by types, 1981 and 1984 

Rank Producer BTE Eyeglass. 

1981 19.84 1981 1984 

1 
2 
3 

• 5 
6 
1 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 , * * 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 

·.!/ Less than 0.05 percent. 

{In percent) 

standard 

Body ITB 

1981 1984 1981 1984 

* * 

, .. 

:·. 

subtotal 

1981 

* 

1984 .• 1981 
·: 

Source: Compiled from responses to questionnaires of the U.S. International Trade Colllllission. 

custom-made 
Total 

ITE 
·- ! .... Canal subtotal 

1984 1984 . : 1981 1984 1981 1984 

* * * 

t'1 
I 
vi 
N 



Table E-3.--Hearing aids: U.S. producers ranked by the average unit value of their shipments of behind-the-ear 
(BTE)-; body, and custom-macie· in.,-the-ear CITE).· hearing aids, 1984 

Rank 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

. 

* *·* 
*"* * 
* * * 
* * * ---* * * 
* * * 
* * * 
* * * 

9 : * * * 
10 : * * * 
11 : * * * 
12 : *" * * 
13 . * * * 

BTE 

Producer 

Industry average 

.. 
. •. 

Body . 
Average . . 

unit value 
· Rank · Producer. 

. . 
*** : 1 : * * * 
*** : 2 : * * * 
*** : 3 : * * * 
~: 4 : * * * 
*** : 5 : * * * 
*** : : Industry average 
*** 
*** . .. 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** : : 

151.42 

ITE 
: 

.Average : Rank ; Producer unit value : 
: : 

*** : 1 : * * * 
*** : 2 : * * * 
*** : 3 : *"* * --*** : 4 : * * * 
*** : 5 : * * * 

162.20 : 6 : * * * 
7 : * * * 
8 : * * * 
9 : * * * 

10 : * * * 
11 : * * * 
12 : * * * 
13 : * * * 
14 : * * * 
15 : 'Ii.** 
16·: * * * 
17 : * * * 
18 : * * * 
19 : * * * 
20 : * * * 

. 21 : * *·* 
22 : * * * 

·• - .. : Industry average 

Source: Compiled from responses to questionnaires of the U.S. International Trade Commission. 

: Average 
: unit value 
: 
: *** 
: *** 
: *** 
: *** 
: *** 
: *** 
: *** 
: *** 
: *** 
: *** 
: *** 
: *** 
: *** 
: *** 
: *** 
: *** 
: *** 
: *** 
: *** 
: *** 
: *** 
: *** 
: 121.86 

tzj 
I 

VI 
w 



Table E-4.--Hearing aids: U.S. producers ranked by net sales, operating income, and ratio of operating 
income to net sales, 1984 !I 

Ratio of 

Rank · Producer · Net sales · Rank · Producer . Operating : R k : Producer : operating. 
• 

21 
an income to. income _ : : : 

: .. : net sales 2/ 
(1,000 : : : (1,000 

dollars) : : : dollars) : : : (Percent) 
: : : . : : : . 

1 : * * * : *** : 1 : * * * : *** : 1 : * * * : *** 
2 : * * * : *** : 2 : * * * : *** : 2 : * * * : *** 
3 : * * * : *** : 3 : * * * . *** : 3 : * * * : *** . 
4 : * * * : *** : 4 : * * * : *** : 4 : * * * : *** 
5 : * * * : *** : 5 : * * * : *** : 5 : * * * : *** 
6 : * * * : *** : 6 : * * * : *** : 6 : * * * : *** 
7 : * * * : *** : 7 : * * * : *** : 6 : * * * : *** 
8 : * * * : *** : 8 : * * * : *** : 8 : * * * : *** 
9 .: * * * : *** : 9 : * * * : *** : 9 : ·* * * : *** 

10 : * * * : *** : 10 : * * * : *** : 10 : * * * : *** 
11 : * * * : *** : 11 : * * * : *** : 11 : * * * : ***. 
12 : * * * : *** : 12 : * * * : *** : 12 : * *.* : *** 
13 : * * * . *** : 13 : * * * : *** : 13 : .·* * .* : *** . 
14 : * * * : **1'r : 14 : * * * : *** : 14 : * * * : *** 
15 : * * * : *** : 15 : * * * : *** : 15 :. * * * : *** 
16 : * * * : *** : 16 : * * * : *** : 16 : * * * : *** 
17 : * * * : *** : 17 : * * * . *** : 17 : * * * : *** . 
18 : * * * : *** : 18 : * * * : *** : 18 : * * * : *** 
19 : * * * : *** : 19 : * * * : *** : 19 ! * * * ! *** 
20 : * * * : *** : : Total : (1,290) 

Total : 235 ,105 .: 
: : : 

!I Dahlberg, Maico, Bosch, Danavox, and Radioear did not supply usable financial data. 
£1 Magnatone did not provide data necessary for calculating operating income. 

Source: Compiled from responses to questionnaires of the U.S. International Trade Commission. 

t'1 
I 

V1 
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E-55 

Table E-5.--Hearing Aids: U.S. producers ranked by units produced per man
hour worked by production workers, by type, 1981 and 1984 

Standard hearing aids custom-made hearing aids 

Production Production 
.. man-hour man-hour 

Rank Producer worked Rank Producer worked 

1981 1984 1981 1984 

1 * * * *** *** 1 * * * *** *** 
2 * * * *** *** 2 * * * *** *** 
3 * * * *** *** 3 * * * *** *** 
4 * * * *** *** 4 * * * *** *** 
5 * * * *** *** 5 * * * *** *** 
6 * * * *** *** 6 * * * *** *** 
7 * * * *** *** 7 * * * *** *** 
8 * * * *** *** 8 * * * *** *** 
9 * * * *** ***· 9 * * * *** *** 

10 * * * *** *** 10 * * * *** *** 
11 * * * *** *** 11 * * * *** *** 
12 * * * *** *** 12 * * * *** *** 
13 * * * *** *** 13 * * * *** *** 
14 * * * *** *** 14 * * * *** *** 

15 * * * *** *** 
16 * * * *** *** 
17 * * * *** *** 
18 * * * *** *** 
19 * * * *** *** 
20 * * * *** *** 
21 * * * *** *** 
22 * * * *** *** 

Source: Compiled from responses to questionnaires of the U.S. International 
Trade Conunission. 
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APPENDIX F' 

PROHLl'~S OF' CERTAIN U.S. IMPORTERS 



F-2 

Audio-Aid 

* * * * * * * 



F-3 

* * * * * * * 

Audio-Phil° Corp. 

* * * * * * * 



F-4 

* * * * * * 

BREL Precision Components, Inc. 

* * * * * * * 



F-5 

* * * * * * * 



F-6 

* * * * * * 

Componex 

* * * * * * 



F-7 

* * * * * * 

Fidelity Hearing Instruments. Inc. 

* * * * * * * 



F-8 

* * * *" * * .• * 

Lloyd ·Hearing Aid Corp. 

* * * * * * 



F-9 

* * * * * * 

Marco Hearing Instruments, Inc. 

* * * * * * * 



F-10 

* * * * * * 

Prectsiciri Ac6~sti~s In~tistri~s 

* * * * * * * 



F-11 

* * * * * 

Panasonic Industrial Company 

* * * * * * * 

Solar Impex, Inc. 

* * * * * * * 

Unitron Industries, Ltd. 

* * * * * * * 

Widex Hearing Aid Co., Inc. 

* * * * * * * 



F-12 

Table F-1.--Hearing Aids: U.S. importers ranked by volume of imports, 1984 

Total Percent of 
Rank Importer Standard Custom quantity 

Value total 
guantit:Y: 

(1,000 
dollars): (Percent) 

1 * * * *** *** *** *** *** 
2 * * * *** *** *** *** *** 
3 * * * *** *** *** *** *** 
4 * * * *** *** *** "*** *** 
5 * * * *** *** *** *** *** 
6 * * * *** *** *** *** *** 
7 * * * *** *** *** *** *** 
8 * * * *** *** *** *** *** 
9 * * * *** *** *** *** *** 

10 * * * *** *** *** *** *** 
11 * * * *** *** *** *** *** 
12 * * * *** *** *** *** *** 
13 * * * *** *** *** *** *** 
14 * * * *** *** *** *** *** 
15 * * * *** *** *** *** *** 
16 * * * *** *** *** *** *** 
17 * * * *** *** *** *** *** 
18 * * * *** *** *** *** *** 
19 * * * *** *** *** *** *** 
20 * * * *** *** *** *** *** 
21 * * * *** *** *** *** *** 

Total 243,174 4,089 247,263 20,982 100.0 

l/ Less than 0.05 percent. 

Source: Compiled from responses to questionnaires of the U.S. International 
Trade Commission. 



Table F-2.--Hearing aids: U.S. importers ranked by the average unit value of their imports of behind-the-ear. 
(BTE), body, and custom-made in-the-ear (!TE) hearing aids, 1984 

BTE ; Body : !TE 

. . Average : k : : Average : k : : Average 
Rank Importer 't 1 Ran Importer 't 1 Ran · . Importer 't 1 · uni va ue : : : uni va ue : : : uni va ue 

: 
1 : * * * ~ *** : 1 : * * * : *** : 1 : * * * : *** 
2 : * * * : *** : 2 : * * * : *** : 2 : * * * : *** 
3 : * * * : *** : 3 : * * * : *** : 3 : * * * : *** 
4 : * * * : *** : 4 : * * * : *** : : Import average : 67.93 
5 • * * * . *** . 5 . * * * . *** . . . 
6 ; * * * ; *** ; 6 ; * * * ; *** ; ; ; "r 
J : * * * .: *** : 7 : * * * : *** : : : t; 
8 : * * * : *** : 8 : * * * : *** 
9 : * * * : *** : 9 : * * * : *** 

10 : * * * : *** : 10 : * * * : *** 
11 : * * * : *** : : Import average : 71.23 
12 : * * * : *** 
13 : * * * : *** 
14 : * * * : *** 
15 : * * * : *** 
16 : * * * : *** 
17 : * * * : *** 
18 : * * * : *** 
19 : * * * : *** 
20 : * * * : *** 
21 : * * * : *** 

Import average : 84.89 

Source: Compiled from responses to questionnaires of the U.S. International Trade Commission. 
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APPENDIX G 

EXCHANGE RATES 



G-2 

Exchange rates 

During the sample period, Denmark, Canada, Switzerland, and West.Germany 
were the four largest foreign suppliers of hearing aids. Quarterly data 
reported by the International Monetary Fund indicate that during the period 
January 1981-June 1985 the nominal value of the currencies of Denmark, 
Switzerland, Canada, and West Germany, depreciated relative to the U.S dollar 
by 41.6 percent, 26.8 percent, 12.8 percent, and 32.4 percent, respectively 
(ta~les G-1 through G-4, appendix G). !I Because the level of inflation in 
Switzerland was .similar to that in the Unitea States over the 18-quarter
period, changes in the international purcha.sing power of the respective 
currency of that country was approximately the same as that in its nominal 
value. In contrast, the high inflation rate in Denmark and Canada over the 
same period resulted in the devaluation of the currencies of each of the 
aforementioned countries in real terms by 24.8 percent and 2.3 percent 
relative to the U.S. dollar--significantly less than the respective apparent 
depreciations of 41.6 percent and 12.8 percent represented by the nominal 
devaluation. ZI 

11 International Financial Statistics, April 1984 and September 1985. 
ZI The percentage change in the international purchasing power of each 

currency from the reference period January-March 1981 provides an indication 
of the maximum amount that a foreign producer or its agent can reduce its 
•iolJ:ir '>ril!e·· of foreign products in the U.S. market without reducing its 
;it'ofib; asmJming it has no dollar-denominated costs or contracts. A foreign 
prod~cer, however, may ~hoose to increase its profits by not reducing its 
doll..1r p. ·ices or by reducing its dollar prices by less than the depreciation 
''· u; d allow. Within specific industries such as the hearing aid industry the 
F· ·)portion of : )re:.gn producers' costs attributable to imports of raw 
: a'. ".!rials and :wt·gy from the United States or from countries whose currencies 
~e linked t~ the dollar would vary by specific product and producer. 



G-3 

Table G-1.--U.S.-Danish exchange rates: Nominal-exchange-rate equivalents of 
the Danish.krone in U.S. dollars, l/ real-exchange-rate equivalents, and 
producer price indicators in the United States and Denmark, £1 indexed by 
quarters, January 1981-June 1985 

~JanuarI-March 1981=100} 
U.S. Danish Nominal- Real-

Period Producer Producer exchange- exchange-
Price Index Price Index rate index rate index 3/ 

1981: 
January-March-------: 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
April-June----------: 102.2 105.5 90.5 93.4 
July-September--·----: 102.9 109.2 84.8 .. 89.9 
Oe t.ober-Dl\et1mb"r- --·-:-: 102.8 110.l 89.4 95.8 

1982: 
January-March-------: 103.7 113.8 83.3 91.3 
April-June-·----·----·-: 103.8 115.6 79.8 88.8 
July-September------: 104.3 119.3 74.8 85.5 
October-December----: 104.4 121.1 73;6 85.3 

1983: 
January-March-------: 104.5 120.2 75.8 87.2 
April-June---- _ _:_ _____ : 104.8 121.1 73.0 84.4 
July-September-~----: 105.8 124.8 68.1 80.3 
October-December----: 106.4 .. 127.5 66.9 80.2 

1984: 
January-March---·----: 107.5 130.3 65.7 79.7 
April-June-----------: 108.2 133.0 65.1 80.0 
July-September------: 107.9 133.0 60.9 75.0 
October-December----: 107.7 134.9 58.8 73.7 

1985: 
January-March-------: 107.5 136.7 55.6 70.7 
April-June----------: 107.6 !I 138.5 58.4 75.2 

.. 
l/ Exchange rates expressed in U.S. dollars per Danish krone. 
£1 Producer price indicators--intended to measure final product prices--are 

based on average. quarterly indexes presented in line 63 of International 
Financial Statistics. 

~/ The real value of a currency is the nominal value adjusted for the 
difference between inflation rates as measured here by the producer price 
index in the United States ··and in Denmark. Producer prices in the United 
States increased by 7.6 percent during January 1981-June 1985 compared with a 
38.5-percent _increase in Denmark during the same period. 

!JJ Preliminary. 

Source: International Monetary Fund, Intec:n_~tional Financial Statistics, 
April 1984 and September 1985. 
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Table G-2.--U.S.-Swiss exchange rates: Nominal-exchange~rate equivalents of 
the Swiss fra~c in U.S. dollars,!/ real-exchange-rate equivalents, and· 
producer price indicators·in the United States and Switzerland, ZI indexed 
by quarters, January 1981-June 1985 

{Januar:t-March 1981=1002 
·u.s. Swiss Nominal- Real-

Period Producer Producer . exchange- exchange-
Price Index Price Index rate index rate index 3/ 

1981: 
January-March--------: 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Apri 1- June-·---------: 102.2 101.4 93.3 92.5 
July-September------: 102.9 102.7 90.5 90.3 
October-December----: 102.8 103.6 103.8 104.5 

1982: 
January-March--~----: 103.7 103;8 101.2 101.3 
April-June----------: 103.8 104.6 95.2 95.9 

"July-September------: 104.3 104.9 89.8 90.3 
October-December----: 104.4 105.0 88.6 89.2 

1983: 
January-March--------: 104.5 104.0 94.2 93.8 
April-June----------: 104.8 104.6 91.5 91.3 
July-September-~--~-: 105.8 105.5 88.3 88.1 

·october-December----: 106.4 105.9 87 .-9 87 .5 
1984: 

January-March---~---: 107.5 107.3 86.3 86.2 
.April-June----------: 108.2 108.3 . 84 .5 84.5 
July-September------: 107.9 108.9 77. 7 78.4 
October-December------: 107.7 109.3 75 .. 5 76.6 

1985: 
January-March-------: 107.5 111.6 68.9 71.5 
April-June------------: 107 .6 111.6 73.2 75.9 

JJ Exchange rates expressed in. U. S; dollars p_er Swiss franc. 
~I Producer price indicators--intended to measure final product prices---are 

based on average quarterly indexes presented in line 63 of International 
Financial Statistics. 

11 The real·value of a currency is the nominal value adjusted for the 
difference between inflation rates as measured here by the producer price 
index in the United States and in Switzerland. Producer prices in the United 
States increased by·7.6 percent during January 1981-June 1985 compared with an 
11.6-percent increase in Denmark during the same period. 

Source: International Monetary Fund, International Financial Statistics, 
April 1984 and Sept~mber 1985. 
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Table G~3.-~u.s.-c~nadian·ex~hange rates: Nominal-exchange-rate equivalents 
of the Canadian do~iar in U.S. dollars, l/ real-exchange-rate equivalents, 
and producer.price indicators in the United States and Canada, £1 indexed by 
quarters, January 1981-June 1985 

(January-March 1981=100) 
U.S. Canadian Nominal- Real-

Period ·Producer .Producer exchange- exchange-
Price Index Price Index rate index rate index 3/ 

1981: 
January-March-------: 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
April-June-·---------: 102.2 102.2 99.6 99.6 
July-September-·-- - -- : 102.9 104.4 98.5 99.9 
October-December----: 102.8 105.7 100.2 103.0 

1982: 
January-March-------: 103.7 107.2 98.7 102.0 
April-June-----------: 103.8 109.3 95.9 100.9 
July-September------: 104.3 110.1 95.5 : 100.8 
October-December----: 104.4 110.5 96.9 102.6 

1983: .. 
January-March-------: 104.5 111.2 97.3 103.5 
April-June--·--------: 104.8 . 112.9 97 .0 104.5 
July-September-------: 105.8 113.8 .96 .8 104.2 
October-December----: 106.4 114.3 96.4 103.6 

1984: 
January-March-------: 107.5 116.2 95.1 102.8 
April-June----------: 108.2 117 .6 92.3 100.3 
July-September------:. 107.9 118.3 90.8 99.5 
October-·December----: 107.7 118.6 90.5 99.7 

1985: 
January-March-------: 107.5 119.8 88.2 98.3 
April-June-------~--: 107.6 120.6 87.2 97.7 

.!I Exchange rates expressed in U.S. dollars per unit of Canadian currency. 
£1 Producer price indicators--intended to measure final product prices--are 

based on average quarterly indexes presented in line 63 of International 
Financial Statistics .. 

11. The real .value of a currency is the nominal value adjusted for the 
difference between inflation rates as measured here by the producer price 
index in the Unit~d States and in Canada. Producer prices in the United 
States increased by 7.6 percent during January 1981-June 1985 compared with a 
20.6-percent increase i? Canada during the same period. 

Source: International Monetary Fund, International Financial Statistics, 
April 1984 and September 1985. 
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'i.·ble G-4 ... -;-U.$.-West Germa,n exc~~.rige .r.ates !/: Nomina.1-~xc.hange-rate 
equivalents of the.West German mark in U.S. dollars;· reaf-ex~hange-rate . ' • .. t . . ' •• - . , -- . 

~quivalents, and producer price indicators in the United.States and West 
Germany, 'l:.I indexed by quarters·, January 1-981-june= 198~ · · · 

. . .. . ' 

Nominal- Real-
Period 

U.S.. . . ,: West German 
.,. producer' ·· :' ·producer -

price Ih~e~··:· price index 
··exchange- exchange-
rate index rate index 3/ 

January-March--·-----: 
April-June-. -·--7 --.---: 

July-September-~----: 
October-Decetiiber.----: 

1982: 
January-March--·-----: 
April-·June---·7--.-----: 

.July-September------: 
·October-December----: 

i983: 
january-March-------: 
.itpril-June--~-":"."'----: 

J•.Jly-September-:-----: 
. ·october-December----: ., . . ; ~ -. 

··_.;84: 
I 

January-March--.:_----: 
Apr.il-June---~-------: 

. _·July-September-·~·-----: 
October-Decembe~----: 

'i985: 
January-March-------: 
Apt·il-June------:---::-----: 

. .. 
: . f 

100.0 
1Q2.2 

. ·102.9 
·102.. 8 

: .. ~ 

-103. 7 
103.8 
104.3 
1q4.4 

''104.5 
1q4.8 
10.5.8 
io6.4 

i07.5 
108.2 
107.9 . 
107.7 

107.5 
107". 6 

---------Q§l_per 
.. 

100.0 100.0 
102.5 91. 7 
104.7 es.a· 
106.2 9·3,0 

108.1 8·8.9 
109.1 87.7 
110.1 84.l 
110.5 83.4 

.. 
110.2 86:7 
110.5 84.0 
lli.4 79.6 
i12.1 77.9 

i'i3.1 77.2 
114.0 71.0 
114.5 71.5 
115.3 68.3 

116.5 64.1 
117 .o 67.6 

1/ Exchange rates expressed in U.S. dollars per West German mark. 

DK--·-----

100.0 
91.9 
87 .3 
96.1 

92.6 
92.2 
88.7 
88.3 

91.4 
88.6 
83.1 
82.1 

81.3 
81.1 
75.8 
73.2 

69.5 
73.5 

·~I Producer pric~ indica~ors--intended to measure final-product prices--are 
based on average quarterly !n~ex~s.presented in lirie 63 of International 
Fbancial Statistics.· · ' ·· _ :. · · · · 
~/The real value of a currency is the nominal·value adjusted for the 

difference between.inflation rates as measured by the producer price index in 
the United· Stat'es' and in the foreign country. Produc·er prices in the United 
;:;tates · increased: by 7. 6 · percent''~uring the period January 1981-June 1985 
~cnipared to a 17.0-percent inc~ease in West Germany during the same period. 

So~irce: Inte.rnational Monet'ary Fund, International Financial Statistics, 
.~pr-~~ :.984. and September 1985. 

. . J 

N·-.h. --January-Karch 1981=100. 
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APPENDIX H 

A METHODOLOGY FOR ESTIMATING THE IMPACT OF TARIFF ELIMINATION ON 
THE U.S. HEARING AID INDUSTRY 
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This appendix presents a method for estimating the impact on competing 
U.S. output of imports of hearing aids under "The Educational Scientific .and 
Cultural Materials Importation Act of 1982," Public Law 97-446, a provision 
that eliminates the tariff on these imports. l/ It provides a graphic 
analysis, an equation for calculating the impact on domestic sales, and a 
range of estimates of this import. 

A Graphic Analysis 

There are many factors that affect the responses of imports of hearing 
~ids to a tariff elimination. In order to ·simplify the case and make it easy 
to present in a two-dimensional graph, the following assumptions are made: 

1. Imported and domestic goods are imperfect substitutes. 

2. Foreign and domestic suppliers are numerous. 

3. Transportation costs are constant. 
~. : • • 1. • . 

4. All exporting countries are subject to the same tariff treatment . 
. : .• • : •• 1 I •• . ·'·' ~. I • 

·' ... \-· .. 
5. Competitive conditions prevail: ' 

The effect of the tariff on imports of hearing aids is shown in figure 
H-1. The foreign supply is assumed to take place under conditions of 
increasing costs, and is represented by the supply curve S. With no tariff, 
the U.S. import demand is of, the equilibrium price is opf, and the 
equilibrium quantity is OQf. A tariff causes the import demand to shift 
downward to ot by the amount of the duty per unit of imports. This causes 
the equilibrium price to increase to opt (of which ppt is the duty), and 
the equilibrium quantity to decrease to OQt. 

Under free trade, the U.S. Treasury loses tariff revenue equal to 
rectangle ptcAP. The U.S. producers lose their sales either equal lo or 
smaller than QtQf. Two main determinants of the size of the producers' 
losses are the domestic demand and supply elasticities. In general, a tariff 
reduction would tend to lower prices. At lower prices, consumers would 
increase their consumption. The domestic production of the conunodily will 
change in accordance with the change in consumption and the change in imports. 

The Equation 

The effects of a tariff ·reduction on imports depend on the elastisities 
of domestic import demand and the foreign supply. In the case of hearing 
aids, elasticities vary according to sources of supply and types of aids. 
Data available to the Conunission are ·not sufficient to estimate these 

11 During January 1981-June 1985, about two-thirds of the U.S. total imports 
of hearing aids were duty free. Only a fraction of the duty-free imports were 
entered into the United States under the Generalized System of Prefer.ence 
(GSP). 
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elasticities. A method developed by Rousslang and Lindsey l/ can be used to 
estimate a range for the effect on imports caused by a tariff elimination. 

Rousslang and Lindsey developed the following equation to calculate the 
change in U.S. imports that would result from a tariff elimination: 

(lH) dM = Rn(e + l)/(e + n), 

When dH is the change in U.S. imports from the Caribbean, R is the revenue 
that the tariff would yield, e is the eXJ>ort supply elasticity, and n is the 
import demand elasticity. 

Usually, the change in imports and the change in domestic sales caused by 
a tariff reduction are of different magnitudes. The increase in imports is 
usually greater than the dee line in domestic output, bec.ause the total 
consumption increases. However, for simplicity, it is assumed that there is a 
one-to-one relationship between imports of hearing aids and the competing U.S. 
product. That is, each $1 increase in imports is assumed to result in a $1 
decrease in competing domestic production. According to this assumption, the 
increase in imports is equal to the decrease in domestic production. Using 
equation (IH) and a range of eleasticity estimates yields the following 
ef:t lmates of the effects of the Educational, Scientific and Cultural Materials 
l:r~portat ion Act on U.S. production of hearing aids. 

These estimates tend to overstate the effects of the act, since they are 
bascj on the assumption that the elimination of the Act would cause the full 
U.S. KFN tariff to apply to hearing aid imports. In fact, however, many of 
the~e imports would receive preferential tariff treatment under TSUS item 
807.00. 

Year Ml/ R 

Range of likely effects on 
U.S. productions . 

n = 1, e = 1 ; n = 5, e a 5 

J., 000 dollars ------------Percent------------

J !181- -··. -·---·-· ----------- : __ _,2:..i•i...;::0;..;::6;..;::0_..:.. ___ --=l=l..._5__,_ _____ --.;=-...._ _____ ..:..:..;:;.. -0.13 -0.31 

198 2- -·- - - -· - - -- -- --- - -·- - -- : __ _.2-...'-'0_,0....,9--'-_______ 1 __ 0 __ 6 _____________ ~-----------0.12 -0.31 
l 98 3.- _ .. _ -·- - ---·-· --------- - -·: _ _..l::.:::2 ..... -=2..:.5.-...8 ______ ..... 6:;..;:2:.;:;5~------'"-'-"-"-----------" .......... -0.64 -1.9 
1984. ·-- - --- - - - - - ----- - - -·: ____ 2=3 __ ._..4..;:;.0.-..6 ______ l""'""'. 1-.4 .... 7__... ______________ __,,.....__ -0.95 -2.8. 
19 8 5 <Jan. -June)- - - - -·---- : __ ..... 8...,,"'"'8=5..-5--'-------4-=1.-6__._ _____________________ .... -0. 72 -2.11 

11 M stands for duty-free imports of finished hearing aids and parts . 

. V Donald Rouss lang and John Lindsey, "The Benefits to Caribbean Basin 
Countries from the U.S. CBI Tariff Eliminations," Journal of Policy Modeling, 
Vinter 1984, pp. 513-530. 
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